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SCHOOL BOARD ACTION REPORT  
 
DATE: April 28May 8, 2017  
FROM: Dr. Larry Nyland, Superintendent 
LEAD STAFF: JoLynn Berge, Asst. Superintendent Business and Finance,  
 jdberge@seattleschools.org, John Krull, Chief Information Officer,  
 jckrull@seattleschools.org, Carrie McKenzie, Project Manager,  
 clmckenzie@seattleschools.org, Sajal Maheshwari, Senior Project  
 Manager, samaheshwari@seattleschools.org. 
 
For Intro: May 3, 2017 
For Action: May 17, 2017 

 
1. TITLE 
 
 Approval of Contract RFP02756, Point of Sale System 
 
2. PURPOSE 
 
This Board Action Report recommends approval of contract RFP02756 for a Point of Sale 
system for use at all individual schools as well as the John Stanford Center for Educational 
Excellence (JSCEE).  
 
3. RECOMMENDED MOTION 
 
I move that the School Board authorize the Superintendent to execute contract RFP02756 with My 
Payment Network, Inc. (i.e. School Pay) in the amount of $647,000 $629,000 for a district-wide 
Point of Sale System from 2017-2020 and renew annually for 7 years thereafter in the form of the 
draft Agreement dated April 28May 8, 2017 and attached to this Board Action Report, with any 
minor additions, deletions, and modifications deemed necessary by the Superintendent to take any 
necessary actions to implement the contract.  
 
4. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
Currently Seattle Public Schools (SPS) relies solely on manual receipting systems to charge, 
track and collect more than $9 million annually in cash and checks from students, parents, staff, 
and organizations across its 99 schools and the JSCEE building.  The current system does not 
have the ability for parents, staff or other customers to see what is owed, make payments online 
or for the district to accept debit or credit cards.   
 
Prior internal audits reviewing cash handling activities at various schools have found that a lack 
of a uniform point of sale system creates inefficiencies in cash handling and operating 
procedures around the district and that each school reviewed had different receipting systems and 
tracking methodology in place.  The internal auditors have recommended the following: 
 

1. Implement a point of sale system to eliminate the need for manual receipts and 
standardize the schools’ receipting systems. A point of sale system would be more 
efficient and provide greater accountability of school funds. 
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2. Create a standardized receipting system for both elementary and secondary schools that 
will serve as a best practice for schools to follow. 

3. Unify the expectations and procedures related to cash receipting and accounting between 
the General Fund and ASB Fund to eliminate confusion, complexity, and risk. 

The point of sale system will be used for things like ASB cards, fines, class fees, yearbook fees, 
etc.  There is a separate point of sale system currently in place for nutrition service (school 
lunch) fees. The School Pay point of sale system also has the capability to replace only the 
payment function of the nutrition service system potentially creating additional savings.  The 
analysis phase of the project to implement the point of sale system will determine the best 
approach.  
 
A project team, consisting of members from schools and the central office, was formed to gather 
requirements and charter the project goals.  These goals included finding solutions to the cash 
receipting issues as well as reducing the amount of cash receipting done in the schools; making 
the receipting process standardized and transparent; providing parents the ability to know what 
amounts are owed and why; adding the capability to accept online and in person credit card 
transactions; and decreasing the time it takes to perform the reconciliation process of payments 
received to deposits.   
 
The recommended, 3 year contract (2017 – 2020) with the option to renew annually up to 10 
years is the result of an advertised competitive solicitation, in which the District sought proposals 
for a point of sale system for district-wide implementation.  During January 2017, a request for 
proposals (RFP) was created and released to the public on February 14, 2017.  Five companies 
submitted an RFP response in which the top two companies, My Payment Network and In Touch 
Receipting, were requested to provide an in-person demo of their product.  A detailed demo 
document was created in which it specified the specific online and in person payment scenarios 
that each company should perform in order to choose the finalist.  The in-person demos were 
held on March 29 and 30 with the finalist notified on April 10, 2017.  Since that notification, the 
final contract has been negotiated and is ready for your approval.  
 
Alternatives:  The following alternatives have been considered to address inconsistencies in 

cash receipting processes at each of the district’s locations 
 

1. Implement a new standardized policy district-wide and manually audit to ensure 
compliance.  This is not recommended as a new policy does not decrease the amount of 
inefficient processes or the amount of receipting being done in the schools.   

2. Status Quo (Do Nothing).  This is not recommended as the internal audit identified 
several issues warranting action.   
 

Research – Not applicable 
 
5. FISCAL IMPACT/REVENUE SOURCE 
 
Fiscal impact to this action will be $647,000 629,000 in expenses. The project costs are detailed 
in the table below. 
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Transaction fees are the fees credit/debit card companies charge to process payments. 
 
Cash/Check fees are charged by this vendor to process these types of payments. 
 
The revenue source for this motion is BTA IV Levy. 
 
Expenditure:   One-time   Annual   Multi-Year   N/A 
 
Revenue:  One-time   Annual   Multi-Year   N/A 
 
6. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
With guidance from the District’s Community Engagement tool, this action was determined to 
merit the following tier of community engagement:  
 

 Not applicable 
 

 Tier 1: Inform 
 

 Tier 2: Consult/Involve 
 

 Tier 3: Collaborate 
 
The community for this project includes Central Accounting, Fiscal Clerks in the schools, 
multiple district technical teams and parents.  The project team used the community engagement 
tool as a guide to determine the level of engagement needed.  The parent point of view was 
provided by district staff who are also parents of students in other districts and using an online 
POS in those districts.  The information provided by the project team and these parents was 
found to provide a widely varied perspective and additional outside engagement was not needed.   
 
7. EQUITY ANALYSIS 
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The Point of Sale system will be available to all parents and students in the district.  It will be 
used for cash, check, and credit card transactions online or in-person, which will provide 
multiple ways to make payments. An equity lens guided the selection of the transaction fee 
structure. The system will use a variable rate transaction fee ($0.30 +2.99%) so the higher-priced 
the item that is purchased, the higher the fee will be assessed. The District found this more 
equitable to the alternatives of flat rate convenience fees at different price points, which would 
lead to families that make infrequent purchases for lower cost items paying more in fees than 
families that purchase fewer, higher-priced items.   
 
The RFP selection team included racially and ethnically diverse representation and the racial 
equity analysis tool was reviewed by multiple persons on the RFP committee to assess the 
barriers for non-English speaking families and/or families in poverty.  
 
To address language access issues, School Pay’s website can be translated into 90 languages and 
live customer support is provided in English and Spanish.  To address families in poverty, the 
fees can be waived by the system either by automated settings or manually by principals at the 
school site. Under the manual process we also currently waive fees.  That policy will be 
continued in the new system as families that qualify, will see an adjustment or $0.00 fee for 
items being purchased.  
 
8. STUDENT BENEFIT 
 
Students will benefit because there will be faster and more consistent means to collect and 
receipt payments. Students will not have to try to find a time to go to a window or stand in line to 
pay for their ASB card or other payments.  It will be more convenient for them and their 
families.  When a student’s parent is able to pay online or in person with a credit card, payments 
can be more easily tracked with an increased awareness to make payments timely with less 
effort.  
 
9. WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY 
 

 Amount of contract initial value or contract amendment exceeds $250,000 (Policy No. 6220) 
 

 Amount of grant exceeds $250,000 in a single fiscal year (Policy No. 6114) 
 

 Adopting, amending, or repealing a Board policy 
 

 Formally accepting the completion of a public works project and closing out the contract 
 

 Legal requirement for the School Board to take action on this matter 
 

 Board Policy No. _____, [TITLE], provides the Board shall approve this item 
 

 Other: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. POLICY IMPLICATION 
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Per Policy No. 6220, Procurement, any contract over $250,000 must be brought to the Board for 
approval. 
 
11. BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
 
This motion was discussed at the Audit and Finance Committee meeting on April 18, 2017. The 
Committee reviewed the motion and moved it forward to the full Board with a recommendation 
for approval. 
 
12. TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Upon approval of this motion, the contract will go into effect with the following established 
timelines for full implementation: 
 
Define Business Requirements  June 2017 – July 2017 
Setup and Configure Software  June 2017 – July 2017 
Design and Build functionality-  July 2017 – August 2017 
 Including interfaces 
Determine Rollout Schedule   July 2017 
User Acceptance Testing   Sept 2017  
Training Group 1    Sept 2017  
Group 1 Goes Live    October 2017 
Completion of Rollout   June 2018 
 
Four schools were selected for the Group 1 rollout in October 2017: Ballard HS, Roosevelt HS, 
Garfield HS, and Madison Middle School.  They were chosen as they have shown high interest 
and their fiscal representative participated in the RFP selection process. Additional groups for 
rollout will be identified in July 2017 as part of the project rollout planning once the contract is 
executed.  High schools will be the highest priority followed by middle schools, K-8 schools, and 
then elementary schools, with anticipated completion by June 2018.    
 
13. ATTACHMENTS 
 

• Point of Sale RFP 
• My Payment Network (School Pay) RFP Response 
• Service Contract (draft) 
• Exhibit A: Fees from Vendor 
• Exhibit B: Use of Logo Education Terms and Conditions 
• Exhibit C: PCI Terms and Agreement 
• Exhibit D: Service Level Agreement 
• Exhibit E: Scope of Work and Implementation Plan 

 



 

 

 

  

Seattle Public Schools 

Contracting Services 
2445 Third Avenue South 

Seattle, WA  98134 
Telephone: (206) 252-0566 

Fax: (206) 743-3018 
contractingservices@seattleschools.org 

 

 

 
 

Request for Proposal No. RFP02756 

 

 

Point of Sale System  

 

for 

 

Seattle Public Schools 

 

 

Submittal Deadline: 

 

Date:   March 3, 2017 

 

Time:  10:00 a.m. 

 

 

Instructions 

mailto:contractingservices@seattleschools.org
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. RFP02756 
 

PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION FORM 

 
TO:  Diane T. Navarro, Contracting Services Manager 

 

The undersigned provider hereby certifies as follows: 

 

1. That he/she has read the Seattle School District's Request for Proposal No. RFP02756 and the 

following Addenda and to the best of his/her knowledge has complied with the mandatory 

requirements stated herein: 

 

  Addenda Number   Issue Date 

            ________________   ____________ 

            ________________   ____________ 

            ________________   ____________ 

 

2. That he/she has had the opportunity to ask questions regarding the Request for Proposal, and that if 

such questions have been asked; they have been answered by the District. 

 

3. That the proposer’s response is valid for 90 days. 

 

 

Dated at _______________, this _________________ of _________________ 2017. 

 

 
________________________________       ________________________________ 

(Signature)     (Title) 

 

________________________________        ________________________________ 

(Print Name)     (Email Address) 

 

________________________________        ________________________________ 

(Company Name)    (Telephone Number) 

 

________________________________        ________________________________ 

(Address)      (Fax Number) 

 

________________________________       ________________________________ 

(City)       (UBI Number)  

 

________________________________        

(State) 

 

________________________________ 

(Zip) 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

Seattle Public Schools (SPS or District) plans to implement district wide Point of Sale (POS) system for 

use at the District’s central office, the John Stanford Center for Excellence in Education (JSCEE), as well 

as all individual schools.   

 

In the District, there are a total of 99 schools with 54,976 total enrollments.  Breaking out by grade levels, 

there are 12 high schools (9-12), 10 middle schools (6-8), 11 K-8 schools, 59 elementary schools (K-5) 

and 7 service schools.  More District information can be found at www.seattleschools.org under District 

Fast Facts.    

 

The District plans to implement a phased rollout with a select group of 5 schools and the central office in 

the fall for the next school year (2017) with participation expanding to the remaining 94 schools by 

summer 2018. 

 

The main goals are to: 

 Significantly reduce the amount of cash and check collection overall by adding the ability to take 

credit and debit payments on site and/or online.  

 Ability to create and track fines, fees, donations and charges by individual school, student and/or 

sub-categories.  Examples of collections  and sub-categories may include library fines and fees, 

Associated Student Body (ASB) activity cards, teacher/class lab materials and fees, textbook fees, 

dances, theatre productions and fundraisers, club fees, registrations and dues, uniforms, student 

store operations, lunch and other food services, yearbook/annual, fingerprinting, archives, 

transcript purchases and donations.  

 Ability to apply all payments to the correct student and accounts.  

 Reduce the amount of administrative and reconciliation effort needed to manage cash and check 

collection.  

 Reduce the vulnerabilities to fraud and theft.   

 Provide the ability to report on and display transactions by student, account, school, District as 

well as create a one stop location for parents and students to log in to see all transactions.  

 Integrate the POS system with the Library (Destiny), Student Systems (Power School), Food 

Services (Pay-PAMS) and the District Financial System (SAP).   

 

This Request for Proposal (RFP) describes the selection process and documentation required for 

submitting a Proposal.  Any firm failing to submit their proposal in accordance with the procedures set 

forth in the Request for Proposal may be considered nonresponsive. 

 

It is the intent of the District to award the project listed above to one firm.  
 

The selection of the firm will proceed in the following manner: 
 

 Seattle Public Schools shall receive proposals no later than the due date and time specified 

in Section 2.0 of this RFP. 

 An initial screening will follow, resulting in a short-list of one or more qualified firms that will 

be selected for interviews (if deemed necessary). 

http://www.seattleschools.org/
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 The District may conduct interviews (if deemed necessary) with the selected firms, in accordance 

with a schedule to be determined by the Selection Committee in order to select the best 

proposals, all factors considered. 

 Vendors selected as finalists will be expected to provide a live, hands-on demonstration of their 

product at a time and a date determined by the District. The District reserves the right to reject 

any firm who is unable to comply with the District’s request for a demonstration.  

 The District may award a contract based solely on the written proposals. However, the District 

may elect to engage in negotiations with a selected short list of vendors in order to improve the 

proposals and obtain the best contract(s) for the District. 

 The final selection will be based upon the criteria set forth below. The District reserves the right 

to negotiate with the successful firm on pricing, scheduling, or other factors. 

 

2.0 RFP SCHEDULE 

2.1 Schedule of Activities 

 

RFP SCHEDULE 

Date                                                           Selection Process 

February 14, 2017 Advertisement for Request for Proposal Published.  (First Notice) 

February 21, 2017 Advertisement for Request for Proposal Published.  (Second Notice) 

February 27, 2017 Last day for Questions from Proposers by 2:00 p.m. 

March 3, 2017    Proposal Due by 10:00 a.m. 

March 6-17, 2017 Initial screening 

Approx. March 23, 2017 Notification sent to short list candidate firms 

Approx. March 27, 2017 Short list firms provide demo environment for end user 

demonstrations using non-District specific data  

Approx. March 29-30, 2017 Short list firms’ presentations/live demos at Seattle Public Schools  

Approx. April 4, 2017 Notification of award to top candidate firm 

Approx. April 25, 2017 Negotiation of Contract Finalized 

May 3, 2017 School Board Introduction 

May 17, 2017 School Board Action to approve contract 

Approx. June 1, 2017 Anticipated Start Date  

  

 

3.0 QUESTIONS AND COMMUNICATION 

 

All communication and/or questions shall be submitted in writing at the dates and times indicated herein 

to: 
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U.S. Mail: 

 

Diane Navarro 

Contracting Services 

Seattle Public Schools 

M/S 22-337 

P.O. Box 34165 

Seattle, WA 98124-1165 

Physical Location: 

 

Diane Navarro 

Contracting Services 

Seattle Public Schools  

M/S 22-337 

2445 Third Avenue S. 

Seattle, WA 98134-1923 

 

Phone:  (206) 252-0566 

Fax: (206) 743-3018 

Email:  contractingservices@seattleschools.org 

                                  

All questions must be submitted electronically by e-mail or fax to Contracting Services by the date and 

time indicated in Section 2.0.  Reference the RFP number in the subject of your email. The District will 

consider no telephone or in-person inquiries, except at the interviews/demos for those firms making the 

short-list.  

 

Proposals must be submitted in a sealed package or box with the Request for Proposal number and the 

deadline date and time included on the bottom left-hand corner of the response, along with the firm’s 

name and address. 

 

In the event that a firm attempts to contact any official, employee, or representative of Seattle 

Public Schools in any manner contrary to the above requirements, said firm may be disqualified for 

further consideration. 

 

This prohibition does not apply to: 

 

 Telephone calls to the District to request copies of this RFP, to confirm attendance, or request 

directions relative to an interview notification received from the District; 

 Delivery of written questions about the proposal; 

 Discussion at the interview/demonstration (if deemed necessary); 

 Delivery of the firm’s proposal. 

 

4.0 PROJECT INFORMATION 

  

Seattle Public Schools (SPS) plans to implement a phased rollout of a secure Point of Sale system with a 

select group of 5 schools and the central office in the fall of the next school year (2017) with participation 

expanding to the remaining 94 schools by June 2018. 

 

SPS Proposed Project Timeline: 

This is a preliminary timeline to assist you in creating an implementation plan.  Your implementation plan 

may follow this exactly or suggest changes based upon implementation requirements.  

 

PROJECT TIMELINE 

Date (Anticipated)                  Project Deliverable 

June 2017 Backend platform setup and initial configuration  

June to September 2017 Project scoping and finalizing the rollout plan, requirements, 

design, integration with existing systems, build (if needed). 

mailto:contractingservices@seattleschools.org
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Training and testing of core team and representatives of  5 Phase 1 

schools 

October to December 2017  Kick off in live production environment with testing and refinement 

for Phase 1 schools 

January – June 2018  Configure/Setup, Train, Launch and support for remaining schools 

according to the rollout plan created.  

 

 

SPS-Vendor Partnership: 

 

SPS plans to work closely with the selected vendor in each phase of the process outlined above, 

beginning with backend platform setup and configuration, initial use training, and iterative refinement of 

the platform based on consultations with phase 1 schools and central office participants.   

 

Implementation Team: 

 

SPS plans to constitute an Implementation Team to guide the configuration, design and implementation of 

the Point of Sale system. The Implementation Team will also help develop an implementation plan for 

districtwide rollout in 2017-18.  Design Team members will include:  

 School representatives (Fiscal Administrators, Principals, Account Owners such as teachers, 

ASB program leaders, etc.)  

 Central office subject matter leads for key domains (e.g., Accounting, Business Applications, 

Student Systems, ASB, Cash Management, Technology Services, Library, Food Services, 

Security, etc.)  

 SPS training lead to coordinate trainings with vendor 

 

Training, Coaching & Professional Development 

 

SPS intends to develop a plan for initial use technical training and ongoing technical support in 

partnership with the vendor. In addition to the initial use technical training, SPS will dedicate district 

personnel to support ongoing coaching and professional development of school staff in using the Point of 

Sale system, which may or may not require direct support from the vendor. 

4.1 System Requirements: Features, Functionality and Technical Requirements 

  

The District has included with the RFP ATTACHMENT 1 to help identify functional, technical and 

platform requirements. Please review and complete attachment identifying a Yes - Supported, No - Not 

Supported, Future Release, Paid Enhancement with Avg. Hours and Cost and very briefly how your 

system handles the requirement. See 6.2.7.b on how to include the responses in the RFP.   

 

4.2 Product Accessibility 

 

Seattle Public Schools is committed to making its technology-related products and services accessible to 

individuals with disabilities in compliance with applicable law and technical standards. Firms submitting 

proposals to this RFP must voluntarily disclose information bearing on whether the firm’s proposal 

complies with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794d), as amended, all other 

regulations promulgated under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the accessibility 
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standards of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (“WCAG”) 2.0 AA. To facilitate this disclosure, 

shortlisted firms will be required to submit a completed Voluntary Product Access Template (“VPAT”), 

ATTACHMENT 4, to the District for verification. 

 

 

Please note that the District will select the successful firm based on the best interests of the 

District, all factors considered. The District reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, 

waive minor irregularities and informalities, and make the awards in its best interest.  

 

5.0 SELECTION PROCESS 

5.1 Method of Selection 

 
1. The District will review all proposals and select one firm based upon the best interests of the 

District, all factors considered.  The District intends to conduct interviews/demonstrations with 

the top shortlisted firms. 

 

2. DEMONSTRATIONS (Shortlist Firms Only): The shortlisted firms shall provide a two-hour 

demonstration of their product. The first hour will be with the functional team demonstrating the 

application and functional capabilities. The second hour will be with the technical team 

discussing the architecture, security, platform requirements along with the implementation 

approach.  Firms should have the appropriate persons from your organization attend the meeting.  

 

3. Shortlisted firms may be requested to demonstrate (though not limited to):  

a. Functional Demonstration Areas:  

 Setup of users and methods (manual, automated, mass upload, etc.) 

 Creation of fees (manual, from integrated systems, etc.) 

 End to End payment process flow(s) from Login to notification of payment complete with 

receipt.  

 Posting of fees and payments to student accounts, school account (ASB, etc.) and SAP GL 

account.  

 Reporting capabilities for reconciliations, account management, and online lookup of account 

status.  

 

b. Technical Demonstration Areas:  

 Architecture diagram and review with platform technical specifications 

 Hardware overview and specifications to operate your system in the field. (e.g. receipt 

printers, card scanners, cash drawers, scanners, computers, etc.) 

 Interfacing technology with Destiny, PowerSchool, and SAP 

 Security protocols for login, credit/debit card checkout, and more 

 Review implementation approach, rollout timeline and post launch support and maintenance.  

 

4. RATING: The District intends to select a firm based upon the best interests of the District, all 

factors considered.  Among the factors to be considered are the following: 
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EVALUATION CRITERIA POINTS 

Technical Qualifications – 50 points  

Ability to meet the Functionality and Usability Requirements  

(Attachment 1: Basic/User Features, Compliance, Reporting and Queries) 

20 

Ability to meet the General Technical Requirements 

(Attachment 1: Document Management, Technology Requirements, 

System Integration) 

20 

Ability to meet the Platform Requirements 

(Attachment 1: Security, Support, Infrastructure) 

10 

Implementation Approach – 20 points  

Approach and support for technical training and customer service 10 

Approach and support for phased  planning and platform configuration 10 

Qualifications & Experience – 10 points  

Team experience, availability and capacity 5 

Proven experience in working with similar or larger organizations, 

preferably in K-12 education   

5 

Pricing – 20 points  

Pricing considerations include: (1) comparative costs and services 

included in standard pricing; (2) any fees for additional professional 

services proposed or offered by the vendor, such as optional training and 

consulting support not included in standard pricing; and (3) estimated 

district-born costs for ongoing maintenance and support (included with 

standard pricing or additional fees for professional services) 

20 

Demo (Shortlisted Firms Only) – 20 points   

Ability to clearly demonstrate the requested tasks as well as ease of use 

and configuration. 

 

20 

 

 

Based on the recommendation of the Committee, the District will enter into contract negotiations with a 

selected firm.  Upon receipt of best and final proposals, the Committee will select the best proposal, all 

factors considered.   

5.2 Notifications 

The District will provide timely notifications to firms responding to the Request for Proposal upon 

selection of the recommended firm. 
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5.3 Seattle Schools Right to Reject 

The District reserves the right to reject any and all proposals and re-advertise the RFP at any time prior to 

approval of the recommended firm and the negotiated agreement.  All costs incurred in the preparation of 

the Request for Proposal process shall be borne by the proposing firm. Proposals submitted in response 

to this Request for Proposal shall become the property of the District and be considered public 

documents under applicable Washington State laws.   

The District reserves the right to modify the scope of services as a result of the written submittals and/or 

interviews. 

5.4 Procedures Requirements 

Any firm failing to submit information in accordance with the procedures set forth herein may be 

considered non-responsive. 

 

6.0 SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 

6.1 General Submittal Requirements 

The submittal requirements shall be as follows: 

SUBMITTAL METHOD: The proposing firm, joint venture or other form of association (“firm”) shall 

submit two (2) ELECTRONIC copies via USB flash drives or by email of their Proposal for the project.   

Each proposal is to be a maximum of twenty (20) pages (8-1/2” x 11”) single sided, not smaller than 

12 point type. Please combine the sections below into one .pdf with each section bookmarked within 

the .pdf.   

1.  The cover letter, Proposal Certification Form, table of contents, tabs and attached forms do not 

count toward the page limits. 

2. Project cut sheets, including photos, are included in the page limits.  Submittals exceeding the 

page limits may be considered non-responsive. 

3. Please Note:  In preparing the firm’s submittal, the proposing firm shall clearly identify the 

designated person of record responsible for any referenced project.  If the proposing firm is 

representing an individual’s experience while employed at another firm, the firm of record for the 

project and the individual’s role shall be clearly identified.  

6.2 Contents of the Proposal 

1. Signed Proposal Certification Form (page 3 of the RFP). This does not count towards the page 

limit. 

2. Table of contents (maximum 1 page). 

3. Separate section:  Executive Summary. 
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Provide a summary highlighting the firm’s qualifications and special expertise to provide the 

services requested in the Request for Proposal. 

4. Separate section:  Company Profile. 

a. Identification of firm (or firms, if a joint venture or association) including address, 

telephone number, email address and date firm(s) were established. 

b. Areas of specialization of the firm. 

c. Provide total size and breakdown of firm personnel by category. A firm organizational 

chart would be useful. 

5. Separate section:  Qualifications and Experiences. 

a. List a maximum of five (5) recent K-12 projects or other projects which most closely relate 

to the firm’s qualifications for this proposal that briefly describe the scope and costs 

associated with each project. 

b. List recent school districts where similar projects have been recently implemented by your 

firm. 

c. References: Provide the client name, address, email address, and client’s project 

representative and telephone number for the firm’s three (3) most recent projects that most 

closely relate to the firm’s qualifications for this project.  If a joint venture or other form of 

association, provide reference information for each member firm. 

6. Separate section with:  Implementation Approach. 

a. In narrative form, briefly discuss your approach and techniques proposed for the main 

phases of this project, beginning with an implementation plan for backend platform setup 

and configuration, initial use training, and iterative refinement of the platform to district 

needs based on consultations with phase 1 schools. Please include any recommended roles, 

resources/staffing, and training/support. Please describe any consulting services 

recommended. 

b. Describe pre-launch support for requirements gathering, functional and technical design, 

build, testing and launch.   

c. Describe initial-use training for appropriate for central office staff, teachers and 

administrators. 

d. Describe ongoing maintenance agreements and post-launch support for system 

administrators and end users.   

e. On-going support: What roles and staffing levels are required on an ongoing basis after 

initial implementation to support/maintain the solution (configuration updates, security 

changes, etc.)? 

7. Separate section with:  Technical Qualifications 
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a. Provide a brief summary overview of the key design features and functionality of the 

product(s) or solution(s) offered and describe how they meet the requirements specified by 

Seattle Public Schools in this RFP.  Please provide a network and system architecture 

diagrams with an emphasis on showing how security is addressed.   

 

b. Provide a detailed description of how your firm meets the requirements for Payment Card 

Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) Compliance systematically and throughout the 

checkout process?  Please clearly describe the responsibilities of your company and the 

District in maintaining PCI compliance.  How often do you audit for PCI DSS compliance?  

In the event of security breach, what are your procedures to close the breach quickly, 

identify the full extent of the affected records, and notify the District and impacted users?  

 

c. Insert your completed Attachment 1: Features, Functionality and Technical 

Requirements Form in this section. This attachment will not count towards your page 

limit. 

 

d. IMPORTANT: Please email Contracting Services at 

contractingservices@seattleschools.org to obtain Attachment 1 in MS Excel format. The 

District would like firms to submit a completed Attachment 1 both in .PDF and .XLS 

format.  

 
8. Separate section:  Team Organization, Availability and Capacity. 

a. Briefly discuss how you propose to organize your team to support this project. Identify 

each of the key players and define their roles and responsibilities. Describe each of the 

key team members’ relevant professional experience, certification and education in 

resume form. Highlight implementation and integration experience with other systems 

such as Power School, Destiny, Pay-PAMS and SAP or similar.   

b. Briefly discuss the availability of all key personnel for the scheduled time frame of the 

proposed project, and identify their proposed location during provision of the requested 

services. Additionally, discuss the capacity of the proposed team, as a whole, to 

accomplish the work. 

9. Separate section:  Pricing.  

 

a. Insert your completed Attachment 2, Pricing Form. Please provide a 3-year pricing quote 

based on the Project Timeline in Section 4.0.  There will be 5 schools plus the Central 

District Office included in Phase 1 with approximately 6,000 enrolled students in grades K-

12. The District would like optional pricing for subsequent years should the District decide 

to expand the program. 

b. Briefly discuss proposed pricing structure for proposed products and services. If applicable, 

describe the professional services (if any, such as support for initial use training or 

consulting services) that are included with standard licensing costs for products/solutions 

offered. For any additional proposed fees-for-professional services, please specify the 

itemized costs associated (e.g., individual hourly rates, travel costs, reimbursable and direct 

expenses, etc.) 

10. Separate section:  Terms and Conditions.  

 

mailto:contractingservices@seattleschools.org
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Include any comments or proposed changes to the District’s terms and conditions (Attachment 3 

to this RFP). Please note that the District reserves the right to reject any firm not willing to 

accept the District’s terms and conditions as shown in the standard form of contract. 

   

6.3 Product Accessibility Disclosure (Shortlisted Firms Only) 

  

Shortlisted firms will be required to provide product accessibility documentation. To facilitate this 

disclosure, firms shall submit a completed Voluntary Product Access Template (“VPAT”), which is 

attached to this RFP as Attachment 4. Beyond voluntary disclosures, the firm agrees that the system and 

services may be tested and approved by the District, or that the District may require that the firm submit 

certification from a third-party to demonstrate that the firm’s proposal complies with the applicable law 

and technical standards as noted in Section 4.2. Firm will furnish such documents and information as 

may be reasonably requested by the District to evidence firm’s compliance with the terms of this RFP. 

Firm may also be required to give the District temporary access to the products and services to run an 

automated or manual web accessibility test. 

 

 

6.4 Demo Environment Information (Shortlisted Firms Only) 

 

As part of our screening process, shortlisted firms will be expected to provide access to an active demo 

environment using sample “dummy data” reflecting the roles and transactions of a similar school district 

to SPS. This sandbox environment should allow users to experience the “look and feel” of the platform.   

 

In addition to a general opportunity to experience the platform, the sandbox should ideally be setup for 

end users to do one or more of the following: 

 

 Administrators and teachers to set up district and school level fees, etc.  

 Simulate payment of district and school fees by parents and students 

 View and/or Print Receipts 

 View and export standard reports and/or online queries 

  

 

Please also note that the District reserves the right to ask questions and seek clarifications about the 

Proposal, to request post-proposal modifications, and to engage in negotiations with a selected short list 

of firms.    
 

7.0 CONTRACT AND CONTRACTING PROVISIONS 

7.1 Standard Form of Contract 

The District’s Contract for Consulting Services is included as Attachment 3. The proposal should include 

any comments or requested changes.  Please note: The District reserves the right to reject any 

firm that is not willing to accept the District’s terms and conditions as noted in the 

standard form of contract.  
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7.2 Contract Term 

 

The term of this contract is expected to begin in June 2017 and reflect the implementation schedule, 

implementation pricing, and post launch maintenance pricing identified in the 6.2.10.a section.  The 

contract’s initial term should be for 3 years with annual renewals henceforth.  

7.3 Additional Contract Document Requirements 

  
The selected firm shall be required to provide the following documents to the District prior to execution 

of the contract: 

 W-9 Form 

 Washington State Business License 

 Certificate of Insurance, including endorsement pages, with the following limits: 

 
workers’ compensation  statutory 

employer’s liability 

(stop gap) 

$1,000,000 each accident 

$1,000,000 disease-policy limit 

$1,000,000 each employee 

commercial general liability (per occurrence/aggregate) 

bodily injury and property damage $1,000,000/$2,000,000 

personal and advertising injury $1,000,000/$2,000,000 

products and completed operations $1,000,000/$2,000,000 

fire legal liability $100,000 

automobile liability (owned, non-

owned, leased or hired) 

$1,000,000 per occurrence 

umbrella/excess coverage 

professional liability 

$2,000,000 per occurrence 

$1,000,000 each occurrence 

7.4 Protest Procedures 

1. Any actual or prospective Vendor who is aggrieved in connection with the solicitation or award of 

this contract may protest to the District in accordance with the procedures set forth herein.  

Protests based on the terms in this Request for Proposal, which are apparent prior to the date 

established for submitting the proposal must be received seven (7) days prior to the submittal 

deadline.  Protests based on other events must be received within three (3) working days after the 

aggrieved person knows, or should have known, of the facts and circumstances upon which the 

protest is based; provided, however, that in no event shall a protest be considered if all proposals 

are rejected or if the protest is received after the award for this contract. 

2. In order to be considered, a protest shall be in writing and shall include: the name and address of 

the aggrieved person; the contract title under which the protest is submitted; a detailed description 

of the specific grounds for protest and any supporting documentation; and the specific ruling or 

relief requested.  The written protest shall be mailed to: 

 

JoLynn Berge 

Assistant Superintendent for Business and Finance 

Seattle School District No.1 

MS 33-300 

P.O. Box 34165 

Seattle, WA 98124 
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Or delivered to: 

 

JoLynn Berge 

Assistant Superintendent for Business and Finance 

Seattle School District No.1 

MS 33-300 

2445 3rd Avenue South 

Seattle, WA 98134 

 

And shall be labeled: “Protest” 

 

3. Upon receipt of a written protest, the District shall promptly consider the protest.  The District 

may give notice of the protest and its basis to other persons, including Proposers involved in or 

affected by the protest; such other persons may be given an opportunity to submit their views and 

relevant information.  If the protest is not resolved by mutual agreement of the aggrieved person 

and the District, the District will promptly issue a decision in writing stating the reasons for the 

action taken.  A copy of the decision shall be mailed by certified mail, return receipt requested, or 

otherwise promptly furnished to the aggrieved person and any other interested parties. The 

District decision may be appealed to the Superintendent by written notice together with all 

supportive evidence, received at the address set forth in paragraph 2, not more than two (2) 

working days after receipt of the decision. The Superintendent’s decision shall be final and 

conclusive. 

4. Strict compliance with the protest procedures set forth herein is essential in furtherance of the 

public interest.  Any aggrieved party that fails to comply strictly with these protest procedures is 

deemed, by such failure, to have waived and relinquished forever any right or claim with respect 

to alleged irregularities in connection with the solicitation or award.  No person or party may 

pursue any action in court challenging the solicitation or award of this contract without first 

exhausting the administrative procedures specified herein and receiving the District’s final 

decision.  

 

5. Any Proposer submitting a proposal shall be deemed to have accepted these procedures. 

 

 

End of Request for Proposal 

 

 
ATTACHMENTS 

 

Attachment 1: Features, Functionality and Technical Requirements Form 

Attachment 2: Pricing Form 

Attachment 3: Sample Contract for Consulting Services  

Attachment 4: Voluntary Product Access Template (“VPAT”) 
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Point of Sale System 

  



 
 

 

General Contact Information 

My Payment Network, Inc 
100 S. Baldwin Street, Suite 201 
Madison, WI 53703 
(888) 886 – 9729 
support@schoolpay.com 
 

Executive Sponsor  

David Dunaway 
CEO & President 
(608) 310 – 8810 
ddunaway@schoolpay.com 
 

 

Primary Contact 

Kerri Fahy 
Account Manager 
(608) 310 – 8814 
kfahy@schoolpay.com 
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March 2, 2017 
 

 

Seattle Public Schools 

Contracting Services 

2445 Third Avenue South 

Seattle, WA 98134 
 

 

 

Dear Seattle Public Schools,  
 

 

My Payment Network (MPN) is pleased to submit a proposal in response to RFP02756.  We are 
confident that Seattle Public Schools will find SchoolPay to be the system that best matches the needs detailed 
in the RFP. 

 
The RFP was similar to other RFPs that SchoolPay has responded to over the past year.  Some of the 

districts called the desired system a Point of Sale system like Seattle Public Schools.  Other districts called it a 
“receipting” system or a comprehensive payment system.  While the titles of these RFPs were different, the 
needs were very similar.  At MPN we call this type of system an enterprise payment system.  The term 
Enterprise is used as most districts are large enterprises with a rather complex set of sites, departments, and 
systems.  SchoolPay was built specifically to serve the payment needs of enterprise districts and their tens of 
thousands of parents. 

 
MPN is confident that Seattle Public Schools will find the mix of features and functionality in 

SchoolPay to be the best fit for the needs detailed in the RFP.  The features in SchoolPay give the proper 
oversight and control to the district to have the payment system delivered in the exact manner desired by the 
district.  The features and functionality in SchoolPay also allow the individual sites and departments to have the 
autonomy they need to run payments, in line with district policies, at their individual sites.  This mix of control 
and oversight for the district, while the sites get the autonomy they need to operate at their pace, is one of the 
reasons that enterprise districts choose SchoolPay.   

 
Another point of praise MPN often hears about SchoolPay, is how easy the system is to use.  People 

seem surprised that a system as robust in features as SchoolPay is easy to learn and use.  This has important 
implications for enterprise districts.  By choosing a system that is easy to use, Seattle Public Schools will save 
dozens (even hundreds) of hours in staff training time.  Ongoing, Seattle Public Schools will have significantly 
happier staff and parents with less work handling questions from parents and staff.  It can seem like a simple 
point, but ease-of-use has ongoing effects on adoption and the work required whenever there is staff turnover.  
At an enterprise district like Seattle Public Schools, this will be a crucial point of consideration. 

 
Launching an enterprise payment system at enterprise districts like Seattle Public Schools is also a 

large undertaking that touches every department in the district. Implementing a district-wide payment solution 
is also a publicly visible project that will have many people watching the progress.  MPN has launched SchoolPay 

http://www.schoolpay.com/
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at about 200 districts, several of which are as large, or larger than Seattle Public Schools.  In every case our 
approach brings the appropriate stake-holders from each department into the planning and mixes an effective 
communication effort to parents and the community.  Seattle Public  Schools will have a smoother launch 
process  

 
MPN is excited about the prospect of working with Seattle Public Schools   

 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
David Dunaway 

CEO & President 

608-310-8810 

http://www.schoolpay.com/
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Executive Summary 

My Payment Network (MPN) is located in Madison, WI and has been delivering K-12 payments since 

2005.  MPN works exclusively with schools and school districts.  MPN delivers K-12 payments through its 

award winning system SchoolPay, www.schoolpay.com.  In the past three years MPN has seen many 

RFPs that are similar to this RFP from Seattle Public Schools.  It seems that districts have gained some 

experience with taking payments via credit and debit card, usually electronically in a few departments 

and now it is time to unify and have one system. The costs of training and operation go down with one 

system, and parents appreciate the convenience of having one place to go for all payments.  The 

efficiencies gained can be tremendous. 

 

Seattle Public Schools is seeking a Point of Sale system to handle all payments within the district.  The 

Point of Sale system needs to handle payments from parents as well as those who will pay in a “guest” 

mode, such as community members or employees.  The Point of Sale system needs to handle online or 

in-person payments.  The Point of Sale system needs to connect to all the various departmental systems 

that need to stay in sync as payments come due, are made, etc.  The Point of Sale system needs to be 

easy to implement and for staff and parents to learn. 

 

This set of foundational needs is a direct match to what SchoolPay offers to districts. SchoolPay is one 

system for all payments across all departments and one system for parents, community members, and 

staff.  The SchoolPay system allows payments to be made online and in-person.  SchoolPay connects to 

any district system that needs to share data. 

 

This is what SchoolPay has delivered since the first version of the service.  Today, version 5.0 of SchoolPay 

delivers the most complete set of features to allow a district to launch and implement payments across 

every part of the organization.  SchoolPay supports every payment scenario some of which are: 

 One-time 

 Recurring 

 Reduced price for students that qualify for reduced fees 

 Quantity/Limited Quantity 

 Automatic start/stop 

 Targeting of payment items by school, grade, or group (like band, tennis, etc.) 

 Guest checkout option/Guest Checkout only 

http://www.schoolpay.com/
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SchoolPay gives staff the ability to build all payment items self-service as needed.  When you have 

hundreds of staff across 100 schools creating payment items, self-service becomes a vital 

requirement.  Mistakes in a payment item or timing mistakes (start/stop date) that do not have to wait 

for a vendor to be fixed, are blessings at one school, let alone 100 schools.   

 

SchoolPay also connects with any other system in the district.  If the mission is to have one system for 

all payments, then it becomes important to make sure that the system shares data with the other 

systems, as needed.  Not only does MPN staff have extensive experience at connecting SchoolPay to 

many other systems, but MPN also sets up custom monitoring of every connection.  The connection part 

is frankly easy, in the opinion of MPN staff.  Ensuring that the connections are operating properly and 

alerting teams, when they are not, is the challenging part.  MPN has an operations team that actively 

monitors all connections and pro-actively alerts both the district and other MPN staff in the event that 

an error is detected.   

 

This pro-active monitoring allows the district and SchoolPay to be ahead of any issues rather than 

reacting when parents start complaining.   The automated sharing of data can be one of the largest 

sources of efficiency with electronic payments.  Just having the transaction data automatically updating 

the district accounting system can save a district the size of SPS more than 5,000 hours of work per 

year.  But if that automated data exchange fails or imports bad data, that efficiency goes away 

quickly.   With SchoolPay you get the automation AND the peace of mind knowing that someone is 

actively watching the way SchoolPay is sharing data with other systems. 

 

Simply selecting the system with the best set of features and functionality will not guarantee 

success.  Seattle Public Schools will be best served choosing a team that is experienced at launching 

district-wide payment systems.  The implementation process is crucial in getting all the moving parts 

aligned and scheduled while also training staff and communicating with parents.   SchoolPay has more 

experience launching payments across all departments of a district than any other company in K-12 

payments.   SchoolPay has a proven approach, that when followed, delivers high adoption.  One example 

is a district that is in their six month of using SchoolPay.  At the end of month two, they had almost 90% 

adoption.    SchoolPay has a proven, smooth and successful implementation process. 

 

At MPN we take customer service very seriously.  We are committed to providing all of our customers 

with a superior level of support.  MPN encourages the Seattle Public Schools to inquire with customers 

about the level of customer service provided.  We sincerely believe you will not find a company with a 

stronger commitment to customer service than found with MPN. 
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My Payment Network’s customer service and account management teams work exclusively with schools 

and school districts.  When district staff or end users contact support, they are NOT greeted by a 

representative responsible for supporting a wide variety of industries and products; rather, they are 

connected with a customer support representative who is incredibly well versed in working with schools 

and specifically handling school payment-related questions.  Our support team works with school staff 

every day and has a detailed understanding school accounting and business office operations. Please 

note that while self-service is an important criteria in choosing a K-12 payment system, at SchoolPay, we 

deliver a self-service system backed by live support. Furthermore, our staff understands the unique 

needs that parents and other individuals making payments to school district have.  This detailed 

understanding of K-12 organizations and their constituencies translates to a superior level of support. 

 

At MPN we never lead with price as a reason to choose SchoolPay.  SchoolPay has such a great mix of 

features and functionality and the MPN team has such great expertise at connecting SchoolPay to other 

systems and servicing customers, that price is usually one of the last selling points.  But make no mistake 

that SchoolPay is consistently labeled as one of the least expensive if not the least expensive K-12 

payment systems.  When you review the pricing worksheet SPS staff will see a set-up fee and an annual 

fee plus transaction fees.  If you buy card readers there is a fee for those too.  Typically, 95% of the cost 

for SchoolPay will be the transaction fee per payment.  If the district absorbs this fee or passes it on to 

parents, SPS and its community will enjoy the lowest per transaction fee of any K-12 payment 

system.   There truly, is no other K-12 payment system that offers as much value as SchoolPay. 

 

One last note about food service for SPS.  In the section of the RFP where integrations are discussed, 

MPN staff has added information about some of the Food Service systems with which we connect 

today.  The main thing to know is that MPN prefers to connect to the departmental system of choice 

rather than to bring in one preferred partner.  MPN can connect to any food service system and believes 

that the district enjoys greater flexibility by choosing the Food Service system that best meets the district 

needs and knowing SchoolPay will connect. 
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Company Profile 

a. Identification of firms (or firms, if a joint venture or association) including address, telephone 

number, email address, and date firms(s) were established. 

My Payment Network is located in Madison, WI and was established in February of 2005. 

 

My Payment Network, Inc. 

100 South Baldwin Street, Suite 201 

Madison, WI 53703 

1-888-88-MYPAY 

support@schoolpay.com 

 

b. Areas of specialization of the firm. 

MPN works exclusively with schools and school districts supporting online, in-person, and mobile 

payments.  We are the only group serving K-12 payments to conduct research (co-sponsored by ASBO 

International) and it remains the only published study on the subject of K-12 Payment Management.  

This detailed understanding has allowed MPN to develop a unique and specialized approach to meet 

the specific needs of K-12 payments. 

 

My Payment Network delivers SchoolPay with a “Payments as a Service” approach.  In our opinion, 

Payments as a Service is the combination of delivering an easy-to-use software system with the 

merchant accounts a district needs, plus the right mix of customer support for staff and 

parents.  With a staff of 14, MPN services hundreds of districts and thousands of payments per day.  It 

is important for Seattle Public Schools to appreciate those points.  For years, SchoolPay has been 

used heavily with thousands of transactions daily, all superbly supported by a relatively small staff. 

 

This is possible because of the ease of use that is inherent in the SchoolPay system.  From the 

beginning, MPN staff believed it would be better to have a service that did not require constant 

support than to have a massive call center.  Having a properly built and conceived service allows MPN 

to serve customers with hundreds of thousands of students, of which MPN has a few.  MPN suggests 

speaking to SchoolPay customers to determine their level of satisfaction.  MPN staff anticipates that 

Seattle Public Schools will hear nothing but stellar reviews of our service level, response times, and 

any other service metrics. 
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c. Provide a total size and breakdown of firm personnel by category.  A firm organizational chart 

would be useful. 

Seattle Public Schools will be serviced by a seasoned team of talent, all of whom have an average of 

six years of experience, 100% focused on implementing our proven, district-wide, eCommerce 

program to schools across the country.  The team has even deeper roots (10 plus years) in electronic 

payments.  Your team will include: 

 David Dunaway- CEO, President, and Executive Sponsor 

 Ann Dunaway- Chief Marketing Officer, SchoolPay Product Manager 

 Kaitlyn Hetzel- Implementation Manager, Customer Service Manager 

 Ryan Knuesel- Senior Software Engineer, Director of Technology 

 Kerri Fahy- Account Manager for Seattle Public Schools 

Overall, My Payment Network’s staff of fourteen is very well suited to implement and support an 

enterprise level payment solution for Seattle Public Schools.  Our level of expertise and experience 

in K-12 payments uniquely positions MPN to provide the best online payment solution to meet the 

needs of Seattle Public Schools. 
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Qualifications and Experience 

a. List a maximum of five (5) recent K-12 projects or other projects which most closely relate to the 
firm’s qualifications for this proposal that briefly describe the scope and costs associated with each 
project. 

Below are five recent K-12 projects that most closely relate to the scope of this proposal.  We made the 
selections based on relative district size and integrations with third party software applications currently 
used by Seattle Public Schools.  My Payment Network encourages SPS to contact these school districts 
and inquire about the SchoolPay product, the level of support provided by MPN, and the implementation 
conducted by the MPN team. 

 
Portland Public Schools selected SchoolPay through an RFP in early 2016 for an online payment and 
onsite receipting system for use at their 78 school sites.  Two main requirements of the RFP were to 
connect to their accounting software, EPES, and their library management system, Destiny.  SchoolPay 
created a custom integration with both software applications, allowing SchoolPay transaction data to be 
shared automatically, streamlining district processes dramatically.  Since launching in May of 2016, the 
district went from taking a few thousand dollars in online payments all year to doing just under $1 million 
in payments for their first month, back-to-school 2016.  Total estimated cost of the project is $125,000. 
 
Fargo Public Schools began using SchoolPay at the start of the 2015-16 school year in one of the most 
successful implementations of the system to date.  Parents access SchoolPay through single sign-on with 
PowerSchool SIS to pay for various fees to the district, including food service.  All payments made to the 
district from every department go through SchoolPay, even cash and paper checks.  High parent 
adoption, coupled with the participation from every district related non-profit has allowed Fargo to take 
full advantage of the SchoolPay software.  Total estimated cost of the project is $85,000. 
 
Nixa Public Schools, a district of 6k students in Missouri, launched the SchoolPay system at the end of 
the 2015-16 school year for every payment need at the district, including food service.  SchoolPay 
created a custom integration with their food service system, PCS (Pay-Pams) and their event ticketing 
software, iTickets, giving the district one place to manage all payments.  Nixa achieved strong parent 
adoption of over 90% in the first few months through coordinated marketing campaigns with their Chief 
Communications Officer and the SchoolPay Marketing Team.  Their use of SchoolPay is expected to grow 
as they begin using SchoolPay’s integration with Destiny.  Total estimated cost of the project is $70,000. 
 
Orange County Public Schools, serving the Orlando metro area, uses SchoolPay to act as the central hub 
to all systems in the district that rely on payment data.  SchoolPay conducted a custom integration to 
post transactional data to their cash accounting software and pull data from their student information 
system daily.  The SchoolPay connection to their food service software came online in fall of 2014.  
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Literally every payment in the district is manage via SchoolPay.  A comprehensive training program was 
delivered to hundreds of on-site bookkeepers and marketing support was extended to reach the 
hundreds of thousands of parents to their nearly 2000,000 students.  Total estimated cost of the project 
is $450,000. 
 
Zionsville Community Schools is a district serving 7k students outside of Indianapolis.  The district uses 
SchoolPay for all payment needs, including food service, textbooks, community education, and athletic 
fees.  SchoolPay integrates with their student information system, PowerSchool to ensure that student 
information is updated in real-time.  SchoolPay also integrates with their cash management system, 
AlioCa$h to automatically reconcile payments received by the district, vastly streamlining finance 
processes.  Total estimated cost of the project is $65,000. 

 
b. List recent school districts where similar projects have been recently implemented by your firm. 

 Houston Independent School District  

 Albuquerque Public Schools 

 Lincoln Public Schools 

 Richmond Public Schools 

 Anaheim Union High School District 
 

c. References: Provide the client name, address, email address, and client’s project representative 
and telephone number for the firm’s three (3) most recent projects that most closely relate to the 
firm’s qualifications for this project.  If a joint venture or other form of association, provide 
reference information for each member firm. 

 
Portland Public Schools 
501 N. Dixon St. Portland, OR 97227 
Joanne Ossanna, Interim Senior Director of 
Accounting & Payroll 
jossanna@pps.net 
(503) 916-3153 
 
Fargo Public Schools 
415 N. 4th St. Fargo, ND 58102 
Bill Westrick, IT Director 
westrbi@fargo.k12.nd.us 
(701) 446-1022 
 

Orange County Public Schools 
445 W. Amelia St. Orlando, FL 32801 
Steve Compton, Purchasing Director 
steven.compton@ocps.net  
(407) 317-3200 ext. 2880
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Implementation Approach 

a. In narrative form, briefly discuss your approach and techniques proposed for the main phases 

of this project, beginning with an implementation plan for backend platform setup and 

configuration, initial use training, and iterative refinement of the platform to district needs 

based on consultations with phase 1 schools. Please include any recommended roles, 

resources/staffing, and training/support.  Please describe any consulting services 

recommended. 

MPN has a very streamlined approach to implementation.  When followed, districts can yield up to 

90% parent adoption. There are essentially five main tasks that need to be completed to implement 

the SchoolPay software: merchant account configuration, SchoolPay software configuration, data 

integrations configuration, staff training, and community communications.  For the sake of 

efficiency, many of these processes run in tandem in order to reduce the time required to complete 

the implementation. 

 

Merchant Account Configuration 

SPS will be required to submit a voided check or bank letter for every bank account to which 

SchoolPay will deposit funds.  Once this is complete, MPN will create and configure SPS’ merchant 

accounts.  The merchant account creation process will run at the same time as the account 

configuration and data integration configuration processes. 

 

SchoolPay Account Configuration 

SPS and MPN will conduct an implementation meeting where account configuration options are 

established for configuring the SchoolPay software accounts.  Upon MPN completing the software 

account configuration for each schools’, as well as the district’s account, SPS will review and approve 

the configurations.  At this time, merchant accounts are tied to the different software accounts. 

 

Data Integration Configuration 

MPN has various approaches to connecting to district third party software systems.  The plan for 

connecting to PowerSchool, Destiny, Pay-PAMS, and SAP will be determined during initial 

implementation meetings.  

 

Staff Training 
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MPN will conduct multiple training sessions prior to launching. Typically district staff are training first 

to establish policies and best practices for how SchoolPay will be used.  Then one or more training 

sessions are held for site staff at the various schools and departments at the district. 

 

Communications  

MPN will work with SPS to develop a communication plan for communicating the change of 

service/new service to the SPS community.  The communication plan is 100% up to SPS, however 

MPN has a variety of resources and experience in working with districts to effectively communicate 

the service to parents to provide high levels of adoption.  MPN’s marketing team will create effective 

custom marketing materials to help with the transition. 

b. Describe pre-launch support for requirements gathering, functional and technical design, build, 

testing, and launch. 

During initial implementation meetings, SPS will introduce MPN to the technical staff assigned to the 

various integrations with third party software.  SchoolPay has established integrations with a majority of 

the third party software solutions used by Seattle Public Schools, therefore MPN does not anticipate any 

extensive technical design or build requirements for this project.  During the implementation meetings 

MPN will also go over SPS’ expectations, policies, and current practices to customize the software to best 

suit their needs. 

 

Prior to launching, Seattle Public Schools will be given full access to the district’s SchoolPay accounts for 

testing purposes.  The SchoolPay Implementation Team will be available to make any necessary 

modifications and provide technical support to ensure everything is working as intended before going 

live.   

c. Describe initial-use training for appropriate central office staff, teachers, and administrators. 

Once the SchoolPay software accounts have been configured for SPS, MPN will conduct initial staff 

training.  MPN will work with SPS to develop custom training plans for their staff based on exactly how 

the district intends to use the software.  Some districts prefer different approaches to training.  For 

example, MPN has worked with districts in the past where MPN trains district admins and they train the 

site administrators or teachers themselves with MPN staff on hand to answer questions.  Other times, 

MPN staff conducts all of the training.  The bottom line is every district is different and has different 

needs.  MPN will adjust training policies to meet the exact needs of SPS. 
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Staff members are typically trained in their own, fully operational accounts. MPN typically uses real 

examples of payment items when training staff to create payment items.  MPN believes that having staff 

work directly in their own accounts allows staff members to better absorb the training. 

 

In-person training is available for SPS staff at the request of the district.  In this case, training sessions 

will be scheduled in advance and conducted via a classroom setting.  Typically MPN will train groups of 

administrators that will be performing similar functions in the software together, so that each user is 

getting exposed to everything they need to specifically perform their job functions. 

 

d. Describe ongoing maintenance agreements and post-launch support for system administrators 

and end users. 

Prior to launching, MPN’s Operations Team will work with the district to develop an escalation plan, in 

the event that maintenance is needed.  This Escalation Plan will outline expectations, as well as, points 

of contact for any requests or inquiries. 

 

Ongoing, both the administrators and end users are welcome to contact MPN’s support team.  If the 

request requires technical support, the operations team will be notified and will be able to assist. 

e. On-going support:  What roles and staffing levels are required? 

MPN has found through implementing at districts similar in size to SPS, that two staff requirements are 

needed to successfully run the SchoolPay system.   

 

District Staff 

It is best practice to have a district champion, usually in the business department for payment and 

finance related questions.  This person works as the liaison to MPN staff and site bookkeepers.  

Additionally, at least one main contact in the technology department is needed for ongoing 

maintenance. 

 

Site Staff 

MPN suggests having one, if not two, contacts at each site level.  The main contact(s) at each site are 

needed to create items and maintain the SchoolPay account for their school.  The site contact is also 

needed to provide insight to any site specific inquiries posed by end users that SchoolPay customer 

support is unable to answer. 
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Please note that while these are suggestions, there is no limit to the number of administrators allowed 

access to SchoolPay.  Staffing policies for Seattle Public Schools will be discussed within the first week of 

implementation. 

 

 

 

The following timeline is for example and discussion purposes. It has been provided to give SPS an 

idea of the start to finish timeline to launch SchoolPay. 

 

Phase 1: 
Documentation 

Delivery of all Supporting Documents and Contracts 

Date Deliverables Owner 

Upon Execution of Contract Deliver items on Checklist of SPS Deliverables for Account Configuration MPN 

Always Available  Deliver supporting MPN API’s 

Upon Execution of Contract Deliver supporting software integration documentation SPS 

Upon Execution of Contract Executed Contracts and Applications returned 
 

Checklist of SPS Deliverables for Account Configuration 
File specifications will be provided by MPN 

List of Schools and Departments 

Bank Account Information for each payee -- Voided Check or letter from bank for verification 

Student List -- via SIS 

List of Income Chart of Accounts for each school 

List of site administrators for each school -- bookkeepers, principals, teachers, etc. & their permissions 

School/District Logos -- optional 

Phase 2: 
Introductory Meeting 

Attendees include:  Accounting, Technology from SPS, MPN Service team 

Date Deliverables Owner 
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Week of June 1, 2017 Introductions – Identification of action owners & contact information for each 
department 

All 

Identify Master Administrator (lead person at SPS for SchoolPay) 

Review documentation and identify any changes necessary 

Review launch calendar and make any changes necessary 

Identify any unique banking requirements and internal communication 
requirements 

Discuss data sharing requirements, the process involved, and next steps 

Discuss training schedule 

Phase 3:   
Development, Preparation, Department Head Training, Testing 

Date Deliverables Owner 

June 12th - 26th Configure district, department, and site software accounts MPN 

Create merchant accounts 

Deliver accounts and access to system to SPS administrators 

June 26th -  
July 31st 

MPN to scope, complete, and test all development work required by 
disparate application connectors 

MPN 

MPN & SPS communications team construct a custom SchoolPay landing 
page for SPS 

All 

SPS team scope, complete, and test development work required to support 
data connections between applications 

SPS 

July 31st -  
August 11th 

Web Academy: Finance Team All 

Web Academy: Technology/Network Team 

Web Academy: Other Departments 

August 14th -  
Sept 1st 

Additional testing or customizations as needed All 

Phase 4: 
School Site Training Schedule 

Date Deliverables Owner 
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September 1st Configuration is completed and district is ready to launch All 

Week of September 1st Training of Phase 1 schools All 

September 1st - 30th School Site administrators plan & configure payment items they will 
begin accepting on Launch Date 

SPS 

Additional one-on-one webinar trainings with staff as needed All 

Week of September 25th First delivery of parent communication vehicles to parents for Phase 1 
Schools 

SPS 

Phase 5: 
Go Live Rollout – Parent Communication 

Date Deliverables Owner 

Week of October 1st SchoolPay is officially launched for parents at SPS at Phase 1 schools SPS 

SchoolPay links are provided on school & district websites 

Second delivery of parent communication vehicles to parents 

Go-live materials posted on social media All 

Oct - Dec Additional webinar training as needed All 

Phase 6: 
Post Launch Reconciliation Training with Finance Team and Site Bookkeepers at remaining schools 

Date Deliverables Owner 

December 2017 Web Academies: Training Sessions with Remaining site staff MPN 

January 2018 Go-live rollout for remaining schools SPS 
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Technical Qualifications 

a. Provide a brief summary overview of the key design features and functionality of the product(s) 

or solution(s) offered and describe how they meet the requirements specified by Seattle Public 

Schools in this RFP.  Please provide a network and system architecture diagrams with an 

emphasis on showing how security is addressed. 

 

 
 

 

The software is uniquely built for the enterprise.  Every account is 100% controlled to your 

specifications in terms of both access to content (types of payment items) and features (ability 

to issue refunds for example).  Every feature is built to be 100% self-service.  Moreover we have 

extensive experience normalizing data that comes from multiple integration sources (we manage 

an average of four data syncs with disparate applications per implementation), and have a robust 

monitoring network to guard you against any data failures.  Likewise, delivering data via API or 

file sync is another core competency.  You would be hard-pressed to find a software more 

configurable to the enterprise, and more proficient in data management than SchoolPay. 

 

The diagram provides a high-level view of our 

system architecture.  Detailed schematics of all 

system and network architecture are audited 

annually by a QSA (Qualified Security Assessor) 

as part of our annual, Level One PCI DSS audit.  

Some of the network diagrams are proprietary 

to our hosting provider who is SAS 70 Certified 

and considered to be the gold standard in PCI 

DSS Hosting solutions.   

 

Because we host in a facility that is focused on 

secure hosting, every time our production 

environment is accessed an audit trail is 

created.  Likewise, an audit trail of how your 

approved users of School Pay is generated 

when user access our software. 
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b. Provide a detailed description of how your firm meets the requirements for Payment Card 

Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) Compliance systematically and throughout the 

checkout process?  Please clearly describe the responsibilities of your company and the district 

in maintaining PCI compliance.  How often do you audit for PCI DSS compliance?  In the event 

of security breach, what are your procedures to close the breach quickly, identify the full extent 

of the affected records, and notify the district of impacted users? 

MPN is a level one PCI audited company.  Being a level one provider means that MPN is audited once a 

year.  MPN just completed its most recent audit and passed according to our audit firm and VISA.  

Because we are an audited payment provider, the security of the SchoolPay system is verified from end-

to-end.  To give you an idea of the security all sessions (typically the start of the process) are encrypted.  

This is true whether the person is a logged in staff member or parent, or as a guest. 

 

Further, any person trying to access SchoolPay is subject to the scrutiny of Intrusion Protection Services 

(IPS).  IPS severs any connection attempt that is missing security or violates protocols in any way.  Once 

past the IPS, the person needs to get past a firewall that only lets pre-programmed connections through.  

If the person is able to get past the firewall, they arrive in the web-servers.  The web-servers serve up 

the SchoolPay screens to users and interact with the database to pull up or submit data.  There is another 

firewall between the web-servers and databases.  If the person were able to get past the second 

database they would find nothing but encrypted data.  Literally, all of the data stored in SchoolPay is 

encrypted to a powerful algorithm.  The key that decrypts that data is stored in a third-party company 

which only provides the key via a secure process.  Also, the keys change from time to time. 

 

Physically, the security is just as strong.  MPN hosts its servers and databases with Datapipe, a leader in 

PCI Compliant hosting.  The facility which houses the MPN servers has card key access, full surveillance, 

and multiple perimeters within the building.  The servers themselves are secured in cages.  The building 

has fire suppression and back-up power. 
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Features, Functionality and Technical Requirements Form

Attachment 1

Point of Sale System for Seattle Public Schools

Point of Sale Requirements

P=Parent/Student, F = Fiscal Admin, D=District Admin, T=Teacher or Account Owner 

Note: Dates, Hours and Cost listed in the Future Release and Paid Enhancement columns do not constitute a binding quote.  This is to understand the relative size of the enhancement.  Ranges can be provided. 

Please add follow up information requested within a question in the "How does your solution accomplish this?" column.  

Requirement

1. Functionality and Usability Requirements

1.0.00 P F D T User Features Yes No

Future.

Release 

Date

Paid Enhancement? 

(Hours/ Cost)
How does your solution accomplish this?

Basic Features

1.0.01 X X X

Ability to take cash and check payments for fees, fines and purchases and record against a student 

or general account? x

Yes, SchoolPay allows schools and districts to collect cash 

and check payments for any and all fines, fees, and 

purchases. All payments for student fees, fines and 

purchases are recorded for the specific student within 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines may be configured in 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines can also be configired in 

third party systems (Destiny, PowerSchool, etc) and 

payments against those fees and fines can be posted back 

to third party systems.

1.0.02 X X X
Ability to take credit and debit card payments for fees, fines and purchases and record against a 

student or general account? If yes,  via magnetic strip and chip?

x

Yes, SchoolPay allows schools and districts to collect 

creadit and debit card payments for any and all fines, fees, 

and purchases. All payments for student fees, fines and 

purchases are recorded for the specific student within 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines may be configured in 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines can also be configired in 

third party systems (Destiny, PowerSchool, etc) and 

payments against those fees and fines can be posted back 

to third party systems. SchoolPay uses magnetic strip card 

readers for in-person credit and debit card payments.

1.0.03 X Ability to see pages in additional languages (Spanish, etc.)

x

Yes, SchoolPay can be translated to more than 90 different 

languages, including Spanish. SchoolPay also provides live 

spanish speaking support.

1.0.04 X X X
Ability to restrict  purchase online to students that do not qualify be able to purchase? (e.g. 

Suspensions for a student, After school classes limited to specfic grades)

x

Yes, every payment item (fee, fine, good, service, or 

anything the school or district is taking payment for) can be 

targeted to specific students or specific custom groups of 

students. The SchoolPay payment item targeting features 

allow the district to restrict payment options for specific 

students.
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1.0.05 X X

Does the system have the ability to accept payments by non-admin level roles away from the 

Fiscal/Accounting office and provide receipts (e.g. Athletic events, Start of School purchases, 

Student Store, etc). The purchase could be specific or non-specific to a student and should post to 

the correct account at the time of purchase. 

x

Yes, SchoolPay allows non-admin level roles to accept 

payments away from the Fiscal/Accounting office. 

Payments can be collected by district/school approved 

users anywhere in-person payment is desired such as at a 

school event, student store, registration event, etc. 

Purchases can be specific to students or non-specific to 

students. Payments will post to the correct account 

automatically.

1.0.06 X X

Ablity to implment multiple levels of security access? If yes, please describe how many there are 

and what functionality is covered? x

Yes, SchoolPay provides districts with the ability to create 

custom roles. Custom roles are very flexible to provide the 

district with the exact access required for each user, or 

groups of users. SchoolPay provides four preconfigured 

system roles, however because SchoolPay provides districts 

with the ability to design custom roles, the number of 

different access roles available is virtually unlimited. When 

configureing a custom role, the district simply selects 

whether users assigned to that role will have full access, 

read only access, or no access to each and every function 

and feature available in SchoolPay.

1.0.07 X X

Ability to add multiple user-defined searchable "tags" (in separate fields if needed) to a 

transaction in order to reconcile for district/deposit needs as well as reconcile for 

School/Group/Account needs.  x

Yes, every transaction and every item can associate an 

unlimited number of custom data "tags" that will be 

relevant to your reconciliation at either the accounting 

level (transaction) or fulfilliment (item level). The data can 

be visilbe to the end user in their receipt, or can be hidden 

and merely passed into reporting. All custom data is 

available to school and district staff on items reports and 

can be used to reconcile payments with deposits and 

automated postings in third party systems.

1.0.08 X

Ability to include documents (Word, Excel, PDF, etc) and/or signatures in the checkout process. 

Ex. Dance Conduct Acknowlegement, Athletics, etc. x

Yes, documents can be incluided into the checkout process 

as the user adds an item to their shopping cart, however 

these documents must be hosted by the district and linked 

into the payment item. Many districts obtain electronic 

signatures and policy acknowlegements by configuring 

custom fields in our item build. There are no limits to the 

number of custom data fields you can associate with any 

payment item and electronic acknowlegement forms are 

one of the more common ways schools use these.

1.0.09 X X X X
Does the system have a Spell check enabled feature? Are there any other data quality options are 

available for locally originated data when entering online? If yes, please list. 

x

All modern operating systems provide spell check, only 

very old operating systems do no. All of our Rich Text 

Editiors have built in spell check, but the remainder of the 

forms focus on validation of expected data (phone 

numbers, zip codes, 16 digit bank cards, etc.)
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1.0.10 X X X

Is there the ability to prepay amounts onto a student card (e.g. ASB) and use it like a payment 

card? (e.g., Parents can load the card with a balance that can be used for different purchases at 

the school or other schools.  Purchases show up on the student account as a receipt/record.)  

x

SchoolPay has an integration with ASB Works, but we have 

not written to their hardware for loading card value. We 

would certainly entertain doing that or consider removing 

cards from the equation and simply "pay by SchoolPay". 

Pay by SchoolPay could accomplish the same effect, of 

holding a balance for a single child. While the 

disadvanative is you cannot uniquely identify a student by 

way of a card, the advantage is you have no hardware, no 

cards (which can be lost) and you maintain 100% of the 

same functionality--pay online with your SchoolPay dollars 

or pay in person from our virtual terminal. Since nearly all 

items are tied to students anyway there would be no 

additonal steps. The only time you'd have to search for 

student''s association with usage of SchoolPay dollars is if 

they are paying for items configured for the community at 

large. Even payers without students could carry SchoolPay 

dollars as guests of the school.

1.0.11 X X X X

Does the system provide an invdividually numbered ,unalterable receipt? x

Yes, SchoolPay provides individually numbered receipts for 

all transcations. Transaction information on the receipt 

cannot be altered for auditing and financial control 

purposes.

1.0.12 X X X X
Ability to reprint or re-email receipts. x

Yes, Schoolpay allows users to reprint and re-email 

receipts.

1.0.13 X X Ability to print receipts in multiples (One for Office, one for customer, one for district) x Yes, multiple copies of each receipt can be printed.

1.0.14 X X
Ability to record fines as written off, but recognize and display in reporting that a scholarship or 

waiver was issued.  

x

SchoolPay has a waiver function built into it's system. The 

conditions of this function currently work by their 

association with fee items (items that no longer display 

upon purchase) and paid onbehalf of a student in the 

group meeting waiver criteria. We would certainly be able 

to meet your needs and have a wealth of logic and rules we 

can apply to our items. We simply need to know more 

about how your data would come to us. Feature is 

supported however.

1.0.15 X X
Does the system allow the deletion of receipt information?  If so, what internal controls are 

provided?

x

Receipts are customizable in terms of images that appear 

and messaging you wish to include (to the item and 

transaction level). Receipts may be voided by users the 

districts grant void access to, however records of voids 

remain in the system for auditing and financial control 

purposes.

1.0.16 X X

If the system is down, the District will use pre-numbered hand-written cash receipts.  Will the 

system allow the District to then enter these cash receipts numbers into the system?  If no, 

describe alternate method of entering/tracking these transactions. x

Yes, the district can configure a field to accept a cash 

receipt number which can be recorded for each payment.

1.0.17 X X Does the system allow user defined fields?
x

Yes, users can configure custom fields for each payment 

item.
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1.0.18 X

Ability to upload student picture? x

SchoolPay has a placeholder for this sitting dormant in our 

code. We support images throughout our service and could 

turn this code on with neglibible effort.

1.0.19 X X X X

Ability to use a responsive touchscreen? x

Yes, SchoolPay is web based and available on any 

computer, smartphone, or tabled. SchoolPay is supported 

on touchscreen enabled devices.

1.0.20 X X

Does your system have user programmable buttons? If yes, can they be color coded? x

SchoolPay has a full promotion module that includes 

downloadable buttons in a variety of colors. In addition, we 

offer larger customers a "custom skinned" version of 

SchoolPay. This converts the entire payer module into your 

primary and secondary colors. The feature also offers 

Seattle a custom landing page so your payment solution 

takes on a totally custom storefront for Seatle in your look 

and feel.

1.0.21 X X

Ability to connect to receipt printers? If yes, what kind of hardware is used and how are they 

connected? x

Yes, SchoolPay is web based and accessable from any 

computer, smartphone, or tablet. As such, receipts are 

printed using the school/district's current print 

enviorment. SchoolPay does not require districts to 

purchase receipt printers and allows the district to leverage 

their investment in their current printer technology.

1.0.22 X X

Does your system have barcode technology? x

SchoolPay does not currently support bar code scanning, 

but bar codes work just like a keyboard. Our virtual 

terminal has the functionity to read from any keyboard.

1.0.23 X X

Ability to connect to a cash drawer? x

SchoolPay does not connect to a cash drawer, but doing so 

would be trivial. We have cash payment support and would 

be happy to connect to any cash drawer with API /web 

services support (most do).

1.0.24 X X Ability to operate without being connected to a cash drawer? x Yes

1.0.25 X X Does the system calculate change due? x No, SchoolPay does not calculate change due.

1.0.26 X X

Are you able to manually enter Credit Card details? x

Yes, SchoolPay allows users to manually enter credit/debit 

card details as an alternative to swiping a card.

1.0.27 X X

Do you support Credit/Debit Card transactions via third party? If yes, what are the providers and 

fees? x

No, SchoolPay is a payment services provider and supplies 

the district with all merchant accounts and credit/debit 

card processing services. Vantiv and Fifth Third Bank 

underwrite SchoolPay's processing, however Seattle Public 

Schools will be charged any fees from Vantiv or Fifth Third 

bank. The prices quoted in this proposal are the only fees 

assessed for credit/debit card payments.

1.0.28 X X Does the system store check numbers for payments made by check?

x

Yes, SchoolPay provides the district the option to collect 

the check number during the checkout process for in-

person check payments.
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1.0.29 X X
Does the system have a flag that will deny check payments from specific customers (e.g., student 

frequently has NSF checks on account)? How does the system handle NSF Checks?  
x No, SchoolPay does not support this feature.

1.0.30 X X
Does the system have an automatic notice that can be sent out to collect on NSF checks?  Is the 

verbiage district defined?

x

Yes, when an electronic check is returned as NSF an 

automatic notice is sent to both the designated contact at 

the district/school and the person who made the payment. 

The notice does not include district define verbiage but 

does provide explanation to the payer. In addition, your 

ACH merchant account can be configured to automatically 

retry to process the ACH payment up to three times (which 

is a perk that accompanies electronic checks). 

Resubmission dramatically reduces NSF's.

1.0.31 X X X

Will the system allow for one payment instrument to be applied for two student different 

student's transactions? (e.g. Parent writes a check for $100 in which $50 will be applied to each of 

their two students. Can the amounts be determined?) x

Yes, SchoolPay allows payments to be accepted/processed 

for multuple different students within a single transaction. 

The amounts for each student are specified during the 

checkout process as the user is selecting the items the 

parent is purchasing. For electronic payments, SchoolPay 

can route the funds from a single order to multiple 

different bank accounts if the students attend different 

schools using different bank accounts.

1.0.32 X

Will your system allow guest logins? What data is collected to log in? x

Yes, guests can pay for items without an account or elect to 

create an account. User's name, email address, and billing 

address are collected during the account creation process. 

The user has the option of storing their payment 

information, however they are not required to do so.

1.0.33 X X

Does the system allow for one student to be on more than one parent account? . (e.g. Separate 

accounts for mother, father, grandparent, etc.) x

Yes, one student can be on more that one parent account. 

It is very common for a student to be on multiple accounts 

when a mother, father, and extended family member 

create seperate accounts to make payments for a given 

student or family of students.

1.0.34 X X

Does the system handle changes to a transaction after the fact?  (e.g. Exchanges, correction in 

price or transaction fee, coding error correction, etc.) x

Yes, transactions can be refunded or cancelled by the 

appropriate authorized district staff. Certain information 

(student data, custom field data, etc.) can be ammended 

after a transcation is complete and an audit trail is 

available, however transaction and financial information 

cannot be ammended due to auditing control purposes.
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1.0.35 X X

Does the system handle sales to non-permanently registered students, teachers, or staff? If yes, 

How? (e.g. Students from another school, one time substitutes.) x

Yes, SchoolPay can be used to collect payment from non-

permanently regestered students, teachers, or staff. The 

first option to accomidate this is to utulize guest checkout 

features which allows anyone to pay for authorized items, 

even if they are not current students on the student list. 

The second option is to collect the temporary staff, 

teacher, or student identification number during the 

checkout process.

1.0.36 X X

Does your track students after graduation that still have open fines and fees?  If yes, how does 

that work? x

PowerSchool has a number of configurations for keeping 

fees open in their system and passing previous year's fees 

through. Working through their API we simply display all 

available fees. The configuration to include any kind of fee 

will be driven by your PowerSchool software.

1.0.37 X X X

Can you apply a fee for all students in a class in one step? (e.g. Art Class fee) x

Yes, class lists can be synced with SchoolPay and fees can 

be applied to all students in a class in one step.

1.0.38 X X
Can the system be set so that when business is being transacted with a student, any  outstanding 

fees and fines are also displayed or notified at the time of purchase? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay provides a feature where whenever 

available payment options are pulled for a student, all fees 

and fines are displayed that apply to that student during 

the time of purchase.

1.0.39 X X Can the system be set so that no change can be issued when the customer pays by check, debit or 

credit card? x

Yes, the SchoolPay can be used in a "no change" situation. 

Typically, this is driven by the district policy.

1.0.40 X X

Does the system track textbooks? If yes, please describe the process. x

SchoolPay does not track the inventory of textbooks, 

however SchoolPay can be used to accept payment for 

textbook fees and can be used to manage textbook 

payments. SchoolPay also maintains an integration with 

Alio Sofware. Alio has a textbook tracking software that is 

widely adopted. And we can sync with Follett Destiny 

library management.

1.0.41 X X X

Can mulitple fees types such as ASB Card, Class Fee and adding money to the lunch balance all be 

put on one receipt in one transaction? x

Yes, SchoolPay can be used to accept payment for anything 

and everything, all within the same checkout regardless of 

the department the payment is to, bank account(s) the 

funds are routed to, or number of students being paid for.

1.0.42 X X X Can each school or fee account (Each ASB club, etc.) create their own messaging on the receipt?  

(e.g. Summer school payment includes a message with the dates for summer school.) x

Yes, each school and department can create custom 

messaging on their receipt.

1.0.43 X X Can a student record be assigned a specific status?  If yes, What are the different states and their 

criteria? Ex. Active, Inactive, Archived, Hold.  Can these status's be user defined and/or selected? x

This could achieved through our group feature--any 

students can be assigned to any number of groups and 

your naming convention is 100% custom.
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1.0.44 X X

Ability to notifiy when money has been taken in, but not deposited to the bank? x

Your cash and paper check deposits are outside our scope, 

but daily monitoring for batch delays are standard 

"operations monitoring" that we do. A delay in batch 

depositing is incredibly rare. In the many years we have 

been processing with Vantiv, we've only had batch delays 

twice. All clients are immediately notified via inservice 

alerts.

1.0.45 X X
Ability to notify parents by email or text that a transaction has occurred with details? Able to set 

threshold limits on notifications. (e.g Password Change, transacation amount exceeded threshold, 

etc. x

Yes, parents are automatically emailed proof of transaction 

upon successul completion of a transaction. Parents can 

configure threshold limits for their students' lunch 

accounts where they can automatically receive a low 

balance threshold or they can have an automatic payment 

triggered.

1.0.46 X X

Does this system allow parents to dispute charges online? If yes, how does that work? x

No, all credit and debit card disputes are handled through 

the card holder's credit card company or card issueing 

bank. We manage the customer support for all clients and 

disputes are rare. Many disputes come in the form of 

customer support email, phone calls, etc and are typically 

resolved. However when a customer elects to dispute 

directly with their bank that will register a dispute and 

SchoolPay will resolve those with you--filling out the 

required paperwork and simply getting your sign off.

1.0.47 X X
Our District uses pre-numbered deposit slip ticket numbers for reconciliations.  Is there a field to 

hold this data that can be included in the export to SAP?

x

Yes, the district can enter their prenumbered deposit slip 

ticket number on each transcation. This information can be 

included in the export to SAP for reconciliation.

System Coordination

1.0.48 X X X

Does the system allow for a student to be enrolled in two schools simultaneously? (e.g. 1/2 day at 

two different schools.) Do transactions still show on one student account view? x

Yes, we support multiple school locators for a student. The 

parent will find all items flow into one "general district 

payment items" and the food service dashboard will show 

two rows of detail for a student in this situation for the 

purposes of maintaining unique balances and purchases at 

multiple sites.

1.0.49 X X

Can fines be added to a student at a different schools? Can this be prevented as well? x

Assuming you would be using the PowerSchool fees 

integration, we would take our fee assignments from 

PowerSchool. However, SchoolPay supports the creation of 

fee items as well--you may manually build any fee items. 

The prevention of and use of this feature is controlled via 

ACL (Access Control Levels).
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1.0.50 X X

Can district or admins look up fines for any student in the district?  How is an admin limited to one 

school, except for those students that have fees with other schools? x

Again, if you're building fees in SchoolPay, yes, admins can 

look up fees or fines for any student. If you are leveraging 

the integration between PowerSchool and SchoolPay all fee 

and fine sorting and reporting would be tied to their 

software. We would house the payment after and our 

reports do support sorting all payments purchased and 

items purchased by either student name or student ID 

number.

1.0.51 X X

Can an admin look up a student utilizing multiple methods? Ex. Student ID, Name, Parent, Class, 

other. x

Yes, admins can look up fees available for students based 

on student ID, first name, or last name. To review 

payments made for a student in the reporting, admins can 

also search by fee, parent, general ledger account, and 

more.

1.0.52 X

Is the initial download of data included in your implementation quote? x

Yes, initial download of data and ongoing management of 

data are included in the set up, annual fees, and data 

management fees quoted in this proposal.

1.0.53 X X Does the system have a method to capture G/L account information?

x

Yes, the GL account information is captured for every 

payment item (fee, fine, good, service, or anything 

SchoolPay is being used to collect payment for). This 

information is used for reporting purposes and to post 

financial information to the accounting system.

1.0.54 X X Ability to mass "migrate" students from one grade level to the next in one process? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay syncs the district SIS student list with 

SchoolPay. When the district migrates their student list 

within the SIS, this migration occurs automatically within 

SchoolPay. SchoolPay operations staff monitors student list 

data syncs during migreation periods to ensure the data is 

flowing as expected.

1.0.55 X X

Can charges follow a student from one year and one school to another year and another school?  

How is this done? x

Districts that use PowerSchool's fee modules from their will 

have past fees tracked. If you utilize SchoolPay to build 

fees, the fees will remain active and present in all guardian 

accounts configured for the student until either the fee is 

paid or you elect to turn the fee off.

Fees, Fines and Student Store

1.0.56 Does the system use bar code technology?

x

SchoolPay does not include barcodes as part of its service 

but the system can be connected to any barcode devices

1.0.57 X X
Does the system generate bar codes for new students and/or products? x

Any barcodes would need to be generated by another 

system to which SchoolPay is connected.

1.0.58 X X

Does the system use existing barcodes such as manufacturer labeling? x

When SchoolPay connects to a barcode system it will either 

use existing barcodes or generate new. Districts prefer to 

use existing.
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1.0.59 X X

Does the system track inventory real time for student store? x

SchoolPay does allow some inventory tracking but mainly 

in the form of a number remaining before being sold out.

1.0.60 X X

Does the inventory system do any kind of cost accounting? x

At SchoolPay it is preferred to connect to accounting 

systems for those features and that SchoolPay will focus on 

the core competency of accepting and reporting on 

payments.

1.0.61 X X

Does the system allow for partial payment of fines? x

Yes, SchoolPay can be configured to accept partial 

payments for fines when this option is enabled by the 

school or district for specific fees and fines.

1.0.62 X X
Does the system provide a catalog? x

Yes, a catelog of payment items can be created at each 

school, department, or accross the district.

1.0.63 X X Can fines be created at one school and credited to another school?  Both for a specific student 

and general fund functions. x

Yes, SchoolPay can be configured with the option for 

specific schools to create and credit fees and fines for other 

schools.

1.0.64 X X Can fines/fees be imported from other systems containing student records?

x

Yes, SchoolPay does this with numerous different systems 

at districts. Fees from other systems can be imported into 

SchoolPay via a file exchange process or via a realtime API 

connection.

1.0.65 X X
Does the system allow for quantity limits e.g., student store has 20 sweatshirts on hand, student 

cannot purchase 22 sweatshirts)? 
x

Yes, quantity limites can be configured for each item as 

needed to limit the number of that item that can be sold 

via SchoolPay.

1.0.66 X Can reoccurring payments be made? 
x

Yes, the school/district can enable recurring payments for 

given items, fees, or fines.

1.0.67 X
Can parents choose which items to pay leaving the remaining items to be paid until a later date or 

separate transaction? 

x

Yes, parents can select the items they wish to pay from a 

broader list of all payment options available for their 

specific students. The parents have the option of paying 

unpaid items at a later date.

1.1.00 Compliance

1.1.01
Does your software complies with Federal or local school laws policies or programs? x

Yes, SchoolPay complies with all federal and local school 

policies and programs

1.1.02
Are you FERPA compliant (can mask records, can proxy student IDs, least privilege rights)? x Yes, the SchoolPay system is FERPA compliant.

1.1.03

Can some data elements may need to be redacted depending upon user level? (e.g.Free and 

Reduced Lunch, confidential student addresses, etc).  x

We have built special features for Free and Reduce status 

as well as Waiver status, to prevent staff from having 

access to these sensitive data. Addresses are a 

requirement for payment data, but we are holding billing 

addresses, and not necessarily student home addresses.

1.1.04
Do you comply with the Washington State record retention requirements for School Districts (see 

https://www.sos.wa.gov/_assets/archives/RecordsManagement/Schools%20Districts%20and%20

ESDs%208.2.pdf) x

Yes, we complly with Washington State record retention 

requirements.
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1.1.05

Do you provide audit trail capabilities? If yes, what is created and what level of detail? x

Yes, there are several aspects of the SchoolPay system that 

provide an audit trail. First of all the transaction data is 

stored for at least two years. All logins by staff are tracked 

and provide an audit trail of which staff members have 

been in the system. All payment item changes are also 

logged. There is a self-service search function that will list 

all changes to any payment item and the staff person who 

made the changes. There is also a system role for auditors 

that is standard in SchoolPay. The Auditor role in SchoolPay 

gives district auditors access to run the necessary reports 

for their annual audit.

1.1.06

Do you have internal controls are available to prevent fraud?  If yes, please identify how this is 

managed. x

The SchoolPay system is specifically built to limit the 

opportunities for fraud. The entire system is based on 

Access Control limits, which gives you 100% control over 

who can see what content and who has access to every 

function. The system only allows for payments. There is no 

ability to transfer funds. All payments are submitted to Visa 

(etc.) for card authorization. They, along with the issuing 

bank verify data points each card is set to require and 

when data does not match, they will not authorize. All 

payments made in-person have, as one of the pieces of 

data from that transaction, the cashier that handled the 

transaction. If there is anything abnormal or fraudulent 

about the transaction, the district can look into who 

specifically handled that transaction.

1.2.00 Reports and Queries

1.2.01 Ability to have customizable Dashboard reporting to meet user and executive level requirements? x
Yes, SchoolPay provides the ability to customize reports for 

users with specific requirements.

1.2.02 Ability to create user defined, customizable Reports for student data with drill down detail? x
Yes, SchoolPay provides the ability to create user defined 

custom reports.

1.2.03 Ability to create Ad hoc queries? x
Yes, SchoolPay's reporting allows users to create ad hoc 

queres

1.2.04 Do you have reporting capabilities from simple wizards to more advance reporting design? x

Yes, SchoolPay provides standardized reports that can be 

queried to generate specific reports for various purposes. 

SchoolPay also provides a custom report tool which allows 

users to create and manage custom reports.

1.2.05 Do users have the ability to export reports in multiple formats; (MS Excel, CSV, HTML, PDF etc.) x

Yes, SchoolPay's self service reports can be exported in CSV 

format and opened/viewed in Excel or any program that 

supports CSV. PDF export is built and currently being 

refined across our wide breadth of reporting options. And 

custom exporting of data via process can be output into 

any format of your choosing.
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1.2.06 Ability to generate reports from the system without 3
rd

 party reporting software? x Yes, SchoolPay does not require 3rd party reporting 

software. All reports can be ran directly from SchoolPay.

1.2.07 Ability to generate reports from the system with 3rd party reporting software? (e.g Tableau) x

Yes, SchoolPay provides a full API which allows third party 

systems to connect to SchoolPay to pull reporting 

information. My Payment Network is happy to supply this 

API documentation to third party reporting tools and to 

provide technical support in connecting to our API. In 

addition, we are happy to export data in any format and 

deliver it to any service, server, etc.

1.2.08 Do on-demand reports or ad hoc queries have multiple secetion criteria and multiple sort levels? x
Yes, all reports in SchoolPay have selection and sorting 

criteria such as date range, student name, student ID, 

parent name, payment method, payment status and more.

1.2.09 Are totals and subtotals available on reports or the ability to add them? x
Yes, subtotals are available on certain reports requireing 

subtotal information.

1.2.10 Can reporting be done at the District, Feeder Pattern, Selected Schools level? x

Yes, SchoolPay is orginized such that all transaction 

information is available from the district level. The district 

is able to run reports for specific schools, groups of schools, 

or departments; or the district can run reports for the 

district as a whole. Each school and department receives a 

SchoolPay administrator account that resides within the 

district account. Schools and departments can be limited to 

only viewing reports specific to their school or department.

1.2.11
Can reporting be done at the School, Teachers, Account/Activity Chair, Grade, Class, Family, and 

Individual Student Level? 
x

Yes, reports can be ran based on a variety of criteria using 

the SchoolPay reporting module, including those as broad 

as the entire school, down to the individual student level.

1.2.12 Can reporting be done by Date of Purchase, payment method, GL Account, Event? x

Yes, reports can be generated based on a variety of criteria 

including date of purchase, payment method, GL account, 

event, etc.

1.2.13
Can historical date by readily accessed by the user (e.g., student or parent who wishes to know if 

they have already paid for a yearbook)?
x

Yes, parents have access to all of their historical purchases 

from their SchoolPay accounts. The schools and the district 

also have access to this information.

1.2.14 Can fine letters be created from the student accounts to mail or email to parents? 

x

No SchoolPay does not send out fine letters to parents. In 

our experience the district typically has systems in place 

that generate this type of correspondence. Linking 

SchoolPay to any such system is a best practice. In such an 

integration fine letters are sent out at the same time the 

data for the fine is synced with SchoolPay. This way the 

parent can log into their SchoolPay account to pay the fine. 

Notification for past due fines can be generated within 

PowerSchool.
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1.2.15 Do reports meet federal and state report compliance requirements? x

SchoolPay has been in use by Districts around the country 

for more than ten years. All reporting meets federal and 

state reporting requirements.

1.2.16

Does the system come with pre-loaded "canned" reports?  If yes, please identify what kind of 

reports are available? 

x

Yes, there are a variety of standard reports available within 

the SchoolPay reporting module. These reports include an 

items report, a transactions report, an errors and declines 

report, a batches report, a chart of accounts report, a paid 

vs. unpaid report, a registered parents report, a data syncs 

report, an items by site report, and a recurring series 

reports. All of these reports can be queried to generate 

specific report information. SchoolPay also provides users 

with the option of configureing custom reports using a 

custom report writing tool.

2.0.00 Document Management 

2.0.01 Is the data at rest encrypted?

x

Yes, all data (not just PCI DSS zoned data) stored in 

SchoolPay is AES-256 encrypted. Data in transit is 

encrypted with TLS

2.0.02 Does the District maintain long term ownership and access to the locally collected data? x

Yes, the District maintains access to locally collected data. 

Payment Data would have to be shared ownership for the 

2.0.03 Does the software provide a solution to the archival requirements of documents up to 10 years? 

x

We maintain our data until we reach a point of purge 

requirements. At that point data is moved to physical 

media and still fully accessible.

2.0.04 If contract should be terminated, will all data will be returned to SPS in native format?
x

MPN's stance is that the data is owned by the school 

district and that in the event of a contract being 

2.0.05 Are you able to retain financial transaction, collection/dispute data for 6 years? 
x

This is longer than data is typically held in the SchoolPay 

system. MPN is willing to negotiate this point with the 

2.0.06 Are you able to maintain contract and agreeement data for 6 years after completion? 
x

Yes, My Payment Network maintains all contract and 

agreement data indefinately.

2.0.07 Are you able to maintain and destroy cardholder data in accordance with PCI compliance? 
x

Yes, all data is stored, maintained, and destroyed in 

accordance with PCI compliance. My Payment Network is 

2.1.00 Technology Requirements

2.1.01
Do you provide documented API’s (Application Programming Interface) for interfaces with 

external applications? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay has a fully develped API with supporting 

documentation for interfaces with external applications. 

My Payment Network has vast experience connecting the 

SchoolPay API to third party applications to meet the 

unique application needs of school districts.

2. General Technical Requirements
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2.1.02 Do the system interface with PowerSchool? If yes, how is this done? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay interfaces with PowerSchool in a few 

different ways. First, SchoolPay will work with the district 

to sync the district student list via a nightly file exchange. 

This allows student data to be transfered to SchoolPay. The 

district may also sync class enrollment data and/or student 

group data from PowerSchool to SchoolPay. SchoolPay also 

offers Single Sign On between PowerSchool PowerParent 

account. This allows a parent to access their SchoolPay 

account directly from their PowerParent account where a 

link between the two accounts is established. Lastly, 

SchoolPay has a realtime API integration with 

PowerSchool's fees module. Any fees tracked and 

maintained in PowerSchool, can be automatically pulled 

from PowerSchool into SchoolPay in realtime and paid for 

either in-person or online. Upon successful completion of a 

payment, the payment is posted back to PowerSchool in 

realtime. This allows schools to accept payment in-person 

using SchoolPay for PowerSchool fees or for parents to pay 

their PowerSchool fees online using SchoolPay.

2.1.03 Do the system interface with Destiny? If yes, how is this done? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay interfaces with Destiny through a file 

exchange process. Using this, Destiny can be configured to 

export student fee/fine information nightly to SchoolPay. 

Destiny fees and fines then become available for students 

to be paid for either online or in-person. SchoolPay then 

exports a transactions file for Destiny Fees that can be 

automatically uploaded into Destiny to post payments for 

Destiny fines/fees back to Destiny.

2.1.04 Does the system interface with ERP Systems?  (e.g. SAP)

x

Yes, SchoolPay interfaces with SAP through a file exchange 

process. Using this, SchoolPay exports a transactions file to 

SAP to post SchoolPay transaction data to the appropriate 

accounts within SAP. The specific data transfered is 

determined by the district based on their SAP configuration 

and accounting practices.

2.1.05

Is the system managed centrally? x

SchoolPay is a centrally managed service. Everyone uses 

the same, current and centrally service application.

2.1.06
Can the system export data to flat file, ASCII format, CSV (Comma Separated Values) and/or XML 

format (SIF Compliant)

x

Yes, all SchoolPay reports can be exported to a CSV file via 

the user interface. For the purposes of exporting data to 

third part systems, SchoolPay operations team can export 

data to any format required.

2.1.07 Does the Application supports HTTPS?
x

Yes, all connections from a user's web broswer to 

SchoolPay occur via HTTPS.
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2.1.08
Does the system utilizes web browser/intranet architecture compatible with current SPS 

standards (IE version 11 or Firefox 41)
x

Yes, SchoolPay supports the two most current versions of 

every major web browser (mobile or desktop), including IE 

11 and FireFox 41.

2.1.09
Does the system meet client OS requirements (windows 7 or higher)?  Please identify the client 

requirements (RAM, hard drive space, etc)

x

Yes, SchoolPay is a fully hosted service accessable from any 

standard web browser. As such there are no specific 

hardware requirements for using SchoolPay.

2.1.10 Can the system support > 300 concurrent users with no visible impact on performance?

x

Yes, SchoolPay undergoes regular stress testing to ensure 

usage rates greater than 300 users do not impact site 

performance. Accross the SchoolPay customer base, it is 

not uncommon to see greater than 300 concurrent users 

accessing the system. SchoolPay is regularly monitered to 

ensure no performace issues occur based on current and 

future projected usage rages. Further, SchoolPay has been 

load tested for more than 500 concurrent sessions at a 

time. The system operates at about 15-20% capacity today 

so there is ample room for growth in SchoolPay users.

2.1.11
Are application updates are scheduled at least 48 hours in advance, and new feature updates can 

be optionally enabled or disabled? 

x

All features in SchoolPay are built to toggle on or off. 

However, if an update includes the optimization of 

returning report queries faster, we do not release an 

update like that in a way that users would have to 

specifically turn that on. There are hundreds of minor 

updates to optimization, tool tips, user experience 

improvements, etc. Our client feedback is our service is just 

bigger, better, and faster at all times. The interface is 

always improving based on the feedback we get from our 

customers.

2.1.12 Does the application support custom report writing? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay has a custom reporting feature which allows 

users to create custom reports based on a variety of 

available data fields.

2.1.13 Does the application place undisclosed cookies on SPS Desktops? 

X

Cookies have been debunked as a security threat and are 

widely used in modern software to identify users as they 

navigate through the many pages of software applications. 

Our use of cookies is disclosed in all user's Ts and Cs.

2.1.14 Is there a training Environment available that can be refreshed from production? 

x

Yes. SchoolPay would set-up a training environment for SPS 

if desired by the district. The training environment would 

be a production account that is set for mock processing so 

that the account can be used extensively for training and 

testing with no live transactions needing to be refunded 

etc.

2.1.15
Are there customer-customizable fields with the ability to integrate into the existing UI available 

for exports/reporting (custom fields)? 
x

Yes, SchoolPay offers customer-customizable fields as 

standard functionality that are available on reports and 

exports.
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2.1.16 Are you able to provide stationary equipment  to take payments and print/email receipts? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay offers two types of card readers for in-

person payments through our Virtual Terminal, a USB card 

reader and an iPad card reader. All payments processed 

through the Virtual Terminal, either swiped or manually 

entered, are provided a receipt. The receipt can be printed 

or emailed to the payer.

2.1.17 Are you able to provide mobile/tablet attachments to take payments and print/email receipts? 

x

Yes, our iPad card reader can take payment mobilly using 

an iPad tablet. Once the payment has been processed, the 

receipt can be printed or emailed to the payer.

2.1.18 Ability to export and import both manually or by interface Students, teachers and staff

x

Yes, SchoolPay allows the importing of student, teachers, 

and staff lists via an automated nighly sync, or manually.

2.1.19
Can you list what kinds of customizations are typically done by your customers in order to Go 

Live?  If yes, please elaborate in the "How" column. 

x

The SchoolPay software is extremely customizable and 

configurable based on each district's unique needs. 

Typically, districts want to build custom roles and 

permissions based on the staff and/or departments who 

will be accessing SchoolPay. From a financial standpoint, 

customizing the payment categories and accounting codes 

to select from when a staffmember is creating an item in 

their account. Custom reports are often created for staff 

based on the specifc transaction information needed on a 

daily basis. On the communications end, custom landing 

pages for our districts are often created, complete with the 

district's own SchoolPay.com URL. Each school can also 

upload logos to items and receipts further branding their 

account.

Updates

2.1.20 How often are updates made?

x

SchoolPay is an ever-evolving application. All clients receive 

the benefit of all updates made throughout the year. We 

typically release 1-2 minor "tweaks" to our software each 

month (more tool tips, optimization of reporting results, 

better validation messaging, etc.) and 2 major releases 

(July 4th week and the week between Christmas and New 

Years) annually.

2.1.21 Are updates a part of the annual maintenance agreement? X Yes. There is no additional charge for all upgrades.

2.1.22 Are updates available online? How often do they occurr? 

x

We typically release 1-2 minor "tweaks" to our software 

each month (more tool tips, optimization of reporting 

results, better validation messaging, etc.) and 2 major 

releases (July 4th week and the week between Christmas 

and New Years) annually.
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2.1.23 Is system down during the update? If yes, how long is the typical down time? 

x

No, SchoolPay updates using continuous integration 

requires no-downtime. Updates occur automatically 

without inturruption of service. For major releases 

scheduled twice per year, SchoolPay will occassionally 

schedule a maintenance window. These occur during our 

lowest traffic times over holidays in the early morning as to 

limit the impact. Major release updates generally ocurr 

with less than two hours of downtime.

2.1.24 Will SPS be required to manage and install the updates? 
x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.1.25 Can updates be done remotely from the central office? 
x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.1.26 Can all sites be upddated without additional downtime for manual software loading?
x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.1.27
Do updates require vendor or consulting servies to successfully complete?  If so how much time 

and is this time billable? x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.2.00 Systems Integration

2.2.01
Are you able to provide data exchange tools such as a web-service API following industry-standard 

protocols; SOAP, XML, HTTP, SSL.  If yes, please identify. 

x

We can provide our data in any format you need. We 

provide web services HTTP/SSL that exchanges in JSON and 

XML format, but we do not provide our data with SOAP 

envelopes.

2.2.02
Are you able define your authorization mechanism options for access?  If yes, please provide. Do 

you support table import for authorization levels?
x

We do not support table level import because we are a 

multi-tenant application. Our web services authentication 

method is basic HTTP authorization.

2.2.03
Do you support integration with ADF, O365 or LDAP for user Logins/authentication? If yes, please 

elaborate on authentication options.  ADF preferred. 

x

We have implemented to many SSO/federated identity 

providers and are happy to integrate to more. LDAP is not 

supported due to the way it is built, however, the other 

ones yes.

2.2.04
Ability to schedule (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly) batch import/export of data.   Secure FTP or other 

encrypted nightly file transfer likely. x

Yes, we can schedule an import/export of batch data to an 

sFTP server on any predetermined basis.

2.2.05

Ability to automate purchase transaction interface to show paid and unpaid transactions in 

Library and SIS systems without having to log into POS directly. Want real time or as close to it as 

possible. 

x

Yes, SchoolPay is able too update third party systems for 

transactions processed within SchoolPay to mark fees as 

paid, or update fee balances. With SchoolPay's 

PowerSchool integration, this update occurs in realtime the 

moment a transaction is completed. With Destiny Library 

fines, this update occures via a file exchange process per 

the district's schedule.

2.2.06
Ability to automate deposit transactions by interface or upload with SAP.  x

Yes, we can set up an automated import/export of deposit 

transactions to be updated in SAP.

2.2.07 Ability to upload fines, fees, charges from Excel.  This would be spearate from charges coming 

Library, School and Food Services x

Yes, fees and fines can be updated using a spreadsheet 

submitted by the district to the SchoolPay operations 

team.

2.2.08 What database engine is used with your system? x InnoDB
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2.2.09

Which interface formats are supported?  How long does it take to create an interface for your 

software on average? x

This question seems to infer we work from a Windows 

Database and you may be requesting direct access to it for 

the purposes of building apps directly? As a PCI compliant 

service, we offer access to our database by way of our API, 

or we transfer any data you require. We'd be happy to 

elaborate on serving your needs; however, it's currently at 

a level that makes it difficult to provide a specific response.

2.2.10 Does the system provdie for ODBC connections by a third party?  x No, because our software is multi-tenant.

3.0.00 Security

3.0.01 Does your firm concur that all data belongs to District? If not, please explain. 

X

All data provided by the district belongs to the district. All 

data provided by the payer for the puposes of making 

payment would need to be shared so that SchoolPay can 

perform it's services, meet its payment card industry data 

storage requirements etc.

3.0.02 Does your firm agree not to share data with other agencies or partners?
x

Yes, no SPS data will be shared with third parties others 

unless requested and authorized by SPS.

3.0.03
Does your firm agree to segragate SPS data from their other clients? If yes, how is that done? (e.g. 

dedicated server with dedicated DB)

x

Each customer has their own partitioned database in the 

SchoolPay system. This separates each clients data without 

the expense of having a fully replicated database.

3.0.04
Do you have an off-site data backup and disaster recovery plan that restores both at the DB level 

or the object level? 

x

SchoolPay's application and database servers are all held in 

a PCI-DSS secure hosting facility and held in redudency. 

Both application and databases are backed up daily and 

our back ups are also backed up. Our hosting facility is 

especially equipt to keep operations moving even in the 

event of weather and upstream issues with locations in 

multiple parts of the country.

3.0.05
Do you support intrusion detection systems and antivirus/anti-malware controls? If yes, whih 

systems and controls are supported.
x

SchoolPay's has applied intrusion detection, malware 

protection, and access logging in compliance with PCI-DSS 

requirements

3.0.06
Do you have an incident response protocol with a defined SLA for notifications?  Do these 

notifications include notification of breaches? Are access logs retained for at least 2 weeks? 
x Yes, SchoolPay has all of this.

3.0.07
Do you have an approved  secure and encrypted method of data file transfer (by District); Ability 

to disable export upon request (intrusion, data leak suspected, etc)

x

Yes, SchoolPay maintains an SFTP server with dual 

credential set up, automatic credential rotation, and event 

logging. Exports can be disabled at any time by request.

3.0.08 Are you able to use encryption for password authentication, storage and reset processes

x

Yes, everything you do on SchoolPay is encrypted. We do 

not support any unencrypted communication protocols.

3.0.09 Is security granular (down to individual users)? x Yes

3. Platform Requirements
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3.0.10 Can security and authentication can be audited and reported on?

x

SchoolPay's logs are audited by our hosting provider's 

security team daily. We do not currently have any protocol 

to share our access logs with our customers.

3.0.11 Can search results be bounded by permission and security controls?
x

SchoolPay does not have any plans to make our security 

logs available to our customers.

3.0.12
Can student data can be deleted when no longer required or as required by document retention 

laws?

x

Students move to soft delete as soon as we no longer 

receive them in a daily file from the district. Hard purges 

can be done at any frequency of your choosing.

3.0.13 Is your system PCI compliant for all transactions?  

x

Yes SchoolPay is a Level 1 PCI compliant provider. This 

means that the SchoolPay system is audited by a third-

party auditing company.

3.0.14
Will SPS be required in any way to hold credit card details within its domain?  SPS does not want 

to do this. 

x

No, SPS will never hold credit card details within its 

domain. All credit card information is stored on SchoolPay's 

secure servers per the highest levels of PCI DSS 

Compliance.

3.1.00 Support

3.1.01 Does Installation include user start up training?

x

Yes, SchoolPay offers unlimited user training. Typically 

when we launch at a district, we conduct multiple start up 

training sessions either in-person or via webinar. We can 

tailor our training plan to meet the exact needs of Seattle 

Public Schools.

3.1.02 Does Installation include customization of software?

x

Yes, during implementation the SchoolPay implementation 

team will configure all district and school SchoolPay 

accounts based on needs uncovered during 

implementation planning meetings with the district. 

SchoolPay provides the district with a high degree of 

customization depending on the district's needs. This 

includes a custom skin which allows the district to design 

the general layout and color scheme of the software.

3.1.03
Do you have customer support hours? If yes, what are they? (7x5 PST/PDT M-F is a minimum). 

Which methods are available?  (e.g. Chat, toll free phone number, static content, etc.)

x

Yes, live customer support via telephone is available 

between the hours of 5am-5pm PST/PDT Monday-Friday. 

Email support is available both during regular business 

hours and after hours for urgent inquiries.

3.1.04 What is the typical response time for support? 

x

All customer support calls are answered immediately 

during normal business hours. We provide a standard 24 

hour response time for email inquiries, however they are 

usually answered well within one hour during normal 

business hours.

3.1.05 What is the average tenure of your support staff?
x

SchoolPay Customer Support staff has an average tenure of 

two years.
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3.1.06 Do you have an annual user group conference or online community groups? 

x

SchoolPay does not hold an annual user conference. We 

are in the process of creating online community groups for 

school/district users. We currently have an online 

community group for SchoolPay non-profit users where 

they can post questions and comments about their 

SchoolPay account.

3.2.00 Infrastructure (Hosted and On-Premise

Infrastructure – Hosted

3.2.01
Does your system have acceptable Server Capacity and response time (throughput measured by 

remote user)

x

We use New Relic's end-user statistics gathering program 

to ensure that we our end users are getting a satisfying 

user experience as wel as identifying and optimizing bottle 

necks. All aspects of our application are designed to work 

at any scale.

3.2.02 Does your system have 24x7 Availability (Datacenter staffed/monitored for issues) x Yes the system is available 24 x 7

3.2.03
Does your system have effective availability to the end users (redundancy helps); What are your 

uptime numbers?

x

In the last 5 years, SchoolPay has experienced no more 

than 15 minutes of down time in any given year, with the 

exception of last year (2016). In 2016 we completely 

moved off our legacy system, including our legacy API 

during the same time our processing platform moved 

platforms as well. Clients were notified for two years and 

the operation took place during the week between 

Christmas and New Year's eve. That week along with July 

4th week are the two times each year that SchoolPay 

schedules any software release requiring any down time 

(typically less than 5 minutes). Last year's migration of 

multiple platforms was the first of it's kind in 10 years of 

operation all stakeholders had plenty of notification.

3.2.04 Does your system have acceptable Data Center reliability? (power, HVAC, etc. backup)

x

Again, DataPipe is specifically built to support PCI DSS 

hosting solutions. This is their sole business. Data Centers 

are built the the highest requirements.
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3.2.05 Does your system have acceptable Response time for incidents/failures? (1 hour is common)

x

There are a variety of incidents that can occur. Total 

application failures has only happened once in our 10-year 

history and it was tied to a large, multi-regional upstream 

event. The event was so large scale most of the internet 

was impacted. Our application is monitored within our 

hosted facility for ongoing healthy checks to insure 

continual uptime. Any healthycheck failure is typically 

responded to in minutes. Every healthy check alert we've 

ever triggered has been tied to school holiday closures and 

false positives being generated by low transaction volume. 

All operations are monitored daily and it's not uncommon 

for a data sync to fail for one reason or another. Those 

processes are on immediate notification. In addition a data 

admin also follows up with notification via a prescribed 

Escalation Plan we put in place for all clients, specifically 

written to the kind of system integration and data sharing 

we'll put in place for your account.

3.2.06 Does your system have acceptable physical security at hosted site?
x

DataPipe is a PCI DSS specialized facility with 24 hour video 

monitoring of their premises.

3.2.07
Does your system have a method for client/end user deployment? (Web based client, MSI, Mac 

package installer) If yes, please describe? 
x

Our solution is entirely web-based, and requires no end-

user client other than a relatively modern web browser to 

access.

3.2.08
Does your system have client installation requirements?  (Java, .net, flash, Silverlight, etc) If yes, 

please describe. 

x

Our solution only utilizes features standard across the last 

2 versions of the most commonly used browsers, Chrome, 

Firefox, IE, and Safari. This minimizes the need for 

additional dependencies.

3.2.09 Required bandwidth per simultaneous user

x

Our service is designed to be very fast, by employing 

persistent TLS connections, session caching, image 

optimization and tiling, and other optimization tricks of the 

trade. Because of this, SchoolPay consistently delivers 

satisfying end-user scores (gathered by New Relic) even on 

users with 300kbps connections for users using relatively 

modern browsers.

3.2.10 Can you provide a high level architechure diagram? Please include in submission.  x Included in submission

Infrastructure – On-Premise

3.2.11
If run in-house, is your system compatible with Windows 2008 or 2012 R2, SQL Server 2008/2012, 

and .NET environment?

x

Our system is written in PHP/MySQL and we have had 

success installing it on test IIS servers, however, it is not a 

.NET application. However, we do not have plans to offer 

an on-premsis version of our software.

3.2.12
Were the RAM, Hard Drive and Memory requirements of a self-hosted server included in your 

implementation quote?  x We do not provide an on-premisis version of our software.
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3.2.13

Can your system be run on a VMWare host? x

Yes, you can run our software on a VMWare host. 

However, we do not have plans to offer an on-premsis 

version of our software.
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Team Organization, Availability, and Capacity 

a. Briefly discuss how you propose to organize your team to support this project.  Identify each of the 

key players and define their roles and responsibilities.  Describe each of the key team members’ 

relevant professional experience, certification, and education in resume form.  Highlight 

implementation and integration experience with other systems such as PowerSchool, Destiny, Pay-

PAMS, and SAP or similar.  

The staffing plan for Seattle Public Schools is to assign a dedicated account manager to support the 

district’s ongoing needs.  Kerri Fahy will be your lead.  Kerri has two years of experience working with 

school districts of all sizes, making her acutely aware of the issues that may require attention.  When 

dedicated technical support or additional customer service is required, Kerri will delegate those tasks 

to the customer service and technical support team. 

 

Kaitlyn Hetzel, MPN’s implementation manager and customer service manager, will implement and 

launch SchoolPay for SPS.  As an implementation manager, Kaitlyn oversees the implementation and 

integration experience with third party software systems used by the district.  As customer service 

manager, Kaitlyn oversees the customer service team to ensure that every inquiry is handled 

accordingly so that My Payment Network offers the best possible support for SchoolPay customers.  

Due to the size of SPS and the scope of this implementation spanning multiple departments, Kaitlyn 

will provide a direct role in this implementation.  Kaitlyn has worked with several entities of all sizes 

launching SchoolPay, most notably, Orange County Public Schools and Houston Independent School 

District. 

 

The technical work required to integrate SchoolPay with PowerSchool, Destiny, Pay-PAMS, and SAP 

will be done by the SchoolPay development and operations team.  The development and operations 

team is run by Ann Dunaway.  As the SchoolPay Product Manager, Ann will work with Kaitlyn in the 

implementation department to ensure that all third party data connections have been configured 

and tested for Seattle Public Schools’ use.   

 

While Kerri and Kaitlyn will be the district’s primary points of contact, Seattle Public Schools will have 

access to SchoolPay’s fully staffed customer and technical support department.  My Payment 

Network views the SchoolPay service as more than a software application.  SchoolPay offers 

payments as a service for school districts.  Both school/district staff and parents/community 
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members making payments to the district have access to live customer support from 5am-5pm 

Pacific Time (after hours customer support is available via email for urgent inquiries).  My Payment 

Network has vast experience in supporting K-12 payments.  We have designed our live customer 

service hours surrounding peak usage times of current customers.  These peak usage times are in the 

morning before lunch periods and in the late afternoon.  We have learned that it is critically 

important that parents have a live customer service department to contact during the morning rush. 

 

Key Team Members 

 

Kerri Fahy 
University of Wisconsin- Madison, BA, May 2012 
My Payment Network- Account Manager 
March 2015-Present 
-Provides excellent customer service to districts and parents using the SchoolPay software 
-Assist with the implementation and training process for all new district customers 
-Provides consultative advice to school districts interested in streamlining their payment processes 
 
Kaitlyn Hetzel 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, BS, May 2012 
My Payment Network- Implementation and Customer Service Manager  
March 2013-Present 
-Oversees the implementation of new SchoolPay accounts for district customers 
-Provides ongoing training and support for SchoolPay administrators 
-Oversees the customer service and technical support departments to ensure inquiries are handled 
appropriately 
 
Ann Dunaway 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, BA, May 1988 
My Payment Network- Chief Marketing Officer and SchoolPay Product Manager 
February 2005-Present 
-Leads all executive decisions regarding operations, product development, and corporate policies 
-Develops and executes corporate PR and marketing initiatives for My Payment Network 
-Oversees the operations and product development teams to ensure that the software is operating as 
expected 
 
Ryan Knuesel 
University of Wisconsin-Platteville, BS, May 2011 
My Payment Network- Director of Technology 
June 2011-Present 
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-Performs software maintenance and releases in PCI-compliant environment 
-Maintains production web and database servers that handle thousands of transactions per day 
-Develops and builds new SchoolPay features and integrations with third party software 
 
David Dunaway 
University of Oklahoma, BA, May 1988 
My Payment Network- President and Chief Executive Officer 
February 2005- Present 
-Founded My Payment Network 
-Leads the product development, corporate development, fundraising, and sales for the company 
-Oversees the day to day operations of My Payment Network 
 

 

Overall, Seattle Public Schools will find that MPN is an excellent partner in designing, implementing, and 

maintaining third party integrations.  MPN designed SchoolPay to easily integrate with third party 

applications.  Districts expect that their applications work together to provide efficiencies for the district.  

We have been implementing and maintaining third party integrations for our customers for over ten 

years.  Notable integrations include: 

 PowerSchool- As an official PowerSchool payment partner, SchoolPay connects to PowerSchool 

SIS to allow parents to pay for fees tracked in the PowerSchool fees module.  Parents can also log 

into SchoolPay directly from their PowerParent account via single-sign on.  There are roughly ten 

districts currently using the SchoolPay/PowerSchool integration.  In addition, SchoolPay recently 

built a custom integration with a third-party PowerSchool fee plug-in for Shrewsbury Public 

Schools (MA).  This integration allows the district to mark SchoolPay created fees as paid in 

PowerSchool. 

 Destiny- In the summer of 2016, SchoolPay designed a custom integration with Follett Destiny as 

a requirement of the Portland Public Schools’ RFP.  The integration was built so that SchoolPay 

could send/receive fee data from Destiny to allow parents to pay for fines in their SchoolPay 

account.  Through this integration, fees are marked as paid in Destiny, automatically, on a daily 

basis.  This custom integration is currently being implemented at Nixa Public Schools as well, and 

would be available for use by Seattle Public Schools. 

 Pay-PAMS- SchoolPay currently integrates with Pay-PAMS(PCS) for Nixa Public Schools.  

SchoolPay receives balance and purchase history from PCS and in turn, SchoolPay posts payments 

to PCS to credit students’ accounts.  Parents can track and manage purchase history, configure 

auto-pays, and make deposits all from their SchoolPay account based on the information in PCS. 

 Special note regarding food service POS integrations- 
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At MPN, we believe that a district should be able to choose the vendors they work 

with and have those systems work together to best suit the needs of the district. 

That said, MPN designed SchoolPay to work with any food service point of sales 

system so that parents have one single location to make all payments to a district.  

MPN is willing to connect to any food service system.  Current food service POS 

partners include: eTrition, Meal Magic, Primero Edge, PowerLunch, Skyward Food 

Service, and PCS (Pay-Pams).  In cases where Food Service POS vendors offer real-

time API integrations, SchoolPay is connected to provide a real-time integration. 

 SAP- SchoolPay regularly connects to financial systems, similar to SAP, to post transactional data 

that updates the general ledger accounts and automates reconciliation.  SchoolPay does this by 

exporting transaction data to a secure FTP site in a file format and field structure that is consistent 

with the financial software’s needs.  SchoolPay can also be configured to receive a list of general 

ledger accounts from SAP via sFTP sync.  This allows current district customers to update general 

ledger accounts in their financial software and have those changes automatically reflect in 

SchoolPay. 

 

b. Briefly discuss the availability of all key personnel for the scheduled time frame of the proposed 

project, and identify their proposed location during provision of the requested services.  

Additionally, discuss the capacity of the proposed team, as a whole, to accomplish this work. 

 

The key staff used to perform the proposed project are detailed above and will be available for 

the scheduled time frame of the project.  In addition to the key staff identified, MPN’s team of 

fourteen employees, spanning customer service and product development will be utilized in 

some capacity to perform the scope of this RFP.  MPN is consistently evaluating the staff required 

to service and support MPN’s customer base, and adjusts staffing according to demand.  All key 

personnel involved for the proposed project will be working at My Payment Network’s Madison 

Headquarters.  MPN has proven its ability to launch, maintain, and support SchoolPay for over 

ten years and has the resources to accomplish the necessary work for Seattle Public Schools. 
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PRICING FORM 

 
Please identify the pricing for the Point of Sale (POS) software, hardware, installation and 
training, maintenance agreement and additional enhancements and upgrades. Please use the 
Project Timeline identified in Section 4.0 of the RFP Document to reflect the implementation, 
phase 1 and rollout approach.   

 

POS Software 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

 

POS Hardware 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

Set-up Fee 1 $7,500 - $7,500 - -

1 $7,500

Annual Fee 1 $1,850 - - $1,850 $1,850

Transaction Fees*

1 $1,850+ Transaction Fees

iPad Card Reader

USB Card Reader

1

1

**

**

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

- -

- -$40.00 $40.00
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POS Maintenance (Fixes, Patches, Updates, System Support) 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

 

 

 

 

POS Implementation and Training 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Included in set-up/annual fee

Included in set-up/annual fee

- - --

- -

--

- - - -

Included in set-up/annual fee - - - - - -

Included in set-up/annual fee - - - - - -
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Grand Total 

All One Time Charges    2017 2018 2019 

   Total       

All Reoccurring Charges    2017 2018 2019 

   Total       
 

 

 

POS Additional Enhancements and Upgrades 
Professional Services 
Beyond the Contract Unit Price 

Extended 
Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

$7,500 $7,500 0 0

$1,850 + Transaction Fees 0 $1,850 $1,850

Custom Development Fee*** $150.00 per hour

Varies

*Transaction Fees (does not include food service)

Option 1 Split Settlement: There will be no cost to the district in terms of per-transaction fees. This is accomplished by automatically
assessing a convenience fee to the payer. The district would receive the principal of the payment, and MPN would receive the convenience
fee.
Option 2 Regular Transaction Fees: The district can choose, on a school fee item-by-item basis, to absorb the transaction fee in full or
assess a convenience fee that partially or completely covers the cost of the transaction fee. The district will be assessed the following 
transaction fees on a per transaction basis:
2.99%+$0.30 per transaction for qualified credit/debit card transactions (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)
3.54%+$0.30 per transaction for non-qualified credit/debit card transactions (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)
$0.25 per transaction for American Express transaction- American Express requires merchants contract directly with them and will assess a
separate transaction fee directly to Seattle Public Schools.
0.75%+$0.50 per transaction for electronic check/ACH transactions
$0.15 per transaction for cash and paper check transactions logged through the Virtual Terminal
Food Service Transaction Fee- $1.95 per transaction. Assessed directly to individuals processing food service payments.

**Card readers are not required to take in-person credit card payments through the Virtual Terminal. If the district chooses to purchase card
readers at $40.00 for the USB reader and $50.00 for the iPad reader, the district then owns the card readers.

***Custom***Custom Development Fee:
MPN will assess a custom development fee for custom development work required to build requested features or connect to third party
applications SchoolPay does not already have an established connection with. MPN will provide Seattle Public Schools with a specific custom
development quote and statement of work should custom development be required.

custom



                      

 

My Payment Network, Inc. 
100 S. Baldwin Street, Suite 201 ● Madison, WI● 53703 ●888-88-MYPAY ● www.schoolpay.com 

Pricing 
b. Briefly discuss proposed pricing structure for proposed products and services.  If applicable, describe the professional 
services (if any, such as support or initial use training or consulting services) that are included with standard licensing 
costs for products/solutions offered.  For any additional proposed fee-for-professional services, please specify the 
itemized cost associated (e.g. individual hourly rates, travel costs, reimbursable and direct expenses, etc.) 
 

Set Up Fee: $7,500 - Paid the first year and the first year only.  Covers the creation of unlimited merchant 
accounts, school and district software accounts, administrator user accounts, webinar training of administrators 
(unlimited), launching of parent accounts, account management, and customer service and technical support 
for the first year.  Includes connections to pre-existing district software (PowerSchool, Pay-Pams, Destiny, and 
SAP) 

Annual Fee: $1,850 - Waived the first year, paid every year after the first year beginning on the 13th month of 
service.  Covers all upgrades to the SchoolPay software, ongoing training of administrators (unlimited), account 
management, and customer service and technical support.   
 

Transaction Fees (Does not apply to Food Service) 
Option 1 – Split Settlement: There will be no cost to the district in terms of per-transaction fees.  This is 
accomplished by automatically assessing a convenience fee to the payer.  SPS would receive the principal of the 
payment, and My Payment Network would receive the convenience fee.   
Option 2 – Regular Transaction Fees: SPS can choose, on a school fee item-by-item basis, to absorb the 
transaction fee in full or asses a convenience fee that partially or completely covers the transaction fee.   
o 2.99% + $0.30 per transaction for qualified credit/debit card transactions (VISA, MasterCard, Discover) 
o 3.54% + $0.30 per transaction for non-qualified credit/debit card transactions (VISA, MasterCard, 

Discover)** 
o $0.25 per transaction for American Express transactions (optional) – American Express requires merchants 

contract directly with them and will assess a separate transaction fee directly to Seattle Public Schools.   
o 0.75% + $0.50 per transaction for electronic check/ACH transactions 
o $0.15 per transaction for cash and paper check transactions 
**Non-qualified transactions will be about 5-10 percent of your overall transaction volume.  Non-qualified transactions are those 

transactions that come from certain corporate credit cards and certain premium reward cards.   
 

Food Service Transaction Fees: $1.95 per transaction - Assessed directly to individuals processing food 
service payments to Seattle Public Schools. 
 

Custom Development Fee: $150 per hour of custom development - My Payment Network will assess a 
custom development fee for custom development work required to build requested features or connect to third 
party applications SchoolPay does not already have an established connection with.  My Payment Network will 
provide Seattle Public Schools with a specific custom development quote and statement of work should custom 
development be required. 
 

Total Initial Cost: $7,500 
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AGREEMENT 
POINT OF SALE 

 
This agreement, Contract No. RFP 02756, is effective upon mutual execution between Seattle School District No. 1, 
a Washington municipal corporation (District), and My Payment Network (Contractor). The District and Contractor 
agree as follows: 
 
1. SCOPE OF WORK AND SCHEDULE 
 

Contractor shall provide services as described in Exhibit A, Scope of Services. Contractor is authorized to 
proceed upon receipt of this signed Agreement. This contract shall be in effect from the effective date 
through August 31, 2020 with annual renewals for 7 additional years. Either party may terminate this 
Agreement at any time upon thirty (30) days written notice. 

 
2. CONTRACT PRICE 
 

District agrees to pay Contractor an amount, on a time and materials basis, estimated to be SIX HUNDRED 
TWENTY NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($629,000). This amount constitutes the “Maximum 
Authorized Compensation” as shown in Exhibit E, Fees, for services to perform the work identified in the 
Request for Proposal No. RFP02756.  
 
This amount shall constitute complete compensation for all costs and fees incurred, including any expenses 
for meals, travel, lodging, and Washington State sales tax, if applicable. Any increase above this amount 
will require agreement by the parties.  
 
Compensation will be paid monthly to the extent that Contractor presents documented evidence of fees 
earned and expenses incurred during the period for which payment is requested, and in no case shall the total 
compensation exceed the Maximum Authorized Compensation.  Contractor shall submit its invoices in the 
form and according to the schedule prescribed in the General Conditions, to the address listed in paragraph 3.   

 
3. COMMUNICATION 
  

The District’s representative for this contract is Amy Flemming [Contact], Director of Accounting 
Services[Title]. All correspondence, requests, notices and other communications to the District, in relation 
to this Agreement, shall be in writing and shall be delivered to: 

          
To the 
District: 

Amy Flemming[District Contact]  
Director, Accounting Services 
[Contact Title] 
Mail Stop [#] 
Seattle School District No. 1 
P.O. Box 34165 
Seattle, WA 98124-1165 

To 
Contractor: 

 

 
 
 
Either party may from time to time change such addresses by giving the other party notice of such change 
in accordance with the provisions in Paragraph 3 above. 

4. CONTRACTOR'S REPORTS 

 Contractor shall provide reports as requested by District and as specified in Exhibit A, Scope of Services. 

5. PERSONNEL 
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 Contractor shall assign the personnel listed in Exhibit B.3, Team Organization, for the performance of the 
Work and shall not (for so long as they remain in Contractor’s employ) reassign or remove any of them 
without the prior written consent of District. 

 
 
 
 
6. THIS AGREEMENT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS: 
 
  Exhibit   Topic 
 
  A   Fees from Vendor   
   

B Use of Logo/Education Terms and Conditions 
 
 

C Payment Card Industry Terms and Conditions  
 

  D   Service Level Agreement 
 

E Scope of Work 
 
F Proposal response sections for RFP02756 dated March 8, 2017:  

B.1: Approach 
B.2: Capabilities 
B.3: Team Organization 
B.4: Availability and Capacity 
B.5: Experience 

 
 

 
MY PAYMENT NETWORKVENDOR  SEATTLE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
   

Signature  Signature 
   

(Contractor Representative)  Dr. Larry Nyland 
  

Superintendent 
Title  Title 
   

Date Signed  Date Signed 
   

Company Name   
   

Employer I.D. No. or Social Security No.   
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SERVICES CONTRACT 

GENERAL CONDITIONS (SHORT FORM) 
 

ARTICLE 1 - CONTRACTOR'S SERVICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
1.1 Services.  Contractor shall furnish all personnel, equipment and materials for the performance of all services 
under this Agreement.  Such services, together with all drawings, specifications, materials, information, property, and 
other items provided or to be provided to District under this Agreement, are sometimes collectively referred to herein 
as the "Services."  
 
 1.2 Manner of Performance.  Contractor's Services shall be performed with the degree of care and diligence 
ordinarily exercised under similar circumstances in the applicable disciplines and as expeditiously as is consistent 
with such standards of professional skill and care and the orderly progress of the Services.  At the time of performance, 
Contractor shall be properly licensed, equipped, organized and financed to perform the Services.  
 
1.3 District’s Representatives.  District may designate one or more individuals or firms as its representative for 
administration of this contract.  If a representative is assigned by District, it shall not have authority to assign additional 
Services or to reduce the Services to be performed by the Contractor under this contract. 
 
1.4 Correction of Noncompliances.  Contractor shall, at no cost to District, promptly and satisfactorily correct 
any Services found to be defective or not in compliance with the requirements of this Agreement or the requirements 
of any governmental authority, law, regulations or ordinances.   
 
1.5 Contractor’s Personnel.  All personnel employed by Contractor engaged in the Services and Services shall 
be fully qualified and shall be authorized under applicable federal, state, and local law to perform such Services and 
Services.  Contractor shall, if so requested by District, remove from the performance of the Services any person District 
reasonably deems incompetent.  Failure of District to so object shall not relieve Contractor of responsibility for such 
person.  If any personnel are reassigned or replaced by Contractor upon District's request, Contractor shall replace 
them with personnel approved by District. 
 
1.6 Contractor Employee Background.  Pursuant to RCW 28A.400.330, Contractor shall prohibit from providing 
Services at a public school where there may be contact with children, any employee of Contractor who has pled guilty 
to or been convicted of any felony crime involving the physical neglect of a child under Chapter 9A.42 RCW, the 
physical injury or death of a child under Chapter 9A.32 or 9A.36 RCW (except motor vehicle violations under Chapter 
46.61 RCW), sexual exploitation of a child under Chapter 9.68A RCW, sexual offenses under Chapter 9A.44 RCW 
where a minor is the victim, promoting prostitution of a minor under Chapter 9A.88 RCW, the sale or purchase of a 
minor child under RCW 9A.64.030, or violation of similar laws of another jurisdiction.  Failure to comply with this 
section shall be grounds for District to immediately terminate the contract. 
 
1.7 Compliance With Laws 
1.7.1 General.  Contractor shall comply, and be certain that its Services comply, with all applicable laws, 
ordinances, regulations, resolutions, licenses of record, permits of record, and other requirements applicable to the 
Services, in effect at the time of performance of the Services and as interpreted by cognizant authorities.  Contractor 
shall furnish such documents as may be required to effect or evidence such compliance.  All laws, ordinances, 
regulations, and resolutions required to be incorporated in agreements of this character are incorporated in this 
Agreement by this reference. 
1.7.2 Nondiscrimination.    
A. Applicable state laws concerning prevailing wages, hours, workers’ compensation and other conditions of 
employment are called to the attention of bidders for their compliance.  Bidder shall include in the bid any filing fees 
required to comply with applicable labor laws. 
B. During the term of this Agreement, Contractor shall comply with applicable local, state and federal laws 
prohibiting discrimination with regard to race, creed, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, age 
or the presence of any sensory, mental or physical handicap. 
C. Any contractor who is in violation of these requirements, or an applicable nondiscrimination program shall 
be barred forthwith from receiving awards of any purchase order from Seattle School District No. 1 or shall be subject 
to other legal action or contract cancellation unless satisfactory showing is made that discriminatory practices have 
terminated, and that reoccurrence of such acts is unlikely.  This includes compliance with Section 503 and 504 of the 
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Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and Sections 2012 and 2014 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 
1974. 
1.7.3 Warranty of Accessibility.  If services include the provision of technology related products, Contractor 
warrants the following:  
A. The system and services provided to the District will comply with all local, state, and federal laws, regulations 
and relevant regulatory guidelines. Contractor further agrees that the system and services provided to the District will 
comply with all laws prohibiting discrimination with regard to race, creed, color, national origin, sex, sexual 
orientation, marital status, age, or the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability. Contractor will furnish 
such documents and information as may be reasonably requested by the District to evidence Contractor’s compliance 
with the terms of this agreement. 
B. Contractor will use reasonable efforts to ensure that, to the extent directly affecting the intended daily use by 
end users of the system and services provided to the District under this agreement, such system and services will, at a 
minimum, conform with all applicable laws, including Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794d), 
as amended, all other regulations promulgated under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the 
accessibility standards of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (“WCAG”) 2.0 AA; provided, however, that 
Contractor will have no obligations with respect to such compliance to the extent relating to any portion of the system 
and services provided or developed by third parties or any user-generated content. If Contractor cannot ensure WCAG 
compliance for a portion of its services, Contractor will detail how it will support the District in providing equally 
effective alternate access for nonconforming web content and software and unusable equipment, devised, and 
hardware. 
C. Contractor will conduct an accessibility test using an independent third party automated software system or 
a method otherwise mutually agreeable to the parties, to determine the compliance of the products and services 
provided to the District under this agreement with all accessibility laws and protocols, including the WCAG, as 
amended. 
1.7.4 Student User Privacy.  Contractor agrees to comply with the Student User Privacy in Education Rights Act 
(“Super Act”  - a Washington State law on student privacy) if the provisions of SUPER Act apply to the school services 
provided by the Contractor to the District. School service means a website, mobile application, or online service that:  
(a) Is designed and marketed primarily for use in a K-12 school; (b) is used at the direction of teachers or other 
employees of  a K-12 school; and (c) collects, maintains, or uses student personal information.  A “school service” 
does not include a web site, mobile application, or online service that is designed and marketed for use by individuals 
or entities generally, even if also marked to a United States K-12 school. 
1.7.5 Confidential Student Information.  Contractor understands and agrees that any educational records received 
from the District are considered confidential student information protected by federal law, the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”), 20 U.S.C. Section 1232g.  Contractor further agrees that student educational 
records received from the District will not be disclosed to any other person, agency, or entity without the prior written 
consent of the District unless required to make such a disclosure in connection with the performance of its obligations 
under this Agreement (provided that the party to whom such information is disclosed is subject to confidentiality 
restrictions) or under an applicable law or court order.  Contractor shall not be permitted to sell such information and 
must seek permission from District before including such information that is identifiable to the school or district. 
Contractor agrees that any student information obtained through this Agreement is confidential and cannot be 
disclosed to a third-party unless disclosure is expressly permitted in this section or required by law.  Upon termination 
or expiration of this Agreement for any reason, contractor shall either return or permanently delete and destroy all 
confidential student information. Contractor will confirm its destruction or return confidential student information in 
writing at the request of the District.  For the avoidance of doubt, this section does not create any obligations for 
Contractor with respect to information that is not in Contractor’s control. The unauthorized or unlawful disclosure of 
student records by Contractor is just cause for the District to immediately terminate this Agreement. 
 
 

ARTICLE 2 - PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTOR 
The compensation shall be made no more frequently than monthly and if paid on a lump sum basis shall be in 
proportion to the Services performed.  Each of Contractor's invoices shall set forth in a detailed and clear manner a 
complete description of the Services covered thereby, on a form substantially similar to that customarily used by 
District and shall be supported by such receipts, documents, and other information as District may reasonably request.  
The invoice shall include separate listings of Services for particular schools or programs, if requested by the District.  
District shall pay each of Contractor's invoices within thirty (30) days after District's receipt, provided that all required 
documentation is included and accurate. 
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ARTICLE 3 - REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

As shown in contract. 
 
 

ARTICLE 4 - CONTRACTOR'S ACCOUNTING RECORDS 
The Contractor's records of performance of Services shall at all times be subject to review by and the approval of 
District, but the making of (or failure or delay in making) such review or approval shall not relieve Contractor of 
responsibility for performance of the Services in accordance with this Agreement.  Records of Reimbursable Expenses 
shall be kept in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
 
Contractor shall promptly furnish District with such information related to the Services as may be requested by 
District. Until the expiration of three (3) years after final payment of the compensation payable under this Agreement, 
Contractor shall provide District access to (and District shall have the right to examine, audit and copy) all of 
Contractor's books, documents, papers and records which are related to the Services or this Agreement. 
 
 

ARTICLE 5 - DISTRICT OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DOCUMENTS 
5.1 District Ownership.  All drawings, specifications, materials, information, property and other items obtained 
or developed in connection with the Services or the cost of which is included in the Reimbursable Expenses (including, 
but not limited to, documents, designs, drawings, plans, specifications, calculations, maps, sketches, notes, reports, 
data, estimates, reproductions, renderings, models, mock-ups, completed Services and Services in progress), together 
with all rights associated with Districtship of such items (such as copyright, patent, trade secret and other proprietary 
rights), shall become the property of District when so obtained or developed or when such expense is incurred, as the 
case may be, whether or not delivered to District.  Contractor shall deliver such items, together with all materials, 
information, property and other items furnished by District or the cost of which is included in the Reimbursable 
Expenses, to District upon request and in any event upon the completion, termination or cancellation of this 
Agreement.  However, Contractor may at its own expense retain copies of any such items for its own records or for 
use in the furtherance of its professional knowledge.  
 
5.2 License.  District shall have a permanent, assignable, nonexclusive, royalty-free license and right to use all 
concepts, methods, processes, products, writings and other items (whether or not copyrightable or patentable) 
developed or first reduced to practice in the performance of the Services or otherwise whether by Contractor, any of 
its subcontractors, or any employee(s) of Contractor in connection with this Agreement. District shall hold Contractor 
or its subcontractors harmless for District's reuse of documents on a project other than this Project. 
 
5.3 Nondisclosure.   Contractor shall not, without the prior written consent of District, disclose to third parties 
any information obtained in connection with the Services unless:  (a) the information is known to Contractor prior to 
obtaining the same directly or indirectly from District or in connection with the Services; (b) the information is in the 
public domain at the time of disclosure by Contractor; or (c) the information is obtained by Contractor from a third 
party who did not obtain the same directly or indirectly from District or in connection with the Services.  If so requested 
by District, Contractor shall obtain from its employees, subcontractors and their respective employees nondisclosure 
agreements in the form and content satisfactory to District.   Submission or distribution to meet official regulatory 
requirements or for other purposes in connection with the activity for which the Services were rendered is not to be 
construed as publication in derogation of District's or Contractor's rights. 
 
 
ARTICLE 6 - RELEASE, INDEMNIFICATION AND HOLD HARMLESS 
6.1 Release and Indemnification.  Contractor releases and shall indemnify and hold harmless District, its 
successors and assigns, and the directors, officers, employees and agents of District and their successors and assigns 
(collectively, the "Indemnitees") from all claims, losses, harm, costs, liabilities, damages and expenses (including, but 
not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees) relating to the services arising (whether before or after completion of the 
Services) out of any act, error or omission of any of the following:  Contractor; Contractor's subcontractors or 
subcontractors; the directors, officers, employees or agents of Contractor or any of its subcontractors or subcontractors; 
or anyone acting on Contractor's behalf in connection with the Services or this Agreement.  However, Contractor shall 
not be required to so indemnify any of the Indemnitees against liability or damages to the extent caused by or resulting 
from the negligence of such Indemnitees. The indemnification obligation under this paragraph shall not be affected 
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by any limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation or benefits payable by or for Contractor or any 
subcontractor under any worker’s compensation act, including Title 51, RCW, any disability benefit acts, or any other 
employee benefit acts.  Contractor and any subcontractor hereby waive, for themselves and their successors, any right 
to claim such limitation as a defense, set off, or other reduction of rights to indemnification under this paragraph.  
Contractor further agrees that this waiver has been mutually negotiated by the parties. 
 
6.2 Workers’ Compensation.  Contractor expressly waives any immunity or limitations (e.g., on the type or 
amount of damages, compensation, benefits or liability payable by Contractor) that might otherwise be afforded 
under any industrial insurance, workers' compensation, disability benefit or similar law, rule, regulation or order of 
any governmental authority having jurisdiction (including, but not limited to, the Washington Industrial Act, 
Title 51 of the Revised Code of Washington).  By executing this Agreement, Contractor acknowledges that the 
foregoing waiver has been mutually negotiated by the parties. 
 
6.3 Patent; Copyright.  Contractor releases and shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Indemnitees from 
all claims, losses, harm, costs, liabilities, damages, expenses (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees) 
and royalties arising (whether before or after completion of the Services) out of or in connection with any claim, 
action, suit or proceeding based upon infringement of any patent, copyright, trade secret or other proprietary right or 
upon the wrongful use of any confidential or proprietary concept, method, process, product, writing, information or 
other item and arising out of or in connection with performance of the Services or the use or intended use of any of 
the Services.  Further, if any of the Services or any use or intended use of the Services constitutes an infringement of 
any patent, copyright, trade secret or other proprietary right or the wrongful use of any confidential or proprietary 
concept, method, process, product, writing, information or other item, Contractor shall at its expense either procure 
for the Indemnitees the right to use the infringing item, replace the infringing item with a substantially equal but 
noninfringing item or modify the infringing item so that it becomes noninfringing; provided, however, that this 
paragraph 6.3 does not apply to any claim, action, suit or proceeding based upon infringement which is related to any 
materials or equipment designated solely by District for use by the District. 

 
 

ARTICLE 7 – INSURANCE AND BONDS 
7.1 General Provisions.   
A. Contractor shall, at its sole cost and expense, with respect to Contractor, its subcontractors of any tier, and 
their employees, officers, representatives and agents, ensure that Contractor and its subcontractors maintain in effect 
at all times during the performance of the Work coverage or insurance in accordance with the applicable laws 
relating to workers’ compensation and employer’s liability insurance (including, but not limited to, the Washington 
Industrial Insurance Act), regardless of whether such coverage or insurance is mandatory or merely elective under 
the law.  Prior to commencing the Work, Contractor shall furnish to Owner assurance and evidence acceptable to 
Owner of coverage or insurance with respect to all persons performing the Work in accordance with the applicable 
laws relating to workers’ compensation and employer’s liability insurance (including, but not limited to, 
Certificate(s) of Compliance as issued by the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries). 

 B. Without limiting the generality of paragraph (a) above, Contractor shall purchase and maintain insurance as 
set forth below for all its employees, officers, representatives and agents engaged in Work on this Project under this 
Contract.  In case any such Work is subcontracted, Contractor shall require the subcontractor to provide the same 
insurance coverage for all of the latter’s employees, officers, representatives and agents engaged in such Work.  In 
case any class of employees engaged in hazardous work under this Contract and the site of the Project is not 
protected under the above Washington State Industrial Insurance Act, or “stop-gap” insurance, Contractor shall 
provide and shall cause each subcontractor to provide compensation insurance and employer’s liability insurance 
with a private insurance company. 
C. Prior to the commencement of performance of the Work, Contractor shall, at its sole cost and expense, 
secure such liability insurance as will protect Contractor, its employees, officers, representatives and agents, Owner 
and Owner’s Representative,  from and against any and all claims and liabilities arising out of bodily or personal 
injury (including death) or property damage that may result from Contractor’s operations or performance of 
Contractor’s obligations under this Contract, whether such performance is by Contractor or any of its Support.  All 
such insurance shall be placed with such insurers and under such forms of policies as may be acceptable to Owner. 

 
7.2 Contractor’s Liability Insurance.  Contractor shall, at its own expense, secure and maintain Commercial 
General Liability Insurance including Products and Completed Operations; Broad Form Property Damage; Stop 
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Gap; Contractual Liability (and Collapse, Explosion and Underground).  Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, such insurance shall protect Owner, Owner’s Representatives, Construction Manager, Architect/Engineer 
and Contractor from the following claims which may arise out of, result from or relate to Contractor’s operation or 
performance under the Contract:  
A. claims under workers' or workmen’s compensation, disability benefit and other similar employee benefit 
act; 
B. claims for damages because of bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease, or death of its employees;  
C. claims for damages because of bodily injury, sickness or disease, or death of any person other than its 
employees; 
D. claims for damages, insured by usual personal and advertising injury liability coverage which are sustained 
(1) by any person as a result of an offense directly or indirectly related to the employment of such person by 
Contractor, or (2) by any other person; 
E. claims for damages, other than to work itself, because of injury to or destruction of tangible property, 
including loss of use resulting therefrom (including, but not limited to, the usual Broad Form Property Damage 
Liability coverage); and  
F. claims for damages because of bodily injury or death of any person or property damage arising out of the 
ownership, maintenance or use of any motor vehicle. 
 
All required liability policies shall be written on an “occurrence” and not “claims-made” form. 
The insurance required by 7.2 shall include contractual liability insurance applicable to Contractor’s indemnification 
obligations under this Agreement. 
 
All required liability policies shall be specifically endorsed as primary insurance, and not contributory to any other 
insurance or self-insurance available to Owner. 

7.3 Limits of Liability.  The liability insurance required herein shall be written for not less than that stated in 
these Contract Documents; or one million dollars ($1,000,000), whichever is greater.  Except for workers’ 
compensation, limits shall be project specific and dedicated to work performed under this Contract, unless otherwise 
agreed to by Owner.  The amounts of insurance shall not be less than: 
 

 workers’ compensation  statutory 
 employer’s liability 

(stop gap) 
$1,000,000 each accident 
$1,000,000 disease-policy limit 
$1,000,000 each employee 

 commercial general liability (per occurrence/aggregate) 
 bodily injury and property damage $1,000,000/$2,000,000 
  personal and advertising injury $1,000,000/$2,000,000 
  products and completed operations $1,000,000/$2,000,000 
 fire legal liability $100,000 
 automobile liability (owned, non-

owned, leased or hired) 
$1,000,000 per occurrence 

 umbrella/excess coverage 
professional liability 

$2,000,000 per occurrence 
$1,000,000 each occurrence 
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7.4 Coverage Period.  Contractor or its Subcontractors shall maintain the foregoing insurance and 
coverages in full force and effect at all times; (a) until all of Contractor’s obligations under this Contract 
have been fully performed, all of the Work has been fully accepted by Owner and all operations of 
Contractor and its employees, officers, representatives, agents and subcontractors (including, but not 
limited to, removal of equipment and other property) on or about the site of the Work have been concluded; 
and (b) in the case of completed operations and products liability insurance, until the expiration of one (1) 
year after all of Contractor’s obligations under this Contract have been fully performed. 

7.5 Certificates of Insurance.  Prior to the execution of the Contract (or within such further time as 
Owner may allow in writing), Contractor shall deliver to Owner Certificates of Insurance in a form 
acceptable to Owner as evidence that policies providing insurance with such provisions, coverages and 
limits are in full force and effect.  Such Certificates shall state specifically the name of this Project and its 
address, and shall evidence the Owner and Owner’s Representatives, if any, as insureds or additional 
insureds.  These certificates shall contain a provision that coverages afforded by the policies will not be 
canceled until at least 45 days prior written notice has been given to Owner and additional insureds.  
Contractor shall also furnish Owner with such additional assurance and evidence of such insurance (such as 
copies of all insurance policies, certified by an authorized representative of the insurer) as Owner may from 
time to time request.  The certificate shall also evidence that the policies are issued as primary insurance 
and noncontributory to any insurance or self-insurance applicable to Owner. 

7.6 Renewal, Termination, Cancellation, Expiration, and Alteration.  In the event of any renewal, 
termination, cancellation, expiration or alteration in any policy of insurance required under this Contract, 
Contractor shall deliver to Owner a Certificate of Insurance with respect to any such renewal, termination, 
cancellation, expiration or alteration, as the case my be prior to inception of any such coverage. 

7.7 Additional Insureds; Right of Subrogation.  Contractor shall ensure that any policies of insurance 
that Contractor or any of its subcontractors are required to carry, provide or have provided as insurance 
against loss of or damage to property or bodily harm that may occur in connection with the Work or this 
Contract shall name Owner and Owner’s Representatives as additional insureds and include a waiver of the 
insurer’s right of subrogation against Owner, the Construction Manager, the Architect/Engineer and 
Owner’s Representative. To the extent permitted by its insurance policies, Contractor hereby waives its 
rights of subrogation against Owner, the Construction Manager, the Architect/Engineer and Owner’s 
Representative. 
 
7.8 No Limitation.  The requirements of this Contract as to insurance and acceptability to Owner of 
insurers and insurance to be maintained by Contractor and its Support are not intended to and shall not in 
any manner limit or qualify the liabilities and obligations assumed by Contractor under this Contract. 
 
7.9 Owner’s Right to Maintain Insurance.  If Contractor or any of its subcontractors fails to maintain the 
insurance coverage as required by this Part 2, Owner may obtain such insurance coverage as is not being 
maintained, in form and amount substantially the same as set forth above, and Owner may charge to or otherwise 
recover from Contractor (e.g., by offset against any amounts due or which may become due Contractor under this 
Contract), the cost of such insurance. 

 
 

ARTICLE 8 – CHANGES 
8.1 Notice.  District may at any time, by written notice thereof to Contractor, make changes in the Services to 
be performed under this Agreement (including, but not limited to, additions to or deletions from any Services, 
suspension of performance, and changes in the schedule and location of performance).  Contractor shall, within ten 
(10) days after receipt of notice of any change which Contractor believes to be outside the scope of Services, give 
District written notice of such belief, otherwise the change shall be deemed to be within the scope of Services. 
 
8.2 Adjustment.   If any change under paragraph 8.1 causes an increase or decrease in the cost of or the time 
required for performance of the Services, an equitable adjustment in the compensation and/or schedule under this 
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Agreement shall be made to reflect such increase or decrease and this Agreement shall be modified in writing 
accordingly.  Such equitable adjustment shall constitute full compensation to Contractor for such change. 
 
 

ARTICLE 9 - TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT 
9.1 Termination of Agreement by District for Cause. 
 
9.1.1 If Contractor shall fail to fulfill in a timely and proper manner its obligations under this Agreement, or if 
Contractor shall violate any of the provisions of this Agreement, or if Contractor becomes insolvent or the subject of 
any proceeding under bankruptcy, insolvency or receivership law or makes an assignment for the benefit of 
creditors, District shall thereupon have the right to terminate this Agreement by giving written notice of such 
termination and specifying the effective date thereof as a certain date at least seven (7) days after the notice, during 
which period Contractor shall have the right to cure the default.  
9.1.2 Whether or not this Agreement is so terminated, Contractor shall be liable to District for any damage or 
loss resulting from such failure or violation by Contractor described in subparagraph 9.1.1, including, but not limited 
to, costs in addition to those agreed to herein for prosecuting Services to completion and delay damages paid or 
incurred by District.  The rights and remedies of District provided by this paragraph are cumulative with and in 
addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or this Agreement. 
9.1.3 District shall be liable to Contractor for Contractor's just and equitable compensation for any satisfactory 
services completed, but in no event shall this compensation exceed the percentage of total services satisfactorily 
completed at the time of termination times the total compensation payable under this Agreement.  District may 
withhold payments to Contractor equal to any claim made in writing by District for the purpose of set-off until such 
time as the exact amount of damages due District from Contractor is determined.  In no event shall District be liable 
for any consequential or incidental damages, including, but not limited to, loss of profit on other projects or of 
reputation incurred by Contractor as a result of such termination.  If District purports to terminate all or a part of this 
Agreement for cause, and it is determined that insufficient cause existed, such termination shall be deemed to have 
been a termination for convenience of District pursuant to paragraph 10.2, and the rights of the parties shall be 
determined accordingly. 
 
9.2 Termination for Convenience by District.   District may, at its option, terminate all or a portion of the 
services not then performed under this Agreement at any time by so notifying Contractor in writing.  In that event, 
all finished or unfinished documents and other materials as described above shall, at the option of District, become 
its property upon compensation therefor in accordance with this Agreement, and District shall indemnify and hold 
harmless Contractor and its agents and employees from any claims arising from District's subsequent use of such 
documents and other materials, except to the extent Contractor is solely or concurrently negligent.  If the Agreement 
is terminated by District as provided herein, Contractor's compensation for the Services shall be (i) that portion of 
the compensation for services performed prior to termination, and (ii) proper compensation for Reimbursable 
Expenses.  District shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages, including, but not limited to, loss 
of profits on other projects or of reputation incurred by Contractor as a result of such termination. 
 

ARTICLE 10 – MISCELLANEOUS 
10.1 Time.  Time is of the essence with regard to performance of this Agreement. 
 
10.2 Subcontracting.  Except for any services to be performed by subcontractors specified in  
Section 01100, Summary of Work, Contractor shall not (by contract, operation of law or otherwise) delegate or 
subcontract performance of any Services to any other person or entity without the prior written consent of District.   
 
10.3 Independent Contractor.  Contractor shall at all times be an independent contractor and not an agent or 
representative of District with regard to performance of the Services as authorized by this Agreement.  Contractor 
shall not represent that it is, or hold itself out as, an agent or representative of District.  
 
10.4 Nonwaiver.  The failure of either party to insist upon or enforce strict performance by the other party of any 
of the provisions of this Agreement or to exercise any rights under this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver 
or relinquishment to any extent of its rights to assert or rely upon any such provisions or rights in that or any other 
instance. 
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10.5 Assignment.  Neither District nor Contractor shall assign, sublet or transfer any interest in this Agreement 
without the written consent of the other. 
 
10.6 Entire Agreement.  This Agreement represents the entire and integrated agreement between District and 
Contractor and supersedes all prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or oral.  This 
Agreement may be amended only by written instrument signed by both District and Contractor. 
 
10.7 Applicable Law; Venue.  This Agreement shall be interpreted, construed, and enforced in all respects in 
accordance with the laws of the State of Washington.  Venue in any litigation shall be in King County, Washington. 
 
10.8 Debarment.  Contractor, by accepting this contract, warrants that it is not presently debarred, suspended, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from covered transactions (defined as not being 
eligible to receive federal funds) by any local, state or federal department or agency. Contractor agrees to be bound 
by the terms of School Board Policy No. 6973, which provides additional requirements applicable to debarment of 
contracts from receiving future contracts with SPS.  
 
10.9 Cooperation with District Auditor and State Auditor. Contractor agrees to provide reasonable cooperation 
with any inquiry by either the district or State Auditor relating to the performance of this contract.  The District has 
the right to audit records of the Contractor relating to payment or performance under this contract, for one year after 
completion of this contract.  Failure to cooperate may be cause for debarment from award of future contracts.  
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Exhibit 1: Fees from Vendor 
 
Seattle Public Schools agrees to the following fees: 
 
Set Up Fee: $7,500 - Paid the first year and the first year only.  Covers the creation of unlimited 
merchant accounts, school and district software accounts, administrator user accounts, webinar 
training of administrators (unlimited), launching of parent accounts, account management, and 
customer service and technical support for the first year.  Includes connections to pre-existing 
district software (PowerSchool, Pay-Pams, Destiny, and SAP) 
 
Annual Fee: $1,850 - Paid at each anniversary of the contract. Covers all upgrades to the 
SchoolPay software, ongoing training of administrators (unlimited), account management, and 
customer service and technical support.   
 
Transaction Fees (Does not apply to Food Service) 
 

Option 1 – Split Settlement: There will be no cost to the district in terms of per-
transaction fees.  This is accomplished by automatically assessing a convenience fee to 
the payer.  SPS would receive the principal of the payment, and My Payment Network 
would receive the convenience fee.   

 
Option 2 – Regular Transaction Fees: SPS can choose, on a school fee item-by-item basis, 
to absorb the transaction fee in full or asses a convenience fee that partially or completely 
covers the transaction fee.   

 2.99% + $0.30 per transaction for qualified credit/debit card transactions 
(VISA, MasterCard, Discover) 

 3.54% + $0.30 per transaction for non-qualified credit/debit card 
transactions (VISA, MasterCard, Discover)** 

 $0.25 per transaction for American Express transactions (optional) – 
American Express requires merchants contract directly with them and will 
assess a separate transaction fee directly to Seattle Public Schools.   

 0.75% + $0.50 per transaction for electronic check/ACH transactions 
 $0.10 per transaction for cash and paper check transactions 

**Non-qualified transactions will be about 5-10 percent of your overall transaction volume.  Non-qualified 
transactions are those transactions that come from certain corporate credit cards and certain premium 
reward cards.   

 
Cash and Paper Check Fee Waiver based on Adoption:  The parties agree that in the event that 
adoption of the SchoolPay service at Seattle Public Schools, to be based on, unless mutually agreed 
upon otherwise, the percentage of students associated to at least one SchoolPay parent account, 
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reaches or exceeds 50%, that the fee for Cash and Paper Check payments will be waived. (e.g. If the 
total number of students in SPS for the 2017 contract year were 52,000 and at least 26,000 students 
were associated with parent accounts in School Pay, then the 50% adoption requirement will have 
been met.  The cash and check fees will be $0.00 after meeting that requirement.) 

 
Food Service Transaction Fees: $1.95 per transaction - Assessed directly to individuals 
processing food service payments to Seattle Public Schools. 
 
Custom Development Fee: $150 per hour of custom development - My Payment Network 
will assess a custom development fee for custom development work required to build requested 
features or connect to third party applications SchoolPay does not already have an established 
connection with.  My Payment Network will provide Seattle Public Schools with a specific custom 
development quote and statement of work should custom development be required.  Further, 
the parties agree that custom development during the term of the agreement will not exceed 
$25,000, unless a mutually agreed upon project is required.  Such a project would require a new 
statement of work and a contract addendum. 
Optional Card Readers: District may purchase optional card readers on a per unit basis that 
interface with the SchoolPay Virtual Terminal.  SchoolPay offers two card reader options: 

• USB Card Reader - $40 per reader* 
• iPad Card Reader - $50 per reader* 

*Shipping and handling fees of $5.00 
 
Three Year Estimated Cost*: 

 
 
*Based upon 180,000 transactions per year. Total amounts and transaction fees can fluctuate depending 
upon total transactions that actually occur and the amount of adoption attained. 
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Marketing Use of Logo/Education Terms 
and Conditions 

My Payment Network requires that Seattle Public Schools use authorized logos, marketing collateral 
and language in all of the communication about the district using the SchoolPay service. These 
materials will be furnished to Seattle Public Schools staff at any time requested. Further, the district 
agrees to the following communication about the SchoolPay service to staff and to Parents.  The 
district will use commercially reasonable efforts to develop maintain two lists for communication about 
SchoolPay.  One list will be an “Internal List” that contains all of the staff at Seattle Public Schools that 
will be using the SchoolPay service.  The other list will be an “External list” of parents in the district.  
The content within these distribution lists solely belongs to Seattle Public Schools and cannot be used 
by My Payment Network for any purpose without written authorization.  

 
The Parties agree that the use of the SchoolPay logo will be for the purpose of product identification purposes 
only.  The District will not use the SchoolPay logo for the purpose of advertising the SchoolPay product.  
 
Seattle Public Schools agrees to communicate educate internal and external stakeholders about the option 
to use SchoolPay, via email or any other mutually agreed upon manner, to each audience based on the 
following frequency:  
 

Year One 

• Internal audience (staff) 

o At least once prior to launch of the SchoolPay system to Seattle Public Schools 

 

• External Audience (parents)  

o At least one email to parents will include information about the SchoolPay service being 
used by Seattle Public Schools  

 

Each Subsequent Year 

• Internal audience (staff)  

o At least one email per year updating Seattle Public Schools Staff about SchoolPay 

• External (community)  

o Two emails per year to parents will include information about the SchoolPay service being 
used by Seattle Public Schools 

 

Affiliated 501c3’s  
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• Within the first year SPS will communicate, in a manner to be agreed upon by both parties, to all 
non-profits associated with the district that those non-profits are able to use SchoolPay with 
reduced pricing. 

 
Web Site Listings 
Unless mutually agreed upon by both parties, the district will have a web page, within the Seattle Public 
Schools district website, dedicated to SchoolPay.  On this page will be: 

o A SchoolPay logo that is linked to sps.SchoolPay.com (Seattle Public School’s custom 
SchoolPay landing page) 

o Current instructional brochures about SchoolPay 

o Other content determined by the District 

 

• Further, and unless mutually agreed upon in writing, the district will add SchoolPay to the “Quick 
Links” or similar named section of each school website, with the destination of each of these Quick 
Links listings being the District page dedicated to SchoolPay. 

 

 



 

 
 

Exhibit C: PCI Terms and Conditions 
 
 
 

• For the purposes of this agreement, “merchant” is defined as the entity that 
accepts payment cards bearing the logos of the five members of the Payment Card 
Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC).  
 

• My Payment Network is agreed that they are the PCI SSC “merchant” for all debit 
and credit card payments conducted through the School Pay software and must 
remain in compliance with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards 
(PCI-DSS). 
 

• It has been confirmed by My Payment Network auditors, 403 Labs, that Seattle 
Public Schools (SPS) is not required to attain merchant level PCI-DSS standards 
regardless if the payments are taken in person onsite, over the phone, or online 
only during or outside of the school or school event. SPS staff are able to swipe a 
customer’s credit or debit card without making SPS the PCI SSC “merchant”.  
 

• Seattle Public Schools agrees to assist, as needed by supplying any policy 
changes, with My Payment Network’s annual compliance reporting as it relates to 
the merchant accounts that are specifically created for Seattle Public School’s use 
of the SchoolPay service. 
 

• Seattle Public Schools agrees to make a policy and train the SPS user community. 
For the purposes of this agreement, the SPS user community includes SPS 
employees and volunteers that use the My Payment Network system to take 
payments.   
 

• The SPS security policy will include instructions to never write down, copy, or 
store a customer’s credit/debit card number, expiry date, or security code for any 
reason as well as to hold the credit or debit card as long as is needed to make the 
payment and no longer.       
 

• My Payment Network will include PCI best practices for end users of My 
Payment Network in the project start up training and any future upgrade training.  
 

• My Payment Network will continue to promote PCI best practices with the SPS 
user community after the initial training and in all customer service calls.  My 
Payment Network agrees to notify SPS if it discovers that users are not following 
PCI best practices within 72 hours.   
 



 

 
 

• My Payment Network will notify SPS within 24 hours of any security breach that 
may or may not have exposed any SPS data including but not limited to Login ID, 
Passwords, Credit Card Data, etc. 
 

• Seattle Public Schools agrees that the system will not be modified to allow storing 
of credit card or debit card information.  
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My Payment Network Service Level Commitments and Responsibilities 
 
My Payment Network (MPN) provides eCommerce service to schools and school districts.  This program 
will be implemented on a ‘turn-key’ basis whereby we will provide training, customer and technical 
support, reliable system uptimes, scheduled maintenance and feature releases. 
 

• System Availability – 
o My Payment Network will provide system availability of 99.9% uptime on a calendar year 

basis excluding scheduled maintenance. 
 

• Maintenance –  
o My Payment Network will conduct periodic maintenance of the system to add 

enhancements and make changes to the system as needed.  System unavailability for 
schedule maintenance is not applied when calculating System Availability.   

o My Payment Network will post a service alert to customers reporting any scheduled 
maintenance at least seven days prior to any such maintenance.   

o My Payment Network will make all commercially reasonable efforts to conduct scheduled 
maintenance during weekends and holidays. 

o Unscheduled maintenance will be necessary from time to time.  System unavailability that 
lasts for more than two hours will generate a notice to customers via email. 

 
• Software Updates –  

o Software updates will be provided usually on a quarterly basis.  Occasionally there will be 
releases more frequent than this.  All significant feature releases will be schedule with 
proper supporting training and documentation in advance.    
 

• Data Integrations- 
o MPN will be connecting the SchoolPay system to: 

http://www.mypaynet.com/
http://www.schoolpay.com/
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 The SPS SIS system 
 The SPS Library management system 
 The SPS Food Service System  
 The SPS general ledger systems 

 
o  Each of these connections will have: 

 A custom-built data exchange process – the exact nature of each exchange process 
will be determined at the time of building 

 The data exchange process includes process reporting each time data is 
exchanged  

• Each process will have a specific, email distribution based on success and 
failure of the process 

 MPN will also build a monitor or monitors which oversees the process of data 
exchange.  Monitors are built to evaluation data on a different level, a level more 
on par with how a senior data administrator would watch data looking for hints of 
a potential data anomaly. 

 Data escalation plan 
• Proscribes every action taken in the event of a data failure 

o Ownership of communication and actions will be assigned and 
agreed to by SPS and MPN 
 

• Training –  
o Training – District: MY PAYMENT NETWORK will provide District level training to assist 

with the support of My Payment Network services to meet the specific needs of the 
School District and auditor level access to the software, as well as the technical support 
required.  District officials that have received this training are entitled to unlimited 
technical support from MY PAYMENT NETWORK, INC. 

o Training – District and overall:  MPN will provide unlimited hours of training to district and 
site staff in the first year.  Additional training hours will incur a cost per hour.  Please see 
the pricing section of the SPS proposal. 

o Training School/Site staff: MPN will conduct webinar and telephone training sessions for 
site staff, through group webinars or webcasts, or in a group setting with a MY PAYMENT 
NETWORK trainer on-site (District will pay for any travel and lodging required).  MY 

http://www.mypaynet.com/
http://www.schoolpay.com/
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PAYMENT NETWORK will work with the district or school board to customize a training 
plan for school/site staff. 
 

• Technical Support 
o We offer unlimited technical support through a funnel system of identified district 

designates via a toll free number.  We have a unique telephone system that routes 
incoming calls to all extensions.  Highly qualified and trained staff answer our phones, 
resulting in great customer service communications.  If our support staff are handling 
other calls, the caller can choose to wait or leave a message.  Once a message is left on 
the help line, all desk phones flash until the call is returned.  Support is also available by 
email.  We have online internet and email access and FAQ area. 

o Hours of service are Monday to Friday 7am – 7pm Central Time.  Whenever possible, we 
will provide support outside of normally scheduled hours when an appointment is 
confirmed in advance with the Technical Support department. 

o Pre-arranged technical support/service can be made available for Saturday, Sunday and 
Statutory Holidays via our Emergency Technical Support line (email and telephone 
support options are available) at an additional cost that will be quoted and approved in 
advance.  

o Call Center Response Times are published to be 7am to 7pm Central Time Monday 
through Friday excluding federal holidays. 
 

• End User/Parent Support 
o The SchoolPay Parent Center and all payment pages are supported with FAQs, email 

forms, and customer support phone numbers prompting users to MY PAYMENT 
NETWORK’s customer support.  Email and phone support is provided from 7am to 7pm 
Central Time, Monday through Friday, not including federal holidays.  Email support is 
also provided after 7pm and on weekends.   

http://www.mypaynet.com/
http://www.schoolpay.com/
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Exhibit E- Scope of Work and Implementation Plan  

The dates contained in this document are subject to change 

Phase 1: 
Documentation 

Delivery of all Supporting Documents and Contracts 

Date Deliverables Owner 

ASAP Deliver items on Checklist of SPS Deliverables for Account Configuration MPN 

Available Deliver supporting MPN API’s 

ASAP Deliver supporting software integration documentation SPS 

ASAP Executed Contracts and Applications returned 

 

Checklist of SPS Deliverables for Account Configuration 
File specifications will be provided by MPN 

List of Schools and Departments 

Bank Account Information for each payee -- Voided Check or letter from bank for verification 

Student List -- via SIS 

List of Income Chart of Accounts for each school 

List of site administrators for each school -- bookkeepers, principals, teachers, etc. & their permissions 

School/District Logos -- optional 

Phase 2: 
Introductory Meeting 

Attendees include:  Accounting, Technology from SPS, MPN Service team 

Date Deliverables Owner 

Week of June 1, 2017 Introductions – Identification of action owners & contact information for each 
department 

All 

Identify Master Administrator (lead person at SPS for SchoolPay) 

Review documentation and identify any changes necessary 
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Review launch calendar and make any changes necessary 

Identify any unique banking requirements and internal communication 
requirements 

Discuss data sharing requirements, the process involved, and next steps 

Discuss training schedule 

Phase 3:   
Development, Preparation, Department Head Training, Testing 

Date Deliverables Owner 

June 5th - 19th Configure district, department, and site software accounts MPN 

Create merchant accounts 

Deliver accounts and access to system to SPS administrators 

June 19th -  
July 17st 

MPN to scope, complete, and test all development work required by 
disparate application connectors 

MPN 

MPN & SPS communications team construct a custom SchoolPay landing 
page for SPS 

All 

SPS team scope, complete, and test development work required to support 
data connections between applications 

SPS 

TBD Web Academy: Finance Team All 

Web Academy: Technology/Network Team 

Web Academy: Other Departments 

July 17th -  
July 31st 

Additional testing or customizations as needed All 

Phase 4: 
School Site Training Schedule 

Date Deliverables Owner 

August 1st Configuration is completed and district is ready to launch All 

Week of August 1st Training of Phase 1 schools All 

August 1st – 31st School Site administrators plan & configure payment items they will 
begin accepting on Launch Date 

SPS 
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Additional one-on-one webinar trainings with staff as needed All 

Week of August 21st First delivery of parent communication vehicles to parents for Phase 1 
Schools 

SPS 

Phase 5: 
Go Live Rollout – Parent Communication 

Date Deliverables Owner 

Week of August 1st SchoolPay is officially launched for parents at SPS at Phase 1 schools SPS 

SchoolPay links are provided on school & district websites 

Second delivery of parent communication vehicles to parents 

Go-live materials posted on social media All 

Aug - Dec Additional webinar training as needed All 

Phase 6: 
Post Launch Reconciliation Training with Finance Team and Site Bookkeepers at remaining schools 

Date Deliverables Owner 

December 2017 Web Academies: Training Sessions with Remaining site staff MPN 

January 2018 Go-live rollout for remaining schools SPS 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Introducing   

 

Response to Seattle Public Schools 

Request for Proposal No. RFP02756 

Point of Sale System 

  



 
 

 

General Contact Information 

My Payment Network, Inc 
100 S. Baldwin Street, Suite 201 
Madison, WI 53703 
(888) 886 – 9729 
support@schoolpay.com 
 

Executive Sponsor  

David Dunaway 
CEO & President 
(608) 310 – 8810 
ddunaway@schoolpay.com 
 

 

Primary Contact 

Kerri Fahy 
Account Manager 
(608) 310 – 8814 
kfahy@schoolpay.com 
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March 2, 2017 
 

 

Seattle Public Schools 

Contracting Services 

2445 Third Avenue South 

Seattle, WA 98134 
 

 

 

Dear Seattle Public Schools,  
 

 

My Payment Network (MPN) is pleased to submit a proposal in response to RFP02756.  We are 
confident that Seattle Public Schools will find SchoolPay to be the system that best matches the needs detailed 
in the RFP. 

 
The RFP was similar to other RFPs that SchoolPay has responded to over the past year.  Some of the 

districts called the desired system a Point of Sale system like Seattle Public Schools.  Other districts called it a 
“receipting” system or a comprehensive payment system.  While the titles of these RFPs were different, the 
needs were very similar.  At MPN we call this type of system an enterprise payment system.  The term 
Enterprise is used as most districts are large enterprises with a rather complex set of sites, departments, and 
systems.  SchoolPay was built specifically to serve the payment needs of enterprise districts and their tens of 
thousands of parents. 

 
MPN is confident that Seattle Public Schools will find the mix of features and functionality in 

SchoolPay to be the best fit for the needs detailed in the RFP.  The features in SchoolPay give the proper 
oversight and control to the district to have the payment system delivered in the exact manner desired by the 
district.  The features and functionality in SchoolPay also allow the individual sites and departments to have the 
autonomy they need to run payments, in line with district policies, at their individual sites.  This mix of control 
and oversight for the district, while the sites get the autonomy they need to operate at their pace, is one of the 
reasons that enterprise districts choose SchoolPay.   

 
Another point of praise MPN often hears about SchoolPay, is how easy the system is to use.  People 

seem surprised that a system as robust in features as SchoolPay is easy to learn and use.  This has important 
implications for enterprise districts.  By choosing a system that is easy to use, Seattle Public Schools will save 
dozens (even hundreds) of hours in staff training time.  Ongoing, Seattle Public Schools will have significantly 
happier staff and parents with less work handling questions from parents and staff.  It can seem like a simple 
point, but ease-of-use has ongoing effects on adoption and the work required whenever there is staff turnover.  
At an enterprise district like Seattle Public Schools, this will be a crucial point of consideration. 

 
Launching an enterprise payment system at enterprise districts like Seattle Public Schools is also a 

large undertaking that touches every department in the district. Implementing a district-wide payment solution 
is also a publicly visible project that will have many people watching the progress.  MPN has launched SchoolPay 

http://www.schoolpay.com/
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at about 200 districts, several of which are as large, or larger than Seattle Public Schools.  In every case our 
approach brings the appropriate stake-holders from each department into the planning and mixes an effective 
communication effort to parents and the community.  Seattle Public  Schools will have a smoother launch 
process  

 
MPN is excited about the prospect of working with Seattle Public Schools   

 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
David Dunaway 

CEO & President 

608-310-8810 

http://www.schoolpay.com/
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Executive Summary 

My Payment Network (MPN) is located in Madison, WI and has been delivering K-12 payments since 

2005.  MPN works exclusively with schools and school districts.  MPN delivers K-12 payments through its 

award winning system SchoolPay, www.schoolpay.com.  In the past three years MPN has seen many 

RFPs that are similar to this RFP from Seattle Public Schools.  It seems that districts have gained some 

experience with taking payments via credit and debit card, usually electronically in a few departments 

and now it is time to unify and have one system. The costs of training and operation go down with one 

system, and parents appreciate the convenience of having one place to go for all payments.  The 

efficiencies gained can be tremendous. 

 

Seattle Public Schools is seeking a Point of Sale system to handle all payments within the district.  The 

Point of Sale system needs to handle payments from parents as well as those who will pay in a “guest” 

mode, such as community members or employees.  The Point of Sale system needs to handle online or 

in-person payments.  The Point of Sale system needs to connect to all the various departmental systems 

that need to stay in sync as payments come due, are made, etc.  The Point of Sale system needs to be 

easy to implement and for staff and parents to learn. 

 

This set of foundational needs is a direct match to what SchoolPay offers to districts. SchoolPay is one 

system for all payments across all departments and one system for parents, community members, and 

staff.  The SchoolPay system allows payments to be made online and in-person.  SchoolPay connects to 

any district system that needs to share data. 

 

This is what SchoolPay has delivered since the first version of the service.  Today, version 5.0 of SchoolPay 

delivers the most complete set of features to allow a district to launch and implement payments across 

every part of the organization.  SchoolPay supports every payment scenario some of which are: 

 One-time 

 Recurring 

 Reduced price for students that qualify for reduced fees 

 Quantity/Limited Quantity 

 Automatic start/stop 

 Targeting of payment items by school, grade, or group (like band, tennis, etc.) 

 Guest checkout option/Guest Checkout only 

http://www.schoolpay.com/
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SchoolPay gives staff the ability to build all payment items self-service as needed.  When you have 

hundreds of staff across 100 schools creating payment items, self-service becomes a vital 

requirement.  Mistakes in a payment item or timing mistakes (start/stop date) that do not have to wait 

for a vendor to be fixed, are blessings at one school, let alone 100 schools.   

 

SchoolPay also connects with any other system in the district.  If the mission is to have one system for 

all payments, then it becomes important to make sure that the system shares data with the other 

systems, as needed.  Not only does MPN staff have extensive experience at connecting SchoolPay to 

many other systems, but MPN also sets up custom monitoring of every connection.  The connection part 

is frankly easy, in the opinion of MPN staff.  Ensuring that the connections are operating properly and 

alerting teams, when they are not, is the challenging part.  MPN has an operations team that actively 

monitors all connections and pro-actively alerts both the district and other MPN staff in the event that 

an error is detected.   

 

This pro-active monitoring allows the district and SchoolPay to be ahead of any issues rather than 

reacting when parents start complaining.   The automated sharing of data can be one of the largest 

sources of efficiency with electronic payments.  Just having the transaction data automatically updating 

the district accounting system can save a district the size of SPS more than 5,000 hours of work per 

year.  But if that automated data exchange fails or imports bad data, that efficiency goes away 

quickly.   With SchoolPay you get the automation AND the peace of mind knowing that someone is 

actively watching the way SchoolPay is sharing data with other systems. 

 

Simply selecting the system with the best set of features and functionality will not guarantee 

success.  Seattle Public Schools will be best served choosing a team that is experienced at launching 

district-wide payment systems.  The implementation process is crucial in getting all the moving parts 

aligned and scheduled while also training staff and communicating with parents.   SchoolPay has more 

experience launching payments across all departments of a district than any other company in K-12 

payments.   SchoolPay has a proven approach, that when followed, delivers high adoption.  One example 

is a district that is in their six month of using SchoolPay.  At the end of month two, they had almost 90% 

adoption.    SchoolPay has a proven, smooth and successful implementation process. 

 

At MPN we take customer service very seriously.  We are committed to providing all of our customers 

with a superior level of support.  MPN encourages the Seattle Public Schools to inquire with customers 

about the level of customer service provided.  We sincerely believe you will not find a company with a 

stronger commitment to customer service than found with MPN. 
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My Payment Network’s customer service and account management teams work exclusively with schools 

and school districts.  When district staff or end users contact support, they are NOT greeted by a 

representative responsible for supporting a wide variety of industries and products; rather, they are 

connected with a customer support representative who is incredibly well versed in working with schools 

and specifically handling school payment-related questions.  Our support team works with school staff 

every day and has a detailed understanding school accounting and business office operations. Please 

note that while self-service is an important criteria in choosing a K-12 payment system, at SchoolPay, we 

deliver a self-service system backed by live support. Furthermore, our staff understands the unique 

needs that parents and other individuals making payments to school district have.  This detailed 

understanding of K-12 organizations and their constituencies translates to a superior level of support. 

 

At MPN we never lead with price as a reason to choose SchoolPay.  SchoolPay has such a great mix of 

features and functionality and the MPN team has such great expertise at connecting SchoolPay to other 

systems and servicing customers, that price is usually one of the last selling points.  But make no mistake 

that SchoolPay is consistently labeled as one of the least expensive if not the least expensive K-12 

payment systems.  When you review the pricing worksheet SPS staff will see a set-up fee and an annual 

fee plus transaction fees.  If you buy card readers there is a fee for those too.  Typically, 95% of the cost 

for SchoolPay will be the transaction fee per payment.  If the district absorbs this fee or passes it on to 

parents, SPS and its community will enjoy the lowest per transaction fee of any K-12 payment 

system.   There truly, is no other K-12 payment system that offers as much value as SchoolPay. 

 

One last note about food service for SPS.  In the section of the RFP where integrations are discussed, 

MPN staff has added information about some of the Food Service systems with which we connect 

today.  The main thing to know is that MPN prefers to connect to the departmental system of choice 

rather than to bring in one preferred partner.  MPN can connect to any food service system and believes 

that the district enjoys greater flexibility by choosing the Food Service system that best meets the district 

needs and knowing SchoolPay will connect. 
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Company Profile 

a. Identification of firms (or firms, if a joint venture or association) including address, telephone 

number, email address, and date firms(s) were established. 

My Payment Network is located in Madison, WI and was established in February of 2005. 

 

My Payment Network, Inc. 

100 South Baldwin Street, Suite 201 

Madison, WI 53703 

1-888-88-MYPAY 

support@schoolpay.com 

 

b. Areas of specialization of the firm. 

MPN works exclusively with schools and school districts supporting online, in-person, and mobile 

payments.  We are the only group serving K-12 payments to conduct research (co-sponsored by ASBO 

International) and it remains the only published study on the subject of K-12 Payment Management.  

This detailed understanding has allowed MPN to develop a unique and specialized approach to meet 

the specific needs of K-12 payments. 

 

My Payment Network delivers SchoolPay with a “Payments as a Service” approach.  In our opinion, 

Payments as a Service is the combination of delivering an easy-to-use software system with the 

merchant accounts a district needs, plus the right mix of customer support for staff and 

parents.  With a staff of 14, MPN services hundreds of districts and thousands of payments per day.  It 

is important for Seattle Public Schools to appreciate those points.  For years, SchoolPay has been 

used heavily with thousands of transactions daily, all superbly supported by a relatively small staff. 

 

This is possible because of the ease of use that is inherent in the SchoolPay system.  From the 

beginning, MPN staff believed it would be better to have a service that did not require constant 

support than to have a massive call center.  Having a properly built and conceived service allows MPN 

to serve customers with hundreds of thousands of students, of which MPN has a few.  MPN suggests 

speaking to SchoolPay customers to determine their level of satisfaction.  MPN staff anticipates that 

Seattle Public Schools will hear nothing but stellar reviews of our service level, response times, and 

any other service metrics. 
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c. Provide a total size and breakdown of firm personnel by category.  A firm organizational chart 

would be useful. 

Seattle Public Schools will be serviced by a seasoned team of talent, all of whom have an average of 

six years of experience, 100% focused on implementing our proven, district-wide, eCommerce 

program to schools across the country.  The team has even deeper roots (10 plus years) in electronic 

payments.  Your team will include: 

 David Dunaway- CEO, President, and Executive Sponsor 

 Ann Dunaway- Chief Marketing Officer, SchoolPay Product Manager 

 Kaitlyn Hetzel- Implementation Manager, Customer Service Manager 

 Ryan Knuesel- Senior Software Engineer, Director of Technology 

 Kerri Fahy- Account Manager for Seattle Public Schools 

Overall, My Payment Network’s staff of fourteen is very well suited to implement and support an 

enterprise level payment solution for Seattle Public Schools.  Our level of expertise and experience 

in K-12 payments uniquely positions MPN to provide the best online payment solution to meet the 

needs of Seattle Public Schools. 
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Qualifications and Experience 

a. List a maximum of five (5) recent K-12 projects or other projects which most closely relate to the 
firm’s qualifications for this proposal that briefly describe the scope and costs associated with each 
project. 

Below are five recent K-12 projects that most closely relate to the scope of this proposal.  We made the 
selections based on relative district size and integrations with third party software applications currently 
used by Seattle Public Schools.  My Payment Network encourages SPS to contact these school districts 
and inquire about the SchoolPay product, the level of support provided by MPN, and the implementation 
conducted by the MPN team. 

 
Portland Public Schools selected SchoolPay through an RFP in early 2016 for an online payment and 
onsite receipting system for use at their 78 school sites.  Two main requirements of the RFP were to 
connect to their accounting software, EPES, and their library management system, Destiny.  SchoolPay 
created a custom integration with both software applications, allowing SchoolPay transaction data to be 
shared automatically, streamlining district processes dramatically.  Since launching in May of 2016, the 
district went from taking a few thousand dollars in online payments all year to doing just under $1 million 
in payments for their first month, back-to-school 2016.  Total estimated cost of the project is $125,000. 
 
Fargo Public Schools began using SchoolPay at the start of the 2015-16 school year in one of the most 
successful implementations of the system to date.  Parents access SchoolPay through single sign-on with 
PowerSchool SIS to pay for various fees to the district, including food service.  All payments made to the 
district from every department go through SchoolPay, even cash and paper checks.  High parent 
adoption, coupled with the participation from every district related non-profit has allowed Fargo to take 
full advantage of the SchoolPay software.  Total estimated cost of the project is $85,000. 
 
Nixa Public Schools, a district of 6k students in Missouri, launched the SchoolPay system at the end of 
the 2015-16 school year for every payment need at the district, including food service.  SchoolPay 
created a custom integration with their food service system, PCS (Pay-Pams) and their event ticketing 
software, iTickets, giving the district one place to manage all payments.  Nixa achieved strong parent 
adoption of over 90% in the first few months through coordinated marketing campaigns with their Chief 
Communications Officer and the SchoolPay Marketing Team.  Their use of SchoolPay is expected to grow 
as they begin using SchoolPay’s integration with Destiny.  Total estimated cost of the project is $70,000. 
 
Orange County Public Schools, serving the Orlando metro area, uses SchoolPay to act as the central hub 
to all systems in the district that rely on payment data.  SchoolPay conducted a custom integration to 
post transactional data to their cash accounting software and pull data from their student information 
system daily.  The SchoolPay connection to their food service software came online in fall of 2014.  
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Literally every payment in the district is manage via SchoolPay.  A comprehensive training program was 
delivered to hundreds of on-site bookkeepers and marketing support was extended to reach the 
hundreds of thousands of parents to their nearly 2000,000 students.  Total estimated cost of the project 
is $450,000. 
 
Zionsville Community Schools is a district serving 7k students outside of Indianapolis.  The district uses 
SchoolPay for all payment needs, including food service, textbooks, community education, and athletic 
fees.  SchoolPay integrates with their student information system, PowerSchool to ensure that student 
information is updated in real-time.  SchoolPay also integrates with their cash management system, 
AlioCa$h to automatically reconcile payments received by the district, vastly streamlining finance 
processes.  Total estimated cost of the project is $65,000. 

 
b. List recent school districts where similar projects have been recently implemented by your firm. 

 Houston Independent School District  

 Albuquerque Public Schools 

 Lincoln Public Schools 

 Richmond Public Schools 

 Anaheim Union High School District 
 

c. References: Provide the client name, address, email address, and client’s project representative 
and telephone number for the firm’s three (3) most recent projects that most closely relate to the 
firm’s qualifications for this project.  If a joint venture or other form of association, provide 
reference information for each member firm. 

 
Portland Public Schools 
501 N. Dixon St. Portland, OR 97227 
Joanne Ossanna, Interim Senior Director of 
Accounting & Payroll 
jossanna@pps.net 
(503) 916-3153 
 
Fargo Public Schools 
415 N. 4th St. Fargo, ND 58102 
Bill Westrick, IT Director 
westrbi@fargo.k12.nd.us 
(701) 446-1022 
 

Orange County Public Schools 
445 W. Amelia St. Orlando, FL 32801 
Steve Compton, Purchasing Director 
steven.compton@ocps.net  
(407) 317-3200 ext. 2880
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Implementation Approach 

a. In narrative form, briefly discuss your approach and techniques proposed for the main phases 

of this project, beginning with an implementation plan for backend platform setup and 

configuration, initial use training, and iterative refinement of the platform to district needs 

based on consultations with phase 1 schools. Please include any recommended roles, 

resources/staffing, and training/support.  Please describe any consulting services 

recommended. 

MPN has a very streamlined approach to implementation.  When followed, districts can yield up to 

90% parent adoption. There are essentially five main tasks that need to be completed to implement 

the SchoolPay software: merchant account configuration, SchoolPay software configuration, data 

integrations configuration, staff training, and community communications.  For the sake of 

efficiency, many of these processes run in tandem in order to reduce the time required to complete 

the implementation. 

 

Merchant Account Configuration 

SPS will be required to submit a voided check or bank letter for every bank account to which 

SchoolPay will deposit funds.  Once this is complete, MPN will create and configure SPS’ merchant 

accounts.  The merchant account creation process will run at the same time as the account 

configuration and data integration configuration processes. 

 

SchoolPay Account Configuration 

SPS and MPN will conduct an implementation meeting where account configuration options are 

established for configuring the SchoolPay software accounts.  Upon MPN completing the software 

account configuration for each schools’, as well as the district’s account, SPS will review and approve 

the configurations.  At this time, merchant accounts are tied to the different software accounts. 

 

Data Integration Configuration 

MPN has various approaches to connecting to district third party software systems.  The plan for 

connecting to PowerSchool, Destiny, Pay-PAMS, and SAP will be determined during initial 

implementation meetings.  

 

Staff Training 
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MPN will conduct multiple training sessions prior to launching. Typically district staff are training first 

to establish policies and best practices for how SchoolPay will be used.  Then one or more training 

sessions are held for site staff at the various schools and departments at the district. 

 

Communications  

MPN will work with SPS to develop a communication plan for communicating the change of 

service/new service to the SPS community.  The communication plan is 100% up to SPS, however 

MPN has a variety of resources and experience in working with districts to effectively communicate 

the service to parents to provide high levels of adoption.  MPN’s marketing team will create effective 

custom marketing materials to help with the transition. 

b. Describe pre-launch support for requirements gathering, functional and technical design, build, 

testing, and launch. 

During initial implementation meetings, SPS will introduce MPN to the technical staff assigned to the 

various integrations with third party software.  SchoolPay has established integrations with a majority of 

the third party software solutions used by Seattle Public Schools, therefore MPN does not anticipate any 

extensive technical design or build requirements for this project.  During the implementation meetings 

MPN will also go over SPS’ expectations, policies, and current practices to customize the software to best 

suit their needs. 

 

Prior to launching, Seattle Public Schools will be given full access to the district’s SchoolPay accounts for 

testing purposes.  The SchoolPay Implementation Team will be available to make any necessary 

modifications and provide technical support to ensure everything is working as intended before going 

live.   

c. Describe initial-use training for appropriate central office staff, teachers, and administrators. 

Once the SchoolPay software accounts have been configured for SPS, MPN will conduct initial staff 

training.  MPN will work with SPS to develop custom training plans for their staff based on exactly how 

the district intends to use the software.  Some districts prefer different approaches to training.  For 

example, MPN has worked with districts in the past where MPN trains district admins and they train the 

site administrators or teachers themselves with MPN staff on hand to answer questions.  Other times, 

MPN staff conducts all of the training.  The bottom line is every district is different and has different 

needs.  MPN will adjust training policies to meet the exact needs of SPS. 
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Staff members are typically trained in their own, fully operational accounts. MPN typically uses real 

examples of payment items when training staff to create payment items.  MPN believes that having staff 

work directly in their own accounts allows staff members to better absorb the training. 

 

In-person training is available for SPS staff at the request of the district.  In this case, training sessions 

will be scheduled in advance and conducted via a classroom setting.  Typically MPN will train groups of 

administrators that will be performing similar functions in the software together, so that each user is 

getting exposed to everything they need to specifically perform their job functions. 

 

d. Describe ongoing maintenance agreements and post-launch support for system administrators 

and end users. 

Prior to launching, MPN’s Operations Team will work with the district to develop an escalation plan, in 

the event that maintenance is needed.  This Escalation Plan will outline expectations, as well as, points 

of contact for any requests or inquiries. 

 

Ongoing, both the administrators and end users are welcome to contact MPN’s support team.  If the 

request requires technical support, the operations team will be notified and will be able to assist. 

e. On-going support:  What roles and staffing levels are required? 

MPN has found through implementing at districts similar in size to SPS, that two staff requirements are 

needed to successfully run the SchoolPay system.   

 

District Staff 

It is best practice to have a district champion, usually in the business department for payment and 

finance related questions.  This person works as the liaison to MPN staff and site bookkeepers.  

Additionally, at least one main contact in the technology department is needed for ongoing 

maintenance. 

 

Site Staff 

MPN suggests having one, if not two, contacts at each site level.  The main contact(s) at each site are 

needed to create items and maintain the SchoolPay account for their school.  The site contact is also 

needed to provide insight to any site specific inquiries posed by end users that SchoolPay customer 

support is unable to answer. 
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Please note that while these are suggestions, there is no limit to the number of administrators allowed 

access to SchoolPay.  Staffing policies for Seattle Public Schools will be discussed within the first week of 

implementation. 

 

 

 

The following timeline is for example and discussion purposes. It has been provided to give SPS an 

idea of the start to finish timeline to launch SchoolPay. 

 

Phase 1: 
Documentation 

Delivery of all Supporting Documents and Contracts 

Date Deliverables Owner 

Upon Execution of Contract Deliver items on Checklist of SPS Deliverables for Account Configuration MPN 

Always Available  Deliver supporting MPN API’s 

Upon Execution of Contract Deliver supporting software integration documentation SPS 

Upon Execution of Contract Executed Contracts and Applications returned 
 

Checklist of SPS Deliverables for Account Configuration 
File specifications will be provided by MPN 

List of Schools and Departments 

Bank Account Information for each payee -- Voided Check or letter from bank for verification 

Student List -- via SIS 

List of Income Chart of Accounts for each school 

List of site administrators for each school -- bookkeepers, principals, teachers, etc. & their permissions 

School/District Logos -- optional 

Phase 2: 
Introductory Meeting 

Attendees include:  Accounting, Technology from SPS, MPN Service team 

Date Deliverables Owner 
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Week of June 1, 2017 Introductions – Identification of action owners & contact information for each 
department 

All 

Identify Master Administrator (lead person at SPS for SchoolPay) 

Review documentation and identify any changes necessary 

Review launch calendar and make any changes necessary 

Identify any unique banking requirements and internal communication 
requirements 

Discuss data sharing requirements, the process involved, and next steps 

Discuss training schedule 

Phase 3:   
Development, Preparation, Department Head Training, Testing 

Date Deliverables Owner 

June 12th - 26th Configure district, department, and site software accounts MPN 

Create merchant accounts 

Deliver accounts and access to system to SPS administrators 

June 26th -  
July 31st 

MPN to scope, complete, and test all development work required by 
disparate application connectors 

MPN 

MPN & SPS communications team construct a custom SchoolPay landing 
page for SPS 

All 

SPS team scope, complete, and test development work required to support 
data connections between applications 

SPS 

July 31st -  
August 11th 

Web Academy: Finance Team All 

Web Academy: Technology/Network Team 

Web Academy: Other Departments 

August 14th -  
Sept 1st 

Additional testing or customizations as needed All 

Phase 4: 
School Site Training Schedule 

Date Deliverables Owner 
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September 1st Configuration is completed and district is ready to launch All 

Week of September 1st Training of Phase 1 schools All 

September 1st - 30th School Site administrators plan & configure payment items they will 
begin accepting on Launch Date 

SPS 

Additional one-on-one webinar trainings with staff as needed All 

Week of September 25th First delivery of parent communication vehicles to parents for Phase 1 
Schools 

SPS 

Phase 5: 
Go Live Rollout – Parent Communication 

Date Deliverables Owner 

Week of October 1st SchoolPay is officially launched for parents at SPS at Phase 1 schools SPS 

SchoolPay links are provided on school & district websites 

Second delivery of parent communication vehicles to parents 

Go-live materials posted on social media All 

Oct - Dec Additional webinar training as needed All 

Phase 6: 
Post Launch Reconciliation Training with Finance Team and Site Bookkeepers at remaining schools 

Date Deliverables Owner 

December 2017 Web Academies: Training Sessions with Remaining site staff MPN 

January 2018 Go-live rollout for remaining schools SPS 
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Technical Qualifications 

a. Provide a brief summary overview of the key design features and functionality of the product(s) 

or solution(s) offered and describe how they meet the requirements specified by Seattle Public 

Schools in this RFP.  Please provide a network and system architecture diagrams with an 

emphasis on showing how security is addressed. 

 

 
 

 

The software is uniquely built for the enterprise.  Every account is 100% controlled to your 

specifications in terms of both access to content (types of payment items) and features (ability 

to issue refunds for example).  Every feature is built to be 100% self-service.  Moreover we have 

extensive experience normalizing data that comes from multiple integration sources (we manage 

an average of four data syncs with disparate applications per implementation), and have a robust 

monitoring network to guard you against any data failures.  Likewise, delivering data via API or 

file sync is another core competency.  You would be hard-pressed to find a software more 

configurable to the enterprise, and more proficient in data management than SchoolPay. 

 

The diagram provides a high-level view of our 

system architecture.  Detailed schematics of all 

system and network architecture are audited 

annually by a QSA (Qualified Security Assessor) 

as part of our annual, Level One PCI DSS audit.  

Some of the network diagrams are proprietary 

to our hosting provider who is SAS 70 Certified 

and considered to be the gold standard in PCI 

DSS Hosting solutions.   

 

Because we host in a facility that is focused on 

secure hosting, every time our production 

environment is accessed an audit trail is 

created.  Likewise, an audit trail of how your 

approved users of School Pay is generated 

when user access our software. 
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b. Provide a detailed description of how your firm meets the requirements for Payment Card 

Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) Compliance systematically and throughout the 

checkout process?  Please clearly describe the responsibilities of your company and the district 

in maintaining PCI compliance.  How often do you audit for PCI DSS compliance?  In the event 

of security breach, what are your procedures to close the breach quickly, identify the full extent 

of the affected records, and notify the district of impacted users? 

MPN is a level one PCI audited company.  Being a level one provider means that MPN is audited once a 

year.  MPN just completed its most recent audit and passed according to our audit firm and VISA.  

Because we are an audited payment provider, the security of the SchoolPay system is verified from end-

to-end.  To give you an idea of the security all sessions (typically the start of the process) are encrypted.  

This is true whether the person is a logged in staff member or parent, or as a guest. 

 

Further, any person trying to access SchoolPay is subject to the scrutiny of Intrusion Protection Services 

(IPS).  IPS severs any connection attempt that is missing security or violates protocols in any way.  Once 

past the IPS, the person needs to get past a firewall that only lets pre-programmed connections through.  

If the person is able to get past the firewall, they arrive in the web-servers.  The web-servers serve up 

the SchoolPay screens to users and interact with the database to pull up or submit data.  There is another 

firewall between the web-servers and databases.  If the person were able to get past the second 

database they would find nothing but encrypted data.  Literally, all of the data stored in SchoolPay is 

encrypted to a powerful algorithm.  The key that decrypts that data is stored in a third-party company 

which only provides the key via a secure process.  Also, the keys change from time to time. 

 

Physically, the security is just as strong.  MPN hosts its servers and databases with Datapipe, a leader in 

PCI Compliant hosting.  The facility which houses the MPN servers has card key access, full surveillance, 

and multiple perimeters within the building.  The servers themselves are secured in cages.  The building 

has fire suppression and back-up power. 
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Features, Functionality and Technical Requirements Form

Attachment 1

Point of Sale System for Seattle Public Schools

Point of Sale Requirements

P=Parent/Student, F = Fiscal Admin, D=District Admin, T=Teacher or Account Owner 

Note: Dates, Hours and Cost listed in the Future Release and Paid Enhancement columns do not constitute a binding quote.  This is to understand the relative size of the enhancement.  Ranges can be provided. 

Please add follow up information requested within a question in the "How does your solution accomplish this?" column.  

Requirement

1. Functionality and Usability Requirements

1.0.00 P F D T User Features Yes No

Future.

Release 

Date

Paid Enhancement? 

(Hours/ Cost)
How does your solution accomplish this?

Basic Features

1.0.01 X X X

Ability to take cash and check payments for fees, fines and purchases and record against a student 

or general account? x

Yes, SchoolPay allows schools and districts to collect cash 

and check payments for any and all fines, fees, and 

purchases. All payments for student fees, fines and 

purchases are recorded for the specific student within 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines may be configured in 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines can also be configired in 

third party systems (Destiny, PowerSchool, etc) and 

payments against those fees and fines can be posted back 

to third party systems.

1.0.02 X X X
Ability to take credit and debit card payments for fees, fines and purchases and record against a 

student or general account? If yes,  via magnetic strip and chip?

x

Yes, SchoolPay allows schools and districts to collect 

creadit and debit card payments for any and all fines, fees, 

and purchases. All payments for student fees, fines and 

purchases are recorded for the specific student within 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines may be configured in 

SchoolPay. Student fees and fines can also be configired in 

third party systems (Destiny, PowerSchool, etc) and 

payments against those fees and fines can be posted back 

to third party systems. SchoolPay uses magnetic strip card 

readers for in-person credit and debit card payments.

1.0.03 X Ability to see pages in additional languages (Spanish, etc.)

x

Yes, SchoolPay can be translated to more than 90 different 

languages, including Spanish. SchoolPay also provides live 

spanish speaking support.

1.0.04 X X X
Ability to restrict  purchase online to students that do not qualify be able to purchase? (e.g. 

Suspensions for a student, After school classes limited to specfic grades)

x

Yes, every payment item (fee, fine, good, service, or 

anything the school or district is taking payment for) can be 

targeted to specific students or specific custom groups of 

students. The SchoolPay payment item targeting features 

allow the district to restrict payment options for specific 

students.
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Point of Sale System for Seattle Public Schools

1.0.05 X X

Does the system have the ability to accept payments by non-admin level roles away from the 

Fiscal/Accounting office and provide receipts (e.g. Athletic events, Start of School purchases, 

Student Store, etc). The purchase could be specific or non-specific to a student and should post to 

the correct account at the time of purchase. 

x

Yes, SchoolPay allows non-admin level roles to accept 

payments away from the Fiscal/Accounting office. 

Payments can be collected by district/school approved 

users anywhere in-person payment is desired such as at a 

school event, student store, registration event, etc. 

Purchases can be specific to students or non-specific to 

students. Payments will post to the correct account 

automatically.

1.0.06 X X

Ablity to implment multiple levels of security access? If yes, please describe how many there are 

and what functionality is covered? x

Yes, SchoolPay provides districts with the ability to create 

custom roles. Custom roles are very flexible to provide the 

district with the exact access required for each user, or 

groups of users. SchoolPay provides four preconfigured 

system roles, however because SchoolPay provides districts 

with the ability to design custom roles, the number of 

different access roles available is virtually unlimited. When 

configureing a custom role, the district simply selects 

whether users assigned to that role will have full access, 

read only access, or no access to each and every function 

and feature available in SchoolPay.

1.0.07 X X

Ability to add multiple user-defined searchable "tags" (in separate fields if needed) to a 

transaction in order to reconcile for district/deposit needs as well as reconcile for 

School/Group/Account needs.  x

Yes, every transaction and every item can associate an 

unlimited number of custom data "tags" that will be 

relevant to your reconciliation at either the accounting 

level (transaction) or fulfilliment (item level). The data can 

be visilbe to the end user in their receipt, or can be hidden 

and merely passed into reporting. All custom data is 

available to school and district staff on items reports and 

can be used to reconcile payments with deposits and 

automated postings in third party systems.

1.0.08 X

Ability to include documents (Word, Excel, PDF, etc) and/or signatures in the checkout process. 

Ex. Dance Conduct Acknowlegement, Athletics, etc. x

Yes, documents can be incluided into the checkout process 

as the user adds an item to their shopping cart, however 

these documents must be hosted by the district and linked 

into the payment item. Many districts obtain electronic 

signatures and policy acknowlegements by configuring 

custom fields in our item build. There are no limits to the 

number of custom data fields you can associate with any 

payment item and electronic acknowlegement forms are 

one of the more common ways schools use these.

1.0.09 X X X X
Does the system have a Spell check enabled feature? Are there any other data quality options are 

available for locally originated data when entering online? If yes, please list. 

x

All modern operating systems provide spell check, only 

very old operating systems do no. All of our Rich Text 

Editiors have built in spell check, but the remainder of the 

forms focus on validation of expected data (phone 

numbers, zip codes, 16 digit bank cards, etc.)
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1.0.10 X X X

Is there the ability to prepay amounts onto a student card (e.g. ASB) and use it like a payment 

card? (e.g., Parents can load the card with a balance that can be used for different purchases at 

the school or other schools.  Purchases show up on the student account as a receipt/record.)  

x

SchoolPay has an integration with ASB Works, but we have 

not written to their hardware for loading card value. We 

would certainly entertain doing that or consider removing 

cards from the equation and simply "pay by SchoolPay". 

Pay by SchoolPay could accomplish the same effect, of 

holding a balance for a single child. While the 

disadvanative is you cannot uniquely identify a student by 

way of a card, the advantage is you have no hardware, no 

cards (which can be lost) and you maintain 100% of the 

same functionality--pay online with your SchoolPay dollars 

or pay in person from our virtual terminal. Since nearly all 

items are tied to students anyway there would be no 

additonal steps. The only time you'd have to search for 

student''s association with usage of SchoolPay dollars is if 

they are paying for items configured for the community at 

large. Even payers without students could carry SchoolPay 

dollars as guests of the school.

1.0.11 X X X X

Does the system provide an invdividually numbered ,unalterable receipt? x

Yes, SchoolPay provides individually numbered receipts for 

all transcations. Transaction information on the receipt 

cannot be altered for auditing and financial control 

purposes.

1.0.12 X X X X
Ability to reprint or re-email receipts. x

Yes, Schoolpay allows users to reprint and re-email 

receipts.

1.0.13 X X Ability to print receipts in multiples (One for Office, one for customer, one for district) x Yes, multiple copies of each receipt can be printed.

1.0.14 X X
Ability to record fines as written off, but recognize and display in reporting that a scholarship or 

waiver was issued.  

x

SchoolPay has a waiver function built into it's system. The 

conditions of this function currently work by their 

association with fee items (items that no longer display 

upon purchase) and paid onbehalf of a student in the 

group meeting waiver criteria. We would certainly be able 

to meet your needs and have a wealth of logic and rules we 

can apply to our items. We simply need to know more 

about how your data would come to us. Feature is 

supported however.

1.0.15 X X
Does the system allow the deletion of receipt information?  If so, what internal controls are 

provided?

x

Receipts are customizable in terms of images that appear 

and messaging you wish to include (to the item and 

transaction level). Receipts may be voided by users the 

districts grant void access to, however records of voids 

remain in the system for auditing and financial control 

purposes.

1.0.16 X X

If the system is down, the District will use pre-numbered hand-written cash receipts.  Will the 

system allow the District to then enter these cash receipts numbers into the system?  If no, 

describe alternate method of entering/tracking these transactions. x

Yes, the district can configure a field to accept a cash 

receipt number which can be recorded for each payment.

1.0.17 X X Does the system allow user defined fields?
x

Yes, users can configure custom fields for each payment 

item.
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Point of Sale System for Seattle Public Schools

1.0.18 X

Ability to upload student picture? x

SchoolPay has a placeholder for this sitting dormant in our 

code. We support images throughout our service and could 

turn this code on with neglibible effort.

1.0.19 X X X X

Ability to use a responsive touchscreen? x

Yes, SchoolPay is web based and available on any 

computer, smartphone, or tabled. SchoolPay is supported 

on touchscreen enabled devices.

1.0.20 X X

Does your system have user programmable buttons? If yes, can they be color coded? x

SchoolPay has a full promotion module that includes 

downloadable buttons in a variety of colors. In addition, we 

offer larger customers a "custom skinned" version of 

SchoolPay. This converts the entire payer module into your 

primary and secondary colors. The feature also offers 

Seattle a custom landing page so your payment solution 

takes on a totally custom storefront for Seatle in your look 

and feel.

1.0.21 X X

Ability to connect to receipt printers? If yes, what kind of hardware is used and how are they 

connected? x

Yes, SchoolPay is web based and accessable from any 

computer, smartphone, or tablet. As such, receipts are 

printed using the school/district's current print 

enviorment. SchoolPay does not require districts to 

purchase receipt printers and allows the district to leverage 

their investment in their current printer technology.

1.0.22 X X

Does your system have barcode technology? x

SchoolPay does not currently support bar code scanning, 

but bar codes work just like a keyboard. Our virtual 

terminal has the functionity to read from any keyboard.

1.0.23 X X

Ability to connect to a cash drawer? x

SchoolPay does not connect to a cash drawer, but doing so 

would be trivial. We have cash payment support and would 

be happy to connect to any cash drawer with API /web 

services support (most do).

1.0.24 X X Ability to operate without being connected to a cash drawer? x Yes

1.0.25 X X Does the system calculate change due? x No, SchoolPay does not calculate change due.

1.0.26 X X

Are you able to manually enter Credit Card details? x

Yes, SchoolPay allows users to manually enter credit/debit 

card details as an alternative to swiping a card.

1.0.27 X X

Do you support Credit/Debit Card transactions via third party? If yes, what are the providers and 

fees? x

No, SchoolPay is a payment services provider and supplies 

the district with all merchant accounts and credit/debit 

card processing services. Vantiv and Fifth Third Bank 

underwrite SchoolPay's processing, however Seattle Public 

Schools will be charged any fees from Vantiv or Fifth Third 

bank. The prices quoted in this proposal are the only fees 

assessed for credit/debit card payments.

1.0.28 X X Does the system store check numbers for payments made by check?

x

Yes, SchoolPay provides the district the option to collect 

the check number during the checkout process for in-

person check payments.
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1.0.29 X X
Does the system have a flag that will deny check payments from specific customers (e.g., student 

frequently has NSF checks on account)? How does the system handle NSF Checks?  
x No, SchoolPay does not support this feature.

1.0.30 X X
Does the system have an automatic notice that can be sent out to collect on NSF checks?  Is the 

verbiage district defined?

x

Yes, when an electronic check is returned as NSF an 

automatic notice is sent to both the designated contact at 

the district/school and the person who made the payment. 

The notice does not include district define verbiage but 

does provide explanation to the payer. In addition, your 

ACH merchant account can be configured to automatically 

retry to process the ACH payment up to three times (which 

is a perk that accompanies electronic checks). 

Resubmission dramatically reduces NSF's.

1.0.31 X X X

Will the system allow for one payment instrument to be applied for two student different 

student's transactions? (e.g. Parent writes a check for $100 in which $50 will be applied to each of 

their two students. Can the amounts be determined?) x

Yes, SchoolPay allows payments to be accepted/processed 

for multuple different students within a single transaction. 

The amounts for each student are specified during the 

checkout process as the user is selecting the items the 

parent is purchasing. For electronic payments, SchoolPay 

can route the funds from a single order to multiple 

different bank accounts if the students attend different 

schools using different bank accounts.

1.0.32 X

Will your system allow guest logins? What data is collected to log in? x

Yes, guests can pay for items without an account or elect to 

create an account. User's name, email address, and billing 

address are collected during the account creation process. 

The user has the option of storing their payment 

information, however they are not required to do so.

1.0.33 X X

Does the system allow for one student to be on more than one parent account? . (e.g. Separate 

accounts for mother, father, grandparent, etc.) x

Yes, one student can be on more that one parent account. 

It is very common for a student to be on multiple accounts 

when a mother, father, and extended family member 

create seperate accounts to make payments for a given 

student or family of students.

1.0.34 X X

Does the system handle changes to a transaction after the fact?  (e.g. Exchanges, correction in 

price or transaction fee, coding error correction, etc.) x

Yes, transactions can be refunded or cancelled by the 

appropriate authorized district staff. Certain information 

(student data, custom field data, etc.) can be ammended 

after a transcation is complete and an audit trail is 

available, however transaction and financial information 

cannot be ammended due to auditing control purposes.
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1.0.35 X X

Does the system handle sales to non-permanently registered students, teachers, or staff? If yes, 

How? (e.g. Students from another school, one time substitutes.) x

Yes, SchoolPay can be used to collect payment from non-

permanently regestered students, teachers, or staff. The 

first option to accomidate this is to utulize guest checkout 

features which allows anyone to pay for authorized items, 

even if they are not current students on the student list. 

The second option is to collect the temporary staff, 

teacher, or student identification number during the 

checkout process.

1.0.36 X X

Does your track students after graduation that still have open fines and fees?  If yes, how does 

that work? x

PowerSchool has a number of configurations for keeping 

fees open in their system and passing previous year's fees 

through. Working through their API we simply display all 

available fees. The configuration to include any kind of fee 

will be driven by your PowerSchool software.

1.0.37 X X X

Can you apply a fee for all students in a class in one step? (e.g. Art Class fee) x

Yes, class lists can be synced with SchoolPay and fees can 

be applied to all students in a class in one step.

1.0.38 X X
Can the system be set so that when business is being transacted with a student, any  outstanding 

fees and fines are also displayed or notified at the time of purchase? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay provides a feature where whenever 

available payment options are pulled for a student, all fees 

and fines are displayed that apply to that student during 

the time of purchase.

1.0.39 X X Can the system be set so that no change can be issued when the customer pays by check, debit or 

credit card? x

Yes, the SchoolPay can be used in a "no change" situation. 

Typically, this is driven by the district policy.

1.0.40 X X

Does the system track textbooks? If yes, please describe the process. x

SchoolPay does not track the inventory of textbooks, 

however SchoolPay can be used to accept payment for 

textbook fees and can be used to manage textbook 

payments. SchoolPay also maintains an integration with 

Alio Sofware. Alio has a textbook tracking software that is 

widely adopted. And we can sync with Follett Destiny 

library management.

1.0.41 X X X

Can mulitple fees types such as ASB Card, Class Fee and adding money to the lunch balance all be 

put on one receipt in one transaction? x

Yes, SchoolPay can be used to accept payment for anything 

and everything, all within the same checkout regardless of 

the department the payment is to, bank account(s) the 

funds are routed to, or number of students being paid for.

1.0.42 X X X Can each school or fee account (Each ASB club, etc.) create their own messaging on the receipt?  

(e.g. Summer school payment includes a message with the dates for summer school.) x

Yes, each school and department can create custom 

messaging on their receipt.

1.0.43 X X Can a student record be assigned a specific status?  If yes, What are the different states and their 

criteria? Ex. Active, Inactive, Archived, Hold.  Can these status's be user defined and/or selected? x

This could achieved through our group feature--any 

students can be assigned to any number of groups and 

your naming convention is 100% custom.
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1.0.44 X X

Ability to notifiy when money has been taken in, but not deposited to the bank? x

Your cash and paper check deposits are outside our scope, 

but daily monitoring for batch delays are standard 

"operations monitoring" that we do. A delay in batch 

depositing is incredibly rare. In the many years we have 

been processing with Vantiv, we've only had batch delays 

twice. All clients are immediately notified via inservice 

alerts.

1.0.45 X X
Ability to notify parents by email or text that a transaction has occurred with details? Able to set 

threshold limits on notifications. (e.g Password Change, transacation amount exceeded threshold, 

etc. x

Yes, parents are automatically emailed proof of transaction 

upon successul completion of a transaction. Parents can 

configure threshold limits for their students' lunch 

accounts where they can automatically receive a low 

balance threshold or they can have an automatic payment 

triggered.

1.0.46 X X

Does this system allow parents to dispute charges online? If yes, how does that work? x

No, all credit and debit card disputes are handled through 

the card holder's credit card company or card issueing 

bank. We manage the customer support for all clients and 

disputes are rare. Many disputes come in the form of 

customer support email, phone calls, etc and are typically 

resolved. However when a customer elects to dispute 

directly with their bank that will register a dispute and 

SchoolPay will resolve those with you--filling out the 

required paperwork and simply getting your sign off.

1.0.47 X X
Our District uses pre-numbered deposit slip ticket numbers for reconciliations.  Is there a field to 

hold this data that can be included in the export to SAP?

x

Yes, the district can enter their prenumbered deposit slip 

ticket number on each transcation. This information can be 

included in the export to SAP for reconciliation.

System Coordination

1.0.48 X X X

Does the system allow for a student to be enrolled in two schools simultaneously? (e.g. 1/2 day at 

two different schools.) Do transactions still show on one student account view? x

Yes, we support multiple school locators for a student. The 

parent will find all items flow into one "general district 

payment items" and the food service dashboard will show 

two rows of detail for a student in this situation for the 

purposes of maintaining unique balances and purchases at 

multiple sites.

1.0.49 X X

Can fines be added to a student at a different schools? Can this be prevented as well? x

Assuming you would be using the PowerSchool fees 

integration, we would take our fee assignments from 

PowerSchool. However, SchoolPay supports the creation of 

fee items as well--you may manually build any fee items. 

The prevention of and use of this feature is controlled via 

ACL (Access Control Levels).
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1.0.50 X X

Can district or admins look up fines for any student in the district?  How is an admin limited to one 

school, except for those students that have fees with other schools? x

Again, if you're building fees in SchoolPay, yes, admins can 

look up fees or fines for any student. If you are leveraging 

the integration between PowerSchool and SchoolPay all fee 

and fine sorting and reporting would be tied to their 

software. We would house the payment after and our 

reports do support sorting all payments purchased and 

items purchased by either student name or student ID 

number.

1.0.51 X X

Can an admin look up a student utilizing multiple methods? Ex. Student ID, Name, Parent, Class, 

other. x

Yes, admins can look up fees available for students based 

on student ID, first name, or last name. To review 

payments made for a student in the reporting, admins can 

also search by fee, parent, general ledger account, and 

more.

1.0.52 X

Is the initial download of data included in your implementation quote? x

Yes, initial download of data and ongoing management of 

data are included in the set up, annual fees, and data 

management fees quoted in this proposal.

1.0.53 X X Does the system have a method to capture G/L account information?

x

Yes, the GL account information is captured for every 

payment item (fee, fine, good, service, or anything 

SchoolPay is being used to collect payment for). This 

information is used for reporting purposes and to post 

financial information to the accounting system.

1.0.54 X X Ability to mass "migrate" students from one grade level to the next in one process? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay syncs the district SIS student list with 

SchoolPay. When the district migrates their student list 

within the SIS, this migration occurs automatically within 

SchoolPay. SchoolPay operations staff monitors student list 

data syncs during migreation periods to ensure the data is 

flowing as expected.

1.0.55 X X

Can charges follow a student from one year and one school to another year and another school?  

How is this done? x

Districts that use PowerSchool's fee modules from their will 

have past fees tracked. If you utilize SchoolPay to build 

fees, the fees will remain active and present in all guardian 

accounts configured for the student until either the fee is 

paid or you elect to turn the fee off.

Fees, Fines and Student Store

1.0.56 Does the system use bar code technology?

x

SchoolPay does not include barcodes as part of its service 

but the system can be connected to any barcode devices

1.0.57 X X
Does the system generate bar codes for new students and/or products? x

Any barcodes would need to be generated by another 

system to which SchoolPay is connected.

1.0.58 X X

Does the system use existing barcodes such as manufacturer labeling? x

When SchoolPay connects to a barcode system it will either 

use existing barcodes or generate new. Districts prefer to 

use existing.
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1.0.59 X X

Does the system track inventory real time for student store? x

SchoolPay does allow some inventory tracking but mainly 

in the form of a number remaining before being sold out.

1.0.60 X X

Does the inventory system do any kind of cost accounting? x

At SchoolPay it is preferred to connect to accounting 

systems for those features and that SchoolPay will focus on 

the core competency of accepting and reporting on 

payments.

1.0.61 X X

Does the system allow for partial payment of fines? x

Yes, SchoolPay can be configured to accept partial 

payments for fines when this option is enabled by the 

school or district for specific fees and fines.

1.0.62 X X
Does the system provide a catalog? x

Yes, a catelog of payment items can be created at each 

school, department, or accross the district.

1.0.63 X X Can fines be created at one school and credited to another school?  Both for a specific student 

and general fund functions. x

Yes, SchoolPay can be configured with the option for 

specific schools to create and credit fees and fines for other 

schools.

1.0.64 X X Can fines/fees be imported from other systems containing student records?

x

Yes, SchoolPay does this with numerous different systems 

at districts. Fees from other systems can be imported into 

SchoolPay via a file exchange process or via a realtime API 

connection.

1.0.65 X X
Does the system allow for quantity limits e.g., student store has 20 sweatshirts on hand, student 

cannot purchase 22 sweatshirts)? 
x

Yes, quantity limites can be configured for each item as 

needed to limit the number of that item that can be sold 

via SchoolPay.

1.0.66 X Can reoccurring payments be made? 
x

Yes, the school/district can enable recurring payments for 

given items, fees, or fines.

1.0.67 X
Can parents choose which items to pay leaving the remaining items to be paid until a later date or 

separate transaction? 

x

Yes, parents can select the items they wish to pay from a 

broader list of all payment options available for their 

specific students. The parents have the option of paying 

unpaid items at a later date.

1.1.00 Compliance

1.1.01
Does your software complies with Federal or local school laws policies or programs? x

Yes, SchoolPay complies with all federal and local school 

policies and programs

1.1.02
Are you FERPA compliant (can mask records, can proxy student IDs, least privilege rights)? x Yes, the SchoolPay system is FERPA compliant.

1.1.03

Can some data elements may need to be redacted depending upon user level? (e.g.Free and 

Reduced Lunch, confidential student addresses, etc).  x

We have built special features for Free and Reduce status 

as well as Waiver status, to prevent staff from having 

access to these sensitive data. Addresses are a 

requirement for payment data, but we are holding billing 

addresses, and not necessarily student home addresses.

1.1.04
Do you comply with the Washington State record retention requirements for School Districts (see 

https://www.sos.wa.gov/_assets/archives/RecordsManagement/Schools%20Districts%20and%20

ESDs%208.2.pdf) x

Yes, we complly with Washington State record retention 

requirements.
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1.1.05

Do you provide audit trail capabilities? If yes, what is created and what level of detail? x

Yes, there are several aspects of the SchoolPay system that 

provide an audit trail. First of all the transaction data is 

stored for at least two years. All logins by staff are tracked 

and provide an audit trail of which staff members have 

been in the system. All payment item changes are also 

logged. There is a self-service search function that will list 

all changes to any payment item and the staff person who 

made the changes. There is also a system role for auditors 

that is standard in SchoolPay. The Auditor role in SchoolPay 

gives district auditors access to run the necessary reports 

for their annual audit.

1.1.06

Do you have internal controls are available to prevent fraud?  If yes, please identify how this is 

managed. x

The SchoolPay system is specifically built to limit the 

opportunities for fraud. The entire system is based on 

Access Control limits, which gives you 100% control over 

who can see what content and who has access to every 

function. The system only allows for payments. There is no 

ability to transfer funds. All payments are submitted to Visa 

(etc.) for card authorization. They, along with the issuing 

bank verify data points each card is set to require and 

when data does not match, they will not authorize. All 

payments made in-person have, as one of the pieces of 

data from that transaction, the cashier that handled the 

transaction. If there is anything abnormal or fraudulent 

about the transaction, the district can look into who 

specifically handled that transaction.

1.2.00 Reports and Queries

1.2.01 Ability to have customizable Dashboard reporting to meet user and executive level requirements? x
Yes, SchoolPay provides the ability to customize reports for 

users with specific requirements.

1.2.02 Ability to create user defined, customizable Reports for student data with drill down detail? x
Yes, SchoolPay provides the ability to create user defined 

custom reports.

1.2.03 Ability to create Ad hoc queries? x
Yes, SchoolPay's reporting allows users to create ad hoc 

queres

1.2.04 Do you have reporting capabilities from simple wizards to more advance reporting design? x

Yes, SchoolPay provides standardized reports that can be 

queried to generate specific reports for various purposes. 

SchoolPay also provides a custom report tool which allows 

users to create and manage custom reports.

1.2.05 Do users have the ability to export reports in multiple formats; (MS Excel, CSV, HTML, PDF etc.) x

Yes, SchoolPay's self service reports can be exported in CSV 

format and opened/viewed in Excel or any program that 

supports CSV. PDF export is built and currently being 

refined across our wide breadth of reporting options. And 

custom exporting of data via process can be output into 

any format of your choosing.
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1.2.06 Ability to generate reports from the system without 3
rd

 party reporting software? x Yes, SchoolPay does not require 3rd party reporting 

software. All reports can be ran directly from SchoolPay.

1.2.07 Ability to generate reports from the system with 3rd party reporting software? (e.g Tableau) x

Yes, SchoolPay provides a full API which allows third party 

systems to connect to SchoolPay to pull reporting 

information. My Payment Network is happy to supply this 

API documentation to third party reporting tools and to 

provide technical support in connecting to our API. In 

addition, we are happy to export data in any format and 

deliver it to any service, server, etc.

1.2.08 Do on-demand reports or ad hoc queries have multiple secetion criteria and multiple sort levels? x
Yes, all reports in SchoolPay have selection and sorting 

criteria such as date range, student name, student ID, 

parent name, payment method, payment status and more.

1.2.09 Are totals and subtotals available on reports or the ability to add them? x
Yes, subtotals are available on certain reports requireing 

subtotal information.

1.2.10 Can reporting be done at the District, Feeder Pattern, Selected Schools level? x

Yes, SchoolPay is orginized such that all transaction 

information is available from the district level. The district 

is able to run reports for specific schools, groups of schools, 

or departments; or the district can run reports for the 

district as a whole. Each school and department receives a 

SchoolPay administrator account that resides within the 

district account. Schools and departments can be limited to 

only viewing reports specific to their school or department.

1.2.11
Can reporting be done at the School, Teachers, Account/Activity Chair, Grade, Class, Family, and 

Individual Student Level? 
x

Yes, reports can be ran based on a variety of criteria using 

the SchoolPay reporting module, including those as broad 

as the entire school, down to the individual student level.

1.2.12 Can reporting be done by Date of Purchase, payment method, GL Account, Event? x

Yes, reports can be generated based on a variety of criteria 

including date of purchase, payment method, GL account, 

event, etc.

1.2.13
Can historical date by readily accessed by the user (e.g., student or parent who wishes to know if 

they have already paid for a yearbook)?
x

Yes, parents have access to all of their historical purchases 

from their SchoolPay accounts. The schools and the district 

also have access to this information.

1.2.14 Can fine letters be created from the student accounts to mail or email to parents? 

x

No SchoolPay does not send out fine letters to parents. In 

our experience the district typically has systems in place 

that generate this type of correspondence. Linking 

SchoolPay to any such system is a best practice. In such an 

integration fine letters are sent out at the same time the 

data for the fine is synced with SchoolPay. This way the 

parent can log into their SchoolPay account to pay the fine. 

Notification for past due fines can be generated within 

PowerSchool.
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1.2.15 Do reports meet federal and state report compliance requirements? x

SchoolPay has been in use by Districts around the country 

for more than ten years. All reporting meets federal and 

state reporting requirements.

1.2.16

Does the system come with pre-loaded "canned" reports?  If yes, please identify what kind of 

reports are available? 

x

Yes, there are a variety of standard reports available within 

the SchoolPay reporting module. These reports include an 

items report, a transactions report, an errors and declines 

report, a batches report, a chart of accounts report, a paid 

vs. unpaid report, a registered parents report, a data syncs 

report, an items by site report, and a recurring series 

reports. All of these reports can be queried to generate 

specific report information. SchoolPay also provides users 

with the option of configureing custom reports using a 

custom report writing tool.

2.0.00 Document Management 

2.0.01 Is the data at rest encrypted?

x

Yes, all data (not just PCI DSS zoned data) stored in 

SchoolPay is AES-256 encrypted. Data in transit is 

encrypted with TLS

2.0.02 Does the District maintain long term ownership and access to the locally collected data? x

Yes, the District maintains access to locally collected data. 

Payment Data would have to be shared ownership for the 

2.0.03 Does the software provide a solution to the archival requirements of documents up to 10 years? 

x

We maintain our data until we reach a point of purge 

requirements. At that point data is moved to physical 

media and still fully accessible.

2.0.04 If contract should be terminated, will all data will be returned to SPS in native format?
x

MPN's stance is that the data is owned by the school 

district and that in the event of a contract being 

2.0.05 Are you able to retain financial transaction, collection/dispute data for 6 years? 
x

This is longer than data is typically held in the SchoolPay 

system. MPN is willing to negotiate this point with the 

2.0.06 Are you able to maintain contract and agreeement data for 6 years after completion? 
x

Yes, My Payment Network maintains all contract and 

agreement data indefinately.

2.0.07 Are you able to maintain and destroy cardholder data in accordance with PCI compliance? 
x

Yes, all data is stored, maintained, and destroyed in 

accordance with PCI compliance. My Payment Network is 

2.1.00 Technology Requirements

2.1.01
Do you provide documented API’s (Application Programming Interface) for interfaces with 

external applications? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay has a fully develped API with supporting 

documentation for interfaces with external applications. 

My Payment Network has vast experience connecting the 

SchoolPay API to third party applications to meet the 

unique application needs of school districts.

2. General Technical Requirements
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2.1.02 Do the system interface with PowerSchool? If yes, how is this done? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay interfaces with PowerSchool in a few 

different ways. First, SchoolPay will work with the district 

to sync the district student list via a nightly file exchange. 

This allows student data to be transfered to SchoolPay. The 

district may also sync class enrollment data and/or student 

group data from PowerSchool to SchoolPay. SchoolPay also 

offers Single Sign On between PowerSchool PowerParent 

account. This allows a parent to access their SchoolPay 

account directly from their PowerParent account where a 

link between the two accounts is established. Lastly, 

SchoolPay has a realtime API integration with 

PowerSchool's fees module. Any fees tracked and 

maintained in PowerSchool, can be automatically pulled 

from PowerSchool into SchoolPay in realtime and paid for 

either in-person or online. Upon successful completion of a 

payment, the payment is posted back to PowerSchool in 

realtime. This allows schools to accept payment in-person 

using SchoolPay for PowerSchool fees or for parents to pay 

their PowerSchool fees online using SchoolPay.

2.1.03 Do the system interface with Destiny? If yes, how is this done? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay interfaces with Destiny through a file 

exchange process. Using this, Destiny can be configured to 

export student fee/fine information nightly to SchoolPay. 

Destiny fees and fines then become available for students 

to be paid for either online or in-person. SchoolPay then 

exports a transactions file for Destiny Fees that can be 

automatically uploaded into Destiny to post payments for 

Destiny fines/fees back to Destiny.

2.1.04 Does the system interface with ERP Systems?  (e.g. SAP)

x

Yes, SchoolPay interfaces with SAP through a file exchange 

process. Using this, SchoolPay exports a transactions file to 

SAP to post SchoolPay transaction data to the appropriate 

accounts within SAP. The specific data transfered is 

determined by the district based on their SAP configuration 

and accounting practices.

2.1.05

Is the system managed centrally? x

SchoolPay is a centrally managed service. Everyone uses 

the same, current and centrally service application.

2.1.06
Can the system export data to flat file, ASCII format, CSV (Comma Separated Values) and/or XML 

format (SIF Compliant)

x

Yes, all SchoolPay reports can be exported to a CSV file via 

the user interface. For the purposes of exporting data to 

third part systems, SchoolPay operations team can export 

data to any format required.

2.1.07 Does the Application supports HTTPS?
x

Yes, all connections from a user's web broswer to 

SchoolPay occur via HTTPS.
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2.1.08
Does the system utilizes web browser/intranet architecture compatible with current SPS 

standards (IE version 11 or Firefox 41)
x

Yes, SchoolPay supports the two most current versions of 

every major web browser (mobile or desktop), including IE 

11 and FireFox 41.

2.1.09
Does the system meet client OS requirements (windows 7 or higher)?  Please identify the client 

requirements (RAM, hard drive space, etc)

x

Yes, SchoolPay is a fully hosted service accessable from any 

standard web browser. As such there are no specific 

hardware requirements for using SchoolPay.

2.1.10 Can the system support > 300 concurrent users with no visible impact on performance?

x

Yes, SchoolPay undergoes regular stress testing to ensure 

usage rates greater than 300 users do not impact site 

performance. Accross the SchoolPay customer base, it is 

not uncommon to see greater than 300 concurrent users 

accessing the system. SchoolPay is regularly monitered to 

ensure no performace issues occur based on current and 

future projected usage rages. Further, SchoolPay has been 

load tested for more than 500 concurrent sessions at a 

time. The system operates at about 15-20% capacity today 

so there is ample room for growth in SchoolPay users.

2.1.11
Are application updates are scheduled at least 48 hours in advance, and new feature updates can 

be optionally enabled or disabled? 

x

All features in SchoolPay are built to toggle on or off. 

However, if an update includes the optimization of 

returning report queries faster, we do not release an 

update like that in a way that users would have to 

specifically turn that on. There are hundreds of minor 

updates to optimization, tool tips, user experience 

improvements, etc. Our client feedback is our service is just 

bigger, better, and faster at all times. The interface is 

always improving based on the feedback we get from our 

customers.

2.1.12 Does the application support custom report writing? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay has a custom reporting feature which allows 

users to create custom reports based on a variety of 

available data fields.

2.1.13 Does the application place undisclosed cookies on SPS Desktops? 

X

Cookies have been debunked as a security threat and are 

widely used in modern software to identify users as they 

navigate through the many pages of software applications. 

Our use of cookies is disclosed in all user's Ts and Cs.

2.1.14 Is there a training Environment available that can be refreshed from production? 

x

Yes. SchoolPay would set-up a training environment for SPS 

if desired by the district. The training environment would 

be a production account that is set for mock processing so 

that the account can be used extensively for training and 

testing with no live transactions needing to be refunded 

etc.

2.1.15
Are there customer-customizable fields with the ability to integrate into the existing UI available 

for exports/reporting (custom fields)? 
x

Yes, SchoolPay offers customer-customizable fields as 

standard functionality that are available on reports and 

exports.
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2.1.16 Are you able to provide stationary equipment  to take payments and print/email receipts? 

x

Yes, SchoolPay offers two types of card readers for in-

person payments through our Virtual Terminal, a USB card 

reader and an iPad card reader. All payments processed 

through the Virtual Terminal, either swiped or manually 

entered, are provided a receipt. The receipt can be printed 

or emailed to the payer.

2.1.17 Are you able to provide mobile/tablet attachments to take payments and print/email receipts? 

x

Yes, our iPad card reader can take payment mobilly using 

an iPad tablet. Once the payment has been processed, the 

receipt can be printed or emailed to the payer.

2.1.18 Ability to export and import both manually or by interface Students, teachers and staff

x

Yes, SchoolPay allows the importing of student, teachers, 

and staff lists via an automated nighly sync, or manually.

2.1.19
Can you list what kinds of customizations are typically done by your customers in order to Go 

Live?  If yes, please elaborate in the "How" column. 

x

The SchoolPay software is extremely customizable and 

configurable based on each district's unique needs. 

Typically, districts want to build custom roles and 

permissions based on the staff and/or departments who 

will be accessing SchoolPay. From a financial standpoint, 

customizing the payment categories and accounting codes 

to select from when a staffmember is creating an item in 

their account. Custom reports are often created for staff 

based on the specifc transaction information needed on a 

daily basis. On the communications end, custom landing 

pages for our districts are often created, complete with the 

district's own SchoolPay.com URL. Each school can also 

upload logos to items and receipts further branding their 

account.

Updates

2.1.20 How often are updates made?

x

SchoolPay is an ever-evolving application. All clients receive 

the benefit of all updates made throughout the year. We 

typically release 1-2 minor "tweaks" to our software each 

month (more tool tips, optimization of reporting results, 

better validation messaging, etc.) and 2 major releases 

(July 4th week and the week between Christmas and New 

Years) annually.

2.1.21 Are updates a part of the annual maintenance agreement? X Yes. There is no additional charge for all upgrades.

2.1.22 Are updates available online? How often do they occurr? 

x

We typically release 1-2 minor "tweaks" to our software 

each month (more tool tips, optimization of reporting 

results, better validation messaging, etc.) and 2 major 

releases (July 4th week and the week between Christmas 

and New Years) annually.
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2.1.23 Is system down during the update? If yes, how long is the typical down time? 

x

No, SchoolPay updates using continuous integration 

requires no-downtime. Updates occur automatically 

without inturruption of service. For major releases 

scheduled twice per year, SchoolPay will occassionally 

schedule a maintenance window. These occur during our 

lowest traffic times over holidays in the early morning as to 

limit the impact. Major release updates generally ocurr 

with less than two hours of downtime.

2.1.24 Will SPS be required to manage and install the updates? 
x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.1.25 Can updates be done remotely from the central office? 
x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.1.26 Can all sites be upddated without additional downtime for manual software loading?
x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.1.27
Do updates require vendor or consulting servies to successfully complete?  If so how much time 

and is this time billable? x

All updates to software are centrally managed. There is no 

action on your part necessary.

2.2.00 Systems Integration

2.2.01
Are you able to provide data exchange tools such as a web-service API following industry-standard 

protocols; SOAP, XML, HTTP, SSL.  If yes, please identify. 

x

We can provide our data in any format you need. We 

provide web services HTTP/SSL that exchanges in JSON and 

XML format, but we do not provide our data with SOAP 

envelopes.

2.2.02
Are you able define your authorization mechanism options for access?  If yes, please provide. Do 

you support table import for authorization levels?
x

We do not support table level import because we are a 

multi-tenant application. Our web services authentication 

method is basic HTTP authorization.

2.2.03
Do you support integration with ADF, O365 or LDAP for user Logins/authentication? If yes, please 

elaborate on authentication options.  ADF preferred. 

x

We have implemented to many SSO/federated identity 

providers and are happy to integrate to more. LDAP is not 

supported due to the way it is built, however, the other 

ones yes.

2.2.04
Ability to schedule (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly) batch import/export of data.   Secure FTP or other 

encrypted nightly file transfer likely. x

Yes, we can schedule an import/export of batch data to an 

sFTP server on any predetermined basis.

2.2.05

Ability to automate purchase transaction interface to show paid and unpaid transactions in 

Library and SIS systems without having to log into POS directly. Want real time or as close to it as 

possible. 

x

Yes, SchoolPay is able too update third party systems for 

transactions processed within SchoolPay to mark fees as 

paid, or update fee balances. With SchoolPay's 

PowerSchool integration, this update occurs in realtime the 

moment a transaction is completed. With Destiny Library 

fines, this update occures via a file exchange process per 

the district's schedule.

2.2.06
Ability to automate deposit transactions by interface or upload with SAP.  x

Yes, we can set up an automated import/export of deposit 

transactions to be updated in SAP.

2.2.07 Ability to upload fines, fees, charges from Excel.  This would be spearate from charges coming 

Library, School and Food Services x

Yes, fees and fines can be updated using a spreadsheet 

submitted by the district to the SchoolPay operations 

team.

2.2.08 What database engine is used with your system? x InnoDB
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2.2.09

Which interface formats are supported?  How long does it take to create an interface for your 

software on average? x

This question seems to infer we work from a Windows 

Database and you may be requesting direct access to it for 

the purposes of building apps directly? As a PCI compliant 

service, we offer access to our database by way of our API, 

or we transfer any data you require. We'd be happy to 

elaborate on serving your needs; however, it's currently at 

a level that makes it difficult to provide a specific response.

2.2.10 Does the system provdie for ODBC connections by a third party?  x No, because our software is multi-tenant.

3.0.00 Security

3.0.01 Does your firm concur that all data belongs to District? If not, please explain. 

X

All data provided by the district belongs to the district. All 

data provided by the payer for the puposes of making 

payment would need to be shared so that SchoolPay can 

perform it's services, meet its payment card industry data 

storage requirements etc.

3.0.02 Does your firm agree not to share data with other agencies or partners?
x

Yes, no SPS data will be shared with third parties others 

unless requested and authorized by SPS.

3.0.03
Does your firm agree to segragate SPS data from their other clients? If yes, how is that done? (e.g. 

dedicated server with dedicated DB)

x

Each customer has their own partitioned database in the 

SchoolPay system. This separates each clients data without 

the expense of having a fully replicated database.

3.0.04
Do you have an off-site data backup and disaster recovery plan that restores both at the DB level 

or the object level? 

x

SchoolPay's application and database servers are all held in 

a PCI-DSS secure hosting facility and held in redudency. 

Both application and databases are backed up daily and 

our back ups are also backed up. Our hosting facility is 

especially equipt to keep operations moving even in the 

event of weather and upstream issues with locations in 

multiple parts of the country.

3.0.05
Do you support intrusion detection systems and antivirus/anti-malware controls? If yes, whih 

systems and controls are supported.
x

SchoolPay's has applied intrusion detection, malware 

protection, and access logging in compliance with PCI-DSS 

requirements

3.0.06
Do you have an incident response protocol with a defined SLA for notifications?  Do these 

notifications include notification of breaches? Are access logs retained for at least 2 weeks? 
x Yes, SchoolPay has all of this.

3.0.07
Do you have an approved  secure and encrypted method of data file transfer (by District); Ability 

to disable export upon request (intrusion, data leak suspected, etc)

x

Yes, SchoolPay maintains an SFTP server with dual 

credential set up, automatic credential rotation, and event 

logging. Exports can be disabled at any time by request.

3.0.08 Are you able to use encryption for password authentication, storage and reset processes

x

Yes, everything you do on SchoolPay is encrypted. We do 

not support any unencrypted communication protocols.

3.0.09 Is security granular (down to individual users)? x Yes

3. Platform Requirements
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3.0.10 Can security and authentication can be audited and reported on?

x

SchoolPay's logs are audited by our hosting provider's 

security team daily. We do not currently have any protocol 

to share our access logs with our customers.

3.0.11 Can search results be bounded by permission and security controls?
x

SchoolPay does not have any plans to make our security 

logs available to our customers.

3.0.12
Can student data can be deleted when no longer required or as required by document retention 

laws?

x

Students move to soft delete as soon as we no longer 

receive them in a daily file from the district. Hard purges 

can be done at any frequency of your choosing.

3.0.13 Is your system PCI compliant for all transactions?  

x

Yes SchoolPay is a Level 1 PCI compliant provider. This 

means that the SchoolPay system is audited by a third-

party auditing company.

3.0.14
Will SPS be required in any way to hold credit card details within its domain?  SPS does not want 

to do this. 

x

No, SPS will never hold credit card details within its 

domain. All credit card information is stored on SchoolPay's 

secure servers per the highest levels of PCI DSS 

Compliance.

3.1.00 Support

3.1.01 Does Installation include user start up training?

x

Yes, SchoolPay offers unlimited user training. Typically 

when we launch at a district, we conduct multiple start up 

training sessions either in-person or via webinar. We can 

tailor our training plan to meet the exact needs of Seattle 

Public Schools.

3.1.02 Does Installation include customization of software?

x

Yes, during implementation the SchoolPay implementation 

team will configure all district and school SchoolPay 

accounts based on needs uncovered during 

implementation planning meetings with the district. 

SchoolPay provides the district with a high degree of 

customization depending on the district's needs. This 

includes a custom skin which allows the district to design 

the general layout and color scheme of the software.

3.1.03
Do you have customer support hours? If yes, what are they? (7x5 PST/PDT M-F is a minimum). 

Which methods are available?  (e.g. Chat, toll free phone number, static content, etc.)

x

Yes, live customer support via telephone is available 

between the hours of 5am-5pm PST/PDT Monday-Friday. 

Email support is available both during regular business 

hours and after hours for urgent inquiries.

3.1.04 What is the typical response time for support? 

x

All customer support calls are answered immediately 

during normal business hours. We provide a standard 24 

hour response time for email inquiries, however they are 

usually answered well within one hour during normal 

business hours.

3.1.05 What is the average tenure of your support staff?
x

SchoolPay Customer Support staff has an average tenure of 

two years.
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3.1.06 Do you have an annual user group conference or online community groups? 

x

SchoolPay does not hold an annual user conference. We 

are in the process of creating online community groups for 

school/district users. We currently have an online 

community group for SchoolPay non-profit users where 

they can post questions and comments about their 

SchoolPay account.

3.2.00 Infrastructure (Hosted and On-Premise

Infrastructure – Hosted

3.2.01
Does your system have acceptable Server Capacity and response time (throughput measured by 

remote user)

x

We use New Relic's end-user statistics gathering program 

to ensure that we our end users are getting a satisfying 

user experience as wel as identifying and optimizing bottle 

necks. All aspects of our application are designed to work 

at any scale.

3.2.02 Does your system have 24x7 Availability (Datacenter staffed/monitored for issues) x Yes the system is available 24 x 7

3.2.03
Does your system have effective availability to the end users (redundancy helps); What are your 

uptime numbers?

x

In the last 5 years, SchoolPay has experienced no more 

than 15 minutes of down time in any given year, with the 

exception of last year (2016). In 2016 we completely 

moved off our legacy system, including our legacy API 

during the same time our processing platform moved 

platforms as well. Clients were notified for two years and 

the operation took place during the week between 

Christmas and New Year's eve. That week along with July 

4th week are the two times each year that SchoolPay 

schedules any software release requiring any down time 

(typically less than 5 minutes). Last year's migration of 

multiple platforms was the first of it's kind in 10 years of 

operation all stakeholders had plenty of notification.

3.2.04 Does your system have acceptable Data Center reliability? (power, HVAC, etc. backup)

x

Again, DataPipe is specifically built to support PCI DSS 

hosting solutions. This is their sole business. Data Centers 

are built the the highest requirements.
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3.2.05 Does your system have acceptable Response time for incidents/failures? (1 hour is common)

x

There are a variety of incidents that can occur. Total 

application failures has only happened once in our 10-year 

history and it was tied to a large, multi-regional upstream 

event. The event was so large scale most of the internet 

was impacted. Our application is monitored within our 

hosted facility for ongoing healthy checks to insure 

continual uptime. Any healthycheck failure is typically 

responded to in minutes. Every healthy check alert we've 

ever triggered has been tied to school holiday closures and 

false positives being generated by low transaction volume. 

All operations are monitored daily and it's not uncommon 

for a data sync to fail for one reason or another. Those 

processes are on immediate notification. In addition a data 

admin also follows up with notification via a prescribed 

Escalation Plan we put in place for all clients, specifically 

written to the kind of system integration and data sharing 

we'll put in place for your account.

3.2.06 Does your system have acceptable physical security at hosted site?
x

DataPipe is a PCI DSS specialized facility with 24 hour video 

monitoring of their premises.

3.2.07
Does your system have a method for client/end user deployment? (Web based client, MSI, Mac 

package installer) If yes, please describe? 
x

Our solution is entirely web-based, and requires no end-

user client other than a relatively modern web browser to 

access.

3.2.08
Does your system have client installation requirements?  (Java, .net, flash, Silverlight, etc) If yes, 

please describe. 

x

Our solution only utilizes features standard across the last 

2 versions of the most commonly used browsers, Chrome, 

Firefox, IE, and Safari. This minimizes the need for 

additional dependencies.

3.2.09 Required bandwidth per simultaneous user

x

Our service is designed to be very fast, by employing 

persistent TLS connections, session caching, image 

optimization and tiling, and other optimization tricks of the 

trade. Because of this, SchoolPay consistently delivers 

satisfying end-user scores (gathered by New Relic) even on 

users with 300kbps connections for users using relatively 

modern browsers.

3.2.10 Can you provide a high level architechure diagram? Please include in submission.  x Included in submission

Infrastructure – On-Premise

3.2.11
If run in-house, is your system compatible with Windows 2008 or 2012 R2, SQL Server 2008/2012, 

and .NET environment?

x

Our system is written in PHP/MySQL and we have had 

success installing it on test IIS servers, however, it is not a 

.NET application. However, we do not have plans to offer 

an on-premsis version of our software.

3.2.12
Were the RAM, Hard Drive and Memory requirements of a self-hosted server included in your 

implementation quote?  x We do not provide an on-premisis version of our software.
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3.2.13

Can your system be run on a VMWare host? x

Yes, you can run our software on a VMWare host. 

However, we do not have plans to offer an on-premsis 

version of our software.
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Team Organization, Availability, and Capacity 

a. Briefly discuss how you propose to organize your team to support this project.  Identify each of the 

key players and define their roles and responsibilities.  Describe each of the key team members’ 

relevant professional experience, certification, and education in resume form.  Highlight 

implementation and integration experience with other systems such as PowerSchool, Destiny, Pay-

PAMS, and SAP or similar.  

The staffing plan for Seattle Public Schools is to assign a dedicated account manager to support the 

district’s ongoing needs.  Kerri Fahy will be your lead.  Kerri has two years of experience working with 

school districts of all sizes, making her acutely aware of the issues that may require attention.  When 

dedicated technical support or additional customer service is required, Kerri will delegate those tasks 

to the customer service and technical support team. 

 

Kaitlyn Hetzel, MPN’s implementation manager and customer service manager, will implement and 

launch SchoolPay for SPS.  As an implementation manager, Kaitlyn oversees the implementation and 

integration experience with third party software systems used by the district.  As customer service 

manager, Kaitlyn oversees the customer service team to ensure that every inquiry is handled 

accordingly so that My Payment Network offers the best possible support for SchoolPay customers.  

Due to the size of SPS and the scope of this implementation spanning multiple departments, Kaitlyn 

will provide a direct role in this implementation.  Kaitlyn has worked with several entities of all sizes 

launching SchoolPay, most notably, Orange County Public Schools and Houston Independent School 

District. 

 

The technical work required to integrate SchoolPay with PowerSchool, Destiny, Pay-PAMS, and SAP 

will be done by the SchoolPay development and operations team.  The development and operations 

team is run by Ann Dunaway.  As the SchoolPay Product Manager, Ann will work with Kaitlyn in the 

implementation department to ensure that all third party data connections have been configured 

and tested for Seattle Public Schools’ use.   

 

While Kerri and Kaitlyn will be the district’s primary points of contact, Seattle Public Schools will have 

access to SchoolPay’s fully staffed customer and technical support department.  My Payment 

Network views the SchoolPay service as more than a software application.  SchoolPay offers 

payments as a service for school districts.  Both school/district staff and parents/community 
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members making payments to the district have access to live customer support from 5am-5pm 

Pacific Time (after hours customer support is available via email for urgent inquiries).  My Payment 

Network has vast experience in supporting K-12 payments.  We have designed our live customer 

service hours surrounding peak usage times of current customers.  These peak usage times are in the 

morning before lunch periods and in the late afternoon.  We have learned that it is critically 

important that parents have a live customer service department to contact during the morning rush. 

 

Key Team Members 

 

Kerri Fahy 
University of Wisconsin- Madison, BA, May 2012 
My Payment Network- Account Manager 
March 2015-Present 
-Provides excellent customer service to districts and parents using the SchoolPay software 
-Assist with the implementation and training process for all new district customers 
-Provides consultative advice to school districts interested in streamlining their payment processes 
 
Kaitlyn Hetzel 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, BS, May 2012 
My Payment Network- Implementation and Customer Service Manager  
March 2013-Present 
-Oversees the implementation of new SchoolPay accounts for district customers 
-Provides ongoing training and support for SchoolPay administrators 
-Oversees the customer service and technical support departments to ensure inquiries are handled 
appropriately 
 
Ann Dunaway 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, BA, May 1988 
My Payment Network- Chief Marketing Officer and SchoolPay Product Manager 
February 2005-Present 
-Leads all executive decisions regarding operations, product development, and corporate policies 
-Develops and executes corporate PR and marketing initiatives for My Payment Network 
-Oversees the operations and product development teams to ensure that the software is operating as 
expected 
 
Ryan Knuesel 
University of Wisconsin-Platteville, BS, May 2011 
My Payment Network- Director of Technology 
June 2011-Present 
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-Performs software maintenance and releases in PCI-compliant environment 
-Maintains production web and database servers that handle thousands of transactions per day 
-Develops and builds new SchoolPay features and integrations with third party software 
 
David Dunaway 
University of Oklahoma, BA, May 1988 
My Payment Network- President and Chief Executive Officer 
February 2005- Present 
-Founded My Payment Network 
-Leads the product development, corporate development, fundraising, and sales for the company 
-Oversees the day to day operations of My Payment Network 
 

 

Overall, Seattle Public Schools will find that MPN is an excellent partner in designing, implementing, and 

maintaining third party integrations.  MPN designed SchoolPay to easily integrate with third party 

applications.  Districts expect that their applications work together to provide efficiencies for the district.  

We have been implementing and maintaining third party integrations for our customers for over ten 

years.  Notable integrations include: 

 PowerSchool- As an official PowerSchool payment partner, SchoolPay connects to PowerSchool 

SIS to allow parents to pay for fees tracked in the PowerSchool fees module.  Parents can also log 

into SchoolPay directly from their PowerParent account via single-sign on.  There are roughly ten 

districts currently using the SchoolPay/PowerSchool integration.  In addition, SchoolPay recently 

built a custom integration with a third-party PowerSchool fee plug-in for Shrewsbury Public 

Schools (MA).  This integration allows the district to mark SchoolPay created fees as paid in 

PowerSchool. 

 Destiny- In the summer of 2016, SchoolPay designed a custom integration with Follett Destiny as 

a requirement of the Portland Public Schools’ RFP.  The integration was built so that SchoolPay 

could send/receive fee data from Destiny to allow parents to pay for fines in their SchoolPay 

account.  Through this integration, fees are marked as paid in Destiny, automatically, on a daily 

basis.  This custom integration is currently being implemented at Nixa Public Schools as well, and 

would be available for use by Seattle Public Schools. 

 Pay-PAMS- SchoolPay currently integrates with Pay-PAMS(PCS) for Nixa Public Schools.  

SchoolPay receives balance and purchase history from PCS and in turn, SchoolPay posts payments 

to PCS to credit students’ accounts.  Parents can track and manage purchase history, configure 

auto-pays, and make deposits all from their SchoolPay account based on the information in PCS. 

 Special note regarding food service POS integrations- 
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At MPN, we believe that a district should be able to choose the vendors they work 

with and have those systems work together to best suit the needs of the district. 

That said, MPN designed SchoolPay to work with any food service point of sales 

system so that parents have one single location to make all payments to a district.  

MPN is willing to connect to any food service system.  Current food service POS 

partners include: eTrition, Meal Magic, Primero Edge, PowerLunch, Skyward Food 

Service, and PCS (Pay-Pams).  In cases where Food Service POS vendors offer real-

time API integrations, SchoolPay is connected to provide a real-time integration. 

 SAP- SchoolPay regularly connects to financial systems, similar to SAP, to post transactional data 

that updates the general ledger accounts and automates reconciliation.  SchoolPay does this by 

exporting transaction data to a secure FTP site in a file format and field structure that is consistent 

with the financial software’s needs.  SchoolPay can also be configured to receive a list of general 

ledger accounts from SAP via sFTP sync.  This allows current district customers to update general 

ledger accounts in their financial software and have those changes automatically reflect in 

SchoolPay. 

 

b. Briefly discuss the availability of all key personnel for the scheduled time frame of the proposed 

project, and identify their proposed location during provision of the requested services.  

Additionally, discuss the capacity of the proposed team, as a whole, to accomplish this work. 

 

The key staff used to perform the proposed project are detailed above and will be available for 

the scheduled time frame of the project.  In addition to the key staff identified, MPN’s team of 

fourteen employees, spanning customer service and product development will be utilized in 

some capacity to perform the scope of this RFP.  MPN is consistently evaluating the staff required 

to service and support MPN’s customer base, and adjusts staffing according to demand.  All key 

personnel involved for the proposed project will be working at My Payment Network’s Madison 

Headquarters.  MPN has proven its ability to launch, maintain, and support SchoolPay for over 

ten years and has the resources to accomplish the necessary work for Seattle Public Schools. 
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PRICING FORM 

 
Please identify the pricing for the Point of Sale (POS) software, hardware, installation and 
training, maintenance agreement and additional enhancements and upgrades. Please use the 
Project Timeline identified in Section 4.0 of the RFP Document to reflect the implementation, 
phase 1 and rollout approach.   

 

POS Software 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

 

POS Hardware 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

Set-up Fee 1 $7,500 - $7,500 - -

1 $7,500

Annual Fee 1 $1,850 - - $1,850 $1,850

Transaction Fees*

1 $1,850+ Transaction Fees

iPad Card Reader

USB Card Reader

1

1

**

**

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

- -

- -$40.00 $40.00
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POS Maintenance (Fixes, Patches, Updates, System Support) 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

 

 

 

 

POS Implementation and Training 

One Time Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Reoccurring Charges Unit Price 
Extended 

Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       

Included in set-up/annual fee

Included in set-up/annual fee

- - --

- -

--

- - - -

Included in set-up/annual fee - - - - - -

Included in set-up/annual fee - - - - - -
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Grand Total 

All One Time Charges    2017 2018 2019 

   Total       

All Reoccurring Charges    2017 2018 2019 

   Total       
 

 

 

POS Additional Enhancements and Upgrades 
Professional Services 
Beyond the Contract Unit Price 

Extended 
Price 2017 2018 2019 

        
        
        
        

   Total       
 

$7,500 $7,500 0 0

$1,850 + Transaction Fees 0 $1,850 $1,850

Custom Development Fee*** $150.00 per hour

Varies

*Transaction Fees (does not include food service)

Option 1 Split Settlement: There will be no cost to the district in terms of per-transaction fees. This is accomplished by automatically
assessing a convenience fee to the payer. The district would receive the principal of the payment, and MPN would receive the convenience
fee.
Option 2 Regular Transaction Fees: The district can choose, on a school fee item-by-item basis, to absorb the transaction fee in full or
assess a convenience fee that partially or completely covers the cost of the transaction fee. The district will be assessed the following 
transaction fees on a per transaction basis:
2.99%+$0.30 per transaction for qualified credit/debit card transactions (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)
3.54%+$0.30 per transaction for non-qualified credit/debit card transactions (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)
$0.25 per transaction for American Express transaction- American Express requires merchants contract directly with them and will assess a
separate transaction fee directly to Seattle Public Schools.
0.75%+$0.50 per transaction for electronic check/ACH transactions
$0.15 per transaction for cash and paper check transactions logged through the Virtual Terminal
Food Service Transaction Fee- $1.95 per transaction. Assessed directly to individuals processing food service payments.

**Card readers are not required to take in-person credit card payments through the Virtual Terminal. If the district chooses to purchase card
readers at $40.00 for the USB reader and $50.00 for the iPad reader, the district then owns the card readers.

***Custom***Custom Development Fee:
MPN will assess a custom development fee for custom development work required to build requested features or connect to third party
applications SchoolPay does not already have an established connection with. MPN will provide Seattle Public Schools with a specific custom
development quote and statement of work should custom development be required.

custom
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Pricing 
b. Briefly discuss proposed pricing structure for proposed products and services.  If applicable, describe the professional 
services (if any, such as support or initial use training or consulting services) that are included with standard licensing 
costs for products/solutions offered.  For any additional proposed fee-for-professional services, please specify the 
itemized cost associated (e.g. individual hourly rates, travel costs, reimbursable and direct expenses, etc.) 
 

Set Up Fee: $7,500 - Paid the first year and the first year only.  Covers the creation of unlimited merchant 
accounts, school and district software accounts, administrator user accounts, webinar training of administrators 
(unlimited), launching of parent accounts, account management, and customer service and technical support 
for the first year.  Includes connections to pre-existing district software (PowerSchool, Pay-Pams, Destiny, and 
SAP) 

Annual Fee: $1,850 - Waived the first year, paid every year after the first year beginning on the 13th month of 
service.  Covers all upgrades to the SchoolPay software, ongoing training of administrators (unlimited), account 
management, and customer service and technical support.   
 

Transaction Fees (Does not apply to Food Service) 
Option 1 – Split Settlement: There will be no cost to the district in terms of per-transaction fees.  This is 
accomplished by automatically assessing a convenience fee to the payer.  SPS would receive the principal of the 
payment, and My Payment Network would receive the convenience fee.   
Option 2 – Regular Transaction Fees: SPS can choose, on a school fee item-by-item basis, to absorb the 
transaction fee in full or asses a convenience fee that partially or completely covers the transaction fee.   
o 2.99% + $0.30 per transaction for qualified credit/debit card transactions (VISA, MasterCard, Discover) 
o 3.54% + $0.30 per transaction for non-qualified credit/debit card transactions (VISA, MasterCard, 

Discover)** 
o $0.25 per transaction for American Express transactions (optional) – American Express requires merchants 

contract directly with them and will assess a separate transaction fee directly to Seattle Public Schools.   
o 0.75% + $0.50 per transaction for electronic check/ACH transactions 
o $0.15 per transaction for cash and paper check transactions 
**Non-qualified transactions will be about 5-10 percent of your overall transaction volume.  Non-qualified transactions are those 

transactions that come from certain corporate credit cards and certain premium reward cards.   
 

Food Service Transaction Fees: $1.95 per transaction - Assessed directly to individuals processing food 
service payments to Seattle Public Schools. 
 

Custom Development Fee: $150 per hour of custom development - My Payment Network will assess a 
custom development fee for custom development work required to build requested features or connect to third 
party applications SchoolPay does not already have an established connection with.  My Payment Network will 
provide Seattle Public Schools with a specific custom development quote and statement of work should custom 
development be required. 
 

Total Initial Cost: $7,500 
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